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Friday Eve’ug, Jan. 6, We cannot

tlie many

Stoddard,

John L.

From Mars Hill to Mt. Olivet.
d4t

M. IB.

Second Course of Assemblies
AT

—

HALL,

Friday Evening, Jnn. 6th.
Tickets 60 cts. Don’t forget the Masquerade the
22d of February.
jan3 dtd

ask

one

and all to

visit

our

store dur-

Saturday, Jau. 71b, 1882.

that

THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

.*■

The Boston museum company.
Manager...Mr.
AVHJCH HAS GIVEN

—

R. M.

Field.

113

PATIENCE.

Half Farr on Maine Central Railroad.
Tickets t-0 and 75 cts. For sale at Stockbridge’s
dec*23d2\v
Music Store.

—“PATIENCE”— Full
3 0 cts., Vocal Gems, 25 cts.,
LIBRETTO.
Score, 76 cts., Piano Solo, 60 cts., Violin and
Piano. 50 cts. For sale at STOCKBRIDGE’S Music

has

janGent3t*

Washington

THE

H. & L.

FIRE

Company No.

1

DEPARTMENT,
10,

’82

stock

admitting a gentleman'and ladies, $1.00.

Gallery tickets 25 cents.

BY

MUSIC

Class commences MONDAY EVENING,
JAN. 9. Terms for Six LesNODs: GrutlrNew Year’s
ntu
93.00; Ladies $1.50.
party Thursday evening, Jan. 5.

Respectfully,
M. 15.

GILBERT.

ianRStf

large

the

have

now

we

mm y,
253 Middle Street.
<ttf
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Fraternity Dances!

Cor. Exchange & Federal Sts.

THE

Thursday Evening, Nov. 24th,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 8th,
Monday Evening, Dec. 26th,
Thursday Evening, Jan. 12th,
Thursday Evening, Jan. 26th,
Thursday Evening, Feb. 9th.
-IN AID OF THE-

—

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
General Committee.
T. C. Kersey, Esq., President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. anderson, Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Mr. S. E. Spring.
Sen ter,
William
Hon.
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. George Walker.
Mr.
A.
E.
Hon.
Stevens,
George S. Hunt,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
Chas. McLaughlin,
Mr.
Jacob
Non.
McLellau,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Hon. Wm. L. Putnam,
Mr.
S. Winslow,
J,
I.
Hon.
Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. 1. Thom,
Mr.
D.
J.
Nathau
Mr.
Wetib,
Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. Charles E. Jose,
Mr. W. A. Wiuship,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,
on

Fred R.
E. C. Jordan,
Wm. Semer, Jr.,
E. D. Noyes,

Farrington,

Mercantile

After Proof.

GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE

65 exchange st.,

DRY GOODS.

Oonrprtg.

—A T—

Association XSJciJl
MONDAY

Will bo opened
EVENING, JANIARV
With n Lecture by

EICON. ISRAEL.WASHBIJRN,
Snbjecl—“The

Ballads

and

MANAGER.

Ncotland.”
Conise Tickets, $1; Evening

Tickets at

Stockbridge’s.

JanO

From

terms

Our entire stock of Dry and Fancy Goods must be closed out before
Fobruflry 1st*
This is one of the

grandest opportunities

GOODS ever offered in the city of Portland.
SOLD REGARDLESS OF COST.

of

Tick els, 25 cts.
Lecture at 8 o’clock.
first

Instruction in Engiisfeaud Classical Studies.
pupils

by the eubseriboi

COLCOED,

J. W.

143 Pearl Street.
jan24

_

Professor Saucier,
pupils
St. Hours, 9
KECE1VES

on

Plano and Organ, at 5 Oak
dec31dlw
to 3 i>. in.

a. m.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. COJDMANj Office No. 184 MiddI*
Mtreel.

Portland.__
Hook Binders.

B31.

A.

QUINCY,

Roobs

II,

on
and

Instalments

or

Bear in mind you have one of the finest stocks in the city to select
Come early to secure the best. This sale will open

Yvinter.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BAROUB, ‘M Cwm St., Eortlnad

Me.

Tuning done in

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

the

best

,

3d.

Tuesday, January

__

VU>}|

jan3

Hastings,

St., Portland, Me.
d.3mo

TO THE LADIES.

a

co.,

514

°

C0llt(

dec2!)

Artist’s

Materials.

CYRUS F.
FINE

593
It)
dec

ART

DAVIS,
STORE

Congress
**

Street.
codtf

M,W.F&ffly

ocl7

S3S

$4,000,000.

9

$1,600,000.
Assets,
Orient, of Hartford,
$1,200,000.
Assets,
Shoe & Leather, of Boston,

wm

^**§0

Sores, &c.,

A Policy for 83,500, on a
Portland, is now $*9,500.
Payments for

Death Claims and Endowments,

eragiug 8125.000

TfPersons Oeiii

Insurance.

are

In matter of insurance as
any other Agency in Portland.
oote dtt

iki m

Congress

Cor.

and Elm Sts.

great variety of
Black and Colored Silks, Shawls of
nearly every kind, Cloakings, Table Damasks, Napkins in all sizes
and qualities, Fringed Table Covand white, in all
ers, colored
lengths, and D’Oylies to match,
where

Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine®
■Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging J
■Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites®
Plmpur© or Diseased Discharges, Pains m th^s
RBack and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping®
■Ulcers. Tumors, &% $1, at druggists, by cs-r

■HDust,

nos

Fleur

is

to be useo^

Impure, oijg
ges. With Syringe, $1, ata
express, prepaid, for *1.2o.B
prepaid, on receipt of 5-.25.Bj
S. Jersey City, EI,J j
in cases of

asrsva

:JIJ> A* IIORBMMMHMl

WF&wly42

we

have

a

large assortment of Linen Towels, Plain and Fancy Linen Handkerchiefs, and an elegant line of
of Silk Handkerchiefs, Raw Silk
Table Covers and Tidies, Lace Bed
Sets and Pillow Shams, a choice
lot of Marseilles Quilts in very
handsome designs, Embroidered
Table and Piano Covers, Fancy
Ladies’ Felt and

Tidies,

Flannel

Skirts, Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear, Blankets, and a great variety of Momie Cloths, Cambrics
and Prints.
All at the very lowest

STREET,

prices.

MANUFACTURER OF

g LECANT

Also a

TABLELAMPS

ohclco stock of first-claw

With Iscnaatful Pottery
Centres.

sum TH,

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

3 Free Street

Block, PORTLAND.

sop29

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
The Groat

TRADE

Sale Wholesale and Retail.

GO,

dtf

C. WEST’S Nerve and Brain Treatspecific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

antee to return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
HA1 & CO., Druggists, only agents iuJrortland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.

uovX6

d&wly46

Eng-

MARK^Kemody.

NERVOUS t)IBIUTl.
Guaranteed.
Cure
A
a

address._

DR. w‘. W. BENSON’S

iSKIN CURE!
*

K.

*

TETTERS, HUMORS, n
a
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,

ECZEMA,

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
5
*
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
and
PIMPLES
ULCER8,
r! SCROFULA
g
°
<
TENDER ITCHINCS on all parts of the
and
soft
smooth;
skin
the
white,
body. It makes

ton aud freckles, and is tho BEST toilet
two
dressing in THE WOBLD. Elegantly put up,
bottles in on© package, consisting of both internal
treatment.
and external
All first class druggists have it. Price $1. per package.
ocl7
M,W,F ly

removes

J

I

*»

_

^TRADBJJABtC

Seminal Weakness.
ImpotCncv, anil all
Diseases that follow
\ ns a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Loss of
Memory, Universal
Daasitude, Pntn in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Prcmuturp
Old Ace, and many
!»•**> other Diseases that

Street.
eodtf

with
SunHp ex-

Face

Affections of the Liver.
Biliousness, Dyspepsia and

Appetite, Juandice,

ford’s.
nov21eod t marl

Indigestion,
General Debility. Directions inelevenlanguagcs.

IRISH LAND LEAGUE.

FOSTER, MILBURN & C0„ Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

*r

Hon. 0. W. Ladd will lecture under tlie

auspices of tlie Laud League, at I. A. K.
A. Hall, Friday evening, January filli.
The public are cordially invited.

jy Sold in Portland, hy Fred. A. Turner. 2>t Congress St.,
onaloung tf Stone, cor. CongrcBB and Green Sts.

8. tl. PETIEAOILL * CO.’S

d3t

jan4

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Advertising Agency,
I

(

UOSlON.j

j

10 State

E. V. EUESIIMAX & BKOS

Advertising Agents,
CINCINNATI

St.,

37 Park Rovr,
NEW YORK

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
in the United StateB and British Prov

Newspapers
nces.

course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
TRICE, $1.00. TRIAL SIZE, 10 Cents.

skeptical

Premature
D3p*FulI particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
eend free by mail to every one. ^3jr*The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at »1 per package, or bix packages for $3
or will be seat free by mail on receipt of the money, by
addreesinc
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. 100 Main Street, ItTKALO, N. Y.

11SO W. FOURTH ST.,

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors*
Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald WeakSores, Mercurial Diseases, Female
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf

addition to my herd of Jerseys

included. I have also Sweet Corn pnt
pressly tor family use. Address, V. H. Soule, Wood

days

aug29dlyr

I

an

prepared to furnish a few more families
Jersey milk, delivered every morning,

A

AFTER TARIRS.
BEFORE TAKIRO.c^mn *tumnumi"
Grave.

I

Ha\ ing made

I am
pure

Statistics have been gathered
Italy
which show a very marked improvement in
the morals of the people. Thus, for the first
half of the year 1879 there were 1,904 cases
of homicide and infanticide, while in 1S80
in

1,717, and in the present year
only 1,542. In 1879 there were 1,334 cases
of highway and other robberies, and of extortion, increasing in 1S80 to 1,504 cases,
but decreasing in 1S81 to 907. Thefts in
1879 were 13,172, increasing in 1880 to 18,172,
but decreasing this year to 11,507. During
there were

the first nine months of the current year it is
notable that there have been 210 cases less of
homicide and 509 cases less of highway robbery; also, 20,000 cases less of theft, and 1,000,123 francs less damage to property. This
improvement is believed to be largely due to
new

police regulations.

The present Congress will have to elect
three managers of the National Asylum for
Disabled Soldiers, to take the^places of^Col.
Harris of Ohio, Gen. Coulter of Pennsylvania and John A. Martin of Kansas. The
board now consists of eight Democrats and
one Republican, and if this Congress follows the precedent of the last one in electing only Democrats, three Republicans will
of course be chosen to take the places of the
IWO UCUiUUiaiS

terms will

lUiU uuc

ivc^uuHLtm

h

uv»l

expire.

The three fires most destructive of human
life during the last quarter of a century—
those in Santiago, Brooklyn, and Viennaall occurred in the mouth of December; not
only that, but the Santiago Cathedral and
the King Theatre were burned on Dec. S, at
the same hour, and the Brookyln Theatre'
was burned only three days earlier in the
month.

ST.,

Portland

H>ad.

M
«

Is Warranted to Cure

g

HORSE OUTFITS,
PREBLE

and other contributions in his native tongue, has published a popular fivevolume commentary on the Bible, and translated into Welsh Queen Victoria’s journal
of her life in the Highlands. Over 40,000
copies of his commentary have been sold.
The Queen, out of recognition of his services to Welsh literature, has just conferred
upon him a pension of $250 a year. It is
taken from the civil list fund.

the

JERSEY MILK.

Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

English

Dr.

AND DEALER IJf

dec9

Fitted complete with the

sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatorrhoea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure
recent cases Each box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
proprietors, John-C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar

CUSTOM HARNESSES

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

make or
and buoy
ancy to the nerves, and in that way increase mental
power, endurance and brilliancy of mind. Nobody
that has a nervous system should neglect to take
them two or three months in each year, as a norve
food, if for no other purpose.
Sold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
Depot, 100 North But aw St., Baltimore, Mil. By
mail, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to
any

g
S

dool9

kidorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

They
some eases starving absorbents.
create nerve matter and give power, force

K

CALL and SEE CHAMBERLIN & HOISTED.
_eodtf
Decker Bros' Pianos, IMS G. MeliLAUFLIN,

dtf

E.

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.
proprietor of tlie celebrated. Celery
and Chamomile Pills. These pills are prepared expressly to enre Sick Headache, Nervous Headache,
Neuralgia, Nervousness, Paralysis, Sleeplessness
and Dyspepsia, and will cure any case, no matter
how obstinate, if properly need. They are not a
cureall, but only for those special diseases. They
contain no opinm, morphine or quinine, and are not
a purgative, hut regulate the bowels and cure con
stlpatlon by curing or removing the cause of it
upon the skin, and a
They have a charming effect the
nervous system,
lovely quieting effect upon
thousand
Its
(en
hungry, yes, in
simply try feeding
Inventor and

1881.

c. E. JOSE &

l'er-

pamphlets

Mow Is the time to do good and
make people happy; and it can bo
done by making good and nseful
presents. And such articles can
be procnred at

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.

For

the island,

Jones, the vicar of a parish in Cardiganshire, who, in addition to numerous sermons,

.A N D:

ccl9

Jy29

and conquest of

the man who has done most in recent
years for its preservation is the Rev. J.

haps

Gaiter
Codorjthe Falmouth Hotel.

“We can't speak of

came within six thousand votes of
The mess he calls ‘his case’
elected.
being
was fixed up in his own selfish interests, and
honest Democrats in this State pronounce
the attempt to force himself in Congress a
gross outrage. The Democratic party can
only injure itself by making a stand for him.
There is no earthly chance for him, and as
soon as the facts of the case are before the
committee on elections it should make a
unanimous report to apply the boot to him.
His is a case of miserable rascality and mor-

invasion

i,

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

t-J-O —-O-«-

The language of Wales is practically the
one of the Celtic languages that is not
either dying or already dead. It was spoken
by the ancient Britons before the German

ers

THE WHITNEY
15,

~

wv

only

doing ats well for tlieir custom-

a

arcb

VCMSUW

The authorities are vigilant, but the disease
is insidious. The wise thing is to vaccinate
right and left. An ounce of vaccine matter
just now is wdtth many pounds of drugs.

bid selfishness.-’

ROLLINS & ADAMS

dt

atented

i

am.v4f&w46

oovl7

suppressed by proclamation, as disorderly
assemblages are sometimes dispersed by the
reading of the riot act.
This is carrying the idea of National government entirely too far, and the Democratic
dogma of local self-government is far better
suited to the exigency. It would be well
for the local authorities everywhere to guard
against the infection and for individuals to
take prompt and efficient measures for selfprotection. Portland has thus far escaped
tho scourge which has been raging around
us; but tho city is exposed to it and our peo-

never

Every hottlc warranted tog
give satisfaction. Send ad-B
dress for pamphlet, free, giv- ■
, tag full directions for tlieH
fcBwrfHs** treatment of above diseases. H
cts. and 50 cts. per H
aSisfea Price 25 Sold
H
bottleeverywhere&H0SST Henry, Johnson t Lord, Proprietors, B
Burlington, Vt.

av

pUA

IJj ^

unhesitatingly warn
the Democrats if they attempt to save ChalHe
mers they will make a huge blunder.

most cases

weekly._decltid3w

H,CC..lTlA-_lYf

~.*«n

Vicksbubg Herald:

on

INSTANTANEOUS,

■well-ltnown citizen of

4

the other cases, but we

One trial will prove its
Its effects are in M
merits.

$92,000,000.

vrr.-*

financial collapse.

HORSES.

RATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Company, in the WORLD, its Policies
are continually increasing in value.

been asked

in Great Britain was in a bad way, and that
legislation was necessary in order to avert a

and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for
Galls, Strains, Scratches,

It.

Congress St.

led 9

OTer

Sefftiles, fftelteie?
Frosted Feet and

OEars,

OF NEW YORK.
Eatablished in 1843.

CASH ASSETS,

NEURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

Burns and Scalds,

_

apprehension that President Arthur has
by the national board of health
to write a message on the subject—the medical men belonging to that body apparently
the

decreased; deposits in savings banks have
increased; more business has been done at a
greater profit, and the condition of things in
general is said to be in a highly satisfactory
and promising condition. What is more,
the Times anticipates that the opening year
will be more prosperous still, and that the
high water mark of 1S78 is likely to be
touched if not passed. This story is very
different from what we have been hearing
all along, for the laud reformers and fair
traders have been giving out that everything

Sprains, Bruises,

$1,200,000.
_

EXTERNAL

2E Hislma,

$3,800,000.

_

The rapid development of small pox in so
the country is exciting
general alarm. The disease has broken out
in many places between the Atlantic and the
Mississippi; and in New York and Chicago
has reached the proportion of an epidemic.
It is not only more prevalent this year than
usual; it is more virulent. In some Western
towns it lias raged like a plague, the fatal
casos often reaching the extraordinary percentage of sixty per cent. The increase is in
a great measure due to the modern facilities
for travel which aid in tho wide and speedy
dissemination of the disease. So general is

The year just closed has, if the London
Times is correctly informed, been one of
considerable prosperity in Groat Britain.
An improvement is noted in nearly all the
leading lines of business. Pauperism has

BEHEST

$63,000,000.

■

H

F0R MAH AND BEAST.

mSm

gurplu*,.£3 170,016.53
over

mu

THE BEST

Commonwealth, of Boston,
$800,000.
Assets,
Western, of Toronto,
$1,350,000.
Assets,
LioD, of Loudon,
$1,300,000.
Assets,
Trans-Atlantic of Hamburg,
$900,000.
Assets,
Northwestern of Milwaukee.
$1,100,000.
Assets,

DOW S SEW BLOCK

ment:

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtf

No family ehould be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LPryiH PILLS. They cure coustipation, biliousness,
and torpidity of tho liver. 25 cents per box.
gy Sold by all Druggists. *S*

•«

Assets,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

oclO

Specialty.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDifl prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
mail
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for J5. Sent by
In the form of pills, also In the form of lozenges, on
Pinkhom
Mrs.
for
either.
box
of
per
price, gl
receipt
freely answers ell letters of Inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address aa above. Mention this Paper.

Company

National of Hartford,

within the next two
will
or three days
be enabled to have
part, if not all of their
order for Christmas.
Choice and rich se- j
lection of Silk Velvet
Frames, Easels, etc.
constantly on hand.

William S. Lowell,

Wedding and Visiting Cards

Compound Is unsurpassed.

LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.
Total Assets,.. $6,266,372.37
$2,096,366.87
Liabilities,...

Old Phuenix, of Hartford,

sitting
for tlieir Photographs

ENGRAVED CARDS.

Stationer.

It will at all tlmee and under all circumstances act In
the femele system.
harmony with the laws that govern
Forthecureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this

OF

All persons

dtt

-/NTD-

General Debility,
gestlon.
That feeling of bearing down, enuring pain, weight
and backache, le always permanently cured by Ite use.

■'S-SaSAf:.■CT.tv.-fCffi

Ptaix Assurance
Net

Positive Cure

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
•w «ftrlv stage of development.
The tendency to cancerous humors there ib n.,.w.4
v Lv its use.
iBreWOVeBTamuiuou,n~-*
•*■■*■■■■»sallarftvTng
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
Sleeplessness, Depreeelon and Indl-

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Mrs. (T. DEIYIJEjBT,
COR. CONGRESS AN!) CASCO ST.

HATE ENGRAVER

I.v.v

a

Spinal
Change of Life.

ALSO, THE OLD

to moving I will offer at
cost my entire stock of Millinery and
Fancy Goods, comprising a full line of
Ribbons, Feathers, Feather Bands and
Flowers, Hats and Bonnets in ail shades
and styles, Web and Kibbon Velvets,
Silks, Satins and Plushes of all shades,
Black and White Laces of all kinds, real
and imitation, All Colors in Veilings,
Fancy Hoods of all kinds, too numerous
to mention.
Will continue tlie sale for thirty days.
ElA'-h’. B. Positively at cost.

decl4

w.

Ia

for all tlioae Painful Camplaluta and WeslcneiMi
■oconunou to our best fciuolo population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female ComUlcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, luflaramatIon and
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the

ALSO THE

Congress and Brown Streets.

Preparatory

CARD

w >

w»»

Paid, over $3,000,000.
Continental, of ftew York,

Cor.

favAwnlilA

aa

uuivau,

their

any other agency in Portland.
They represent the old

Assets,

F. A. ROSS Sc

fer

insurance

Losses

manner.

____

Fov Sale.
Spruce street. Coatatts 7
/COTTAGE House on and
Scbflgo. 1-ot 40 by 00.
L rooms, abed, gas
Pleasi nt and sunny; good h***}®**- Bj
N. S. GARDINER,
No. 03 Exchange Street.
4**lCoo41m

as

Losses Paid,

rent.

Moth.
Kifhutr No. Ill Exfb.-fBgf

J. I.

for the purchase of DRY
These goods MUST BE

fron.

many of the best Manufacturers, also

9,

EDUCATIONAL

Given to orivsto
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United States and Canadas.
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Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Laoies $5; to be obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
Evening tickets $1.
.Hobir by Chandler’* Full Quadrille Band
eodtd
novl8

A

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vioe President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vioe President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
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P. T. Griffin,
Wm. H. Schumacher.
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Entertainment*.
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Committee

Sis Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
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E. PENKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

$12,608,356.71
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SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.
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$5,728,6^2.27.
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Fancy Crackers,
Sugar Cured Hams
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W. L. Wilson & Co.,
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GRAND CONCERT AND BALL
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Pickled Oysters,
CaHforuia Fruits,
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Remember everything
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Sieoes,

OF NEW YORK,*

ASSETS,

in Portland
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Or, BUNrilORJIE’S BRIDE.
Geo. W. Wilson in the Cast.
Special Scenery and Enlarged Orchestra of 15
a Grand Chorus of Dragoons and Rapturous

St.
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gains to offer than
they have ever se-

Novelty, Gilbert &
Sullivan's Latest Eccentricity,

of the Great Musical

Store, 15C Exchange
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regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
Card certificate signod by Stanley Pullen
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
Every

with

INSURE AGAINST MARINE
Oranges,
Valencia Oranges,
RISKS ONLY.
«
Raisins,
Lemons,
■This Company will take risks at their office, New
Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issu
Figs, York,
Nuts,
Prunes,
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

have mark-

we

Mutual Insurance Co.

Florida

Pale de Foie Gras,
Parmesan Dutch Stilten
and Neufchatel Cheese,

be convinced

soon

If ALL,

CITY

Anchovies in Oil,
Bloater
Anchovy

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or prefer?* communications that are not used.

ATLANTIC

Malaga Grapes,

Marmalades, Lucca Oil,
Stuffed Olives,

bargains

ing the next fifteen
days and they will

—

ARMY and NAVY

Chutney’s Curry Powder,
Wiesbaden Preserves,

have to offer, but

we

Sardines,

Home Made Preserves,
Fresli Fruits and Glass,
Cider Jelly,
Mince Meats,
Bottled Cider, Ginger Ale,

les and Sauces,
Sauces in Fancy Vases,
East India Preserves,

cents.

Reserved Seals 75

Admission BO cent.,
Seats at Stockbridge’s.
Jan 3

P.

enumerate

chance to hear

daily receiving:

Crosse & Blackwell’s Pick- Brandy Fruits,
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PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

MRS. LYD1& E.

articles

man
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THE

MEDICAL._

few of the

a

Shrimp Paste,
Salad Cream,

Down.

THE STOHDJ » LECTURES.
Last

Stock

Marked

ENTERTAINMENTS.

PRICE 3 CENTS.

6, 1882.

W.l. PHILLIPS S.CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

SCIATICA
Is

(SCIATIC RUEUMATI53I)
considered by physicians an incurable disease.

BISHOP

SOULE’S

LINIMENT

will cure the won«l forms of that painful
(liscRKe. Use LA BUB bottles for Sciatica. Rheumatism and Neuralgia Price $1.50/ small bottles
(for Sprains, Lame Back, &c), 76 cents. Sold by
druggists. F. W. KYOJLK & NON, Propric

tors, Beaton, ITIrws.

dee9dlm

Not one in 100 of the pioneers of Nevada,
the Carson Appeal assarts, has $300 that he
The wealthy men of the
can call his own.
State to-day are those who went there after
1863. The bonanza mines arc exhausted.
Those who made the great fortunes have
carried off their money to New York to speculate upon, or to Paris to spend and enjoy.
The school

census

of Indiana, just

com-

714,343 school children in the State—an increase of 10,783
during the past year.
pleted, shows

a

total of

Charles Dudley Warner says: "Although there are scattered through the land
unable to
many persons, I am sorry to say,
heard
pay for a newspaper, I have never yet
of anybody unable to edit one.-’
The South is on the move. Charleston
dismissed its voluuteer fire department with
the old year, and now has a paid force with
six steam fire

engines.

According to the Springfield Kepublicau
Jay Gould's shadow has fallen on the State
House at Boston.

Planets in

January.

[Providence Journal.]
Mars is evening star, and wins the place of
honor daring tho present month, as well as
the month that has just passed. His opposition with the sun occurred on the 26th of December, and he is therefore within a few days
of his brightest phase. Throughout the month
he will be the most interesting study the starry
heavens present, and the opportunity for
watching his movements should be improved,
for his light grows dim more rapidly than that
and Saturn. The naked eye obwill quickly recognize the planet in the
northeast as soon as the twilight fades, for he
rises now shortly before sunset. His color is
fiery red, and he exceeds in size a star of the
of

Jupiter

server

first magnitude, yielding the palm to only ono
star in the sky, and that tho lordly Jupiter.
It is well also to note his great northern declination, and his change of position in regard to
the twin stars Castor and Pollux, as well as
the majestic grace with whioh he rises towards
the zenith, following in the track of his brother
planets, and reaching the Meridian as they descend in their western courso. He is also in
favorable position for telescopic study, and obwho are privileged to behold his face in
telescope will have something to remember
for a long time. We had a charming view of
our nearest neighbor through tho telescope in
Mr. Seagrave's observatory the night preceding opposition. A full moon rising through a
ruddy haze, nearly as large as our moon to the
naked eye, was the aspect taken on by our ceservers
a

lestial brother, as he almost filled the field of
vision, and gave forth a brilliant light, painful
to the eye.

The

of his beam-

bright portions

Bark'Tmesf'S^S^Jl?

a network of
in tone and delicate as cobweb.
Around the northern pole was a circle of glaring white, the orange, the white and the dark
brown and gray tints forming a striking contrast and presenting the celestial coloring inimitable by earthly tints. Such is the appearance of the red planet Mars as seen in the telescope, at even the present unfavorable opposition, and astronomers have discovered a key to
theEo strange markings. Eagle-eyed observers
see in the bright orange portions of the Mar-

some

parts by

greatly

nan

<11sc, comiiicuis

auu

isiamis,

iu

iuo

uou-

tral tints, oceans and rivers; and iu the white
polar caps, zones of ice and snow like those on
The explanation is, however,
our own globe.
not entirely accepted by the most cautions students, and like many other astronomical theories, waits for confirmation. Mars makes a far
less distinguished appearace in the telescope
than Jupiter and Saturn, but we see him on a
much larger scale, and obtain a much better
view of him than of any object in the heavens
excepting the moon. This small planet, only
twice as large as the moon and half as large as
the earth, is a very interesting neighbor, especially when the earth overtakes him, once In a
little more than two years, when he turns towards us his broad, round face, illumining the
sky from sunset to sunrise. If the ancient astrologers had seen Mars as the telescope reveals him, they would have found no ill-boding influence in his smiling aspect at opposition. Mars now seta soon after 7 o'clock in the
morning; at the close of the month he sets
about 5 o'clock.
Saturn is evening star, and develops but one
feature of special interest. He reaches his
quadrature with the sun at 5 o’clock on the afternoon of the 25th. This is the half-way bouse
in the progress from opposition to conjunction,
being ninety degrees from each. He then
makes his transit at 6 o’clock in the evening,
rising about noonday and setting about midnight. The telescopic Saturn is still lovely to
behold. Even this bright moonlight has no
power to lessen the beauty of the picture, as
cradled in his rings and surrounded by his
moons, this magnificent planet illustrates the
exquisite handiwork that fashions the worlds
which people space. Saturn is the first of the
planetary quartette traveling toward conjunction to reach the midway point, and after quadrature he will be seen in the western sky during the evening instead of the eastern, where
he has reigned so long. Saturn sets now a few
minutes after 2 o’clock in the morning; at the
end of the month about a quarter of an hour
after midnight.
Neptune is evening star and follows closely
in the track of Saturn. He is invisible to the
naked eye, and dull and ill-defined in the telescope. But what caq we on this little earth
expect to see on the face of a planet traveling
on the system’s remotest bounds, at a dista.ice
of more than three thousand million miles
from the sun. It is a triumph of human skill
that the position of this far-away planet is so
that tlin

aatrnnnmAP

aa

only to find its place in the Ephemeris, point
his telescope to the spot in the heavens indicated when, aa if by magic spell, Neptune’s
pale disc starts into being from the measureless depths.
Neptune sets now a Little before
three o’clock in the morning; at the end of the
month, about one o’clock.
Jupiter is evening star, following closely
after Neptune on the celestial track, reaching
the meridian about ten minutes after eight
o’clock in the evening, nine minutes later than
Neptune. There is nothing noteworthy in his
movement daring January. He pursues his
wandering path among the stars, approaching
the snn. and increasing his distance from the
earth. His brilliant lustre is slowly diminishing, but the change is so_ gradual as to be

scarcely perceptible. He still retains his proud
eminence as leader of the starry host, the
most brilliant star in the heavens, and will condone during the month to attract attention from
every observer of the heavenly hosts that glitter
and twinkle on the aznre canopy of night.
Jupiter now sets a few minutes after three
o’clock in the morning; at the end of the
month, not long after one o’clock.
Mercury is morning star until the 8th, when
he comes into superior conjunction with the
snn, and plays the role of evening star for the
His movomeuts are-of litrest of the month.
tle importance on the monthly reoord. Mercury now rises about half past seven o'clock In
the morning; at the end of the mouth he sets
about half-past six o’clock in the evening*
Venus is morning star, and so nearly »preaching the sun that she is almost hidden in
is all-powerful rays. The queen of the stars
turns from us her beaming presence, but it is
only for a season, for when she emerges from
her seclusion she will becomo an object of intense interest all over the civilized globe.
Hsr path this month is uneventful. She rises

E

dow a

low

minutes

Detore i

o

ciock,

aooui

a

beforo the sun; at the end of the
rises a few minutes after 7 o’clock,
few minutes before the sun.
is morning star, and approaching
visibility as he draws near opposition. He
rises now soon after 10 o’clock in the evening;
at the close of the month he rises a few minutes after 8 o’clock.
The January moon fulls on the 4th. She is
near Mars on the 3d, Uranus on the 9th, and
moon
new
The
the
18th.
on
Venus
with
is
in
19th
on
the
conjunction
her
reand
on
the
20th,
pays
Mercury
spects to Saturn, Neptune and Jupiter on the
26th, passing nearest to Jupiter and nearly
three degrees north.
It is not a field day among the planets on
the January record. Saturn, Jupiter and
Mars are alone visible, butithey are in superb
position for observations as they pursue the
even tenor of their way among the most beautiful stars and constellations that ever adorn
the heavens. The January sky on moonless
nights will present studies of surpassing loveliThe January moon, in full orbed splenness.
dor, when she “runs high” in the heavens,
may be pardoned for putting out the stars, as
she pours forth her floods of silvery light over
the earth, and etches with inimitable skill the
shadows that diversify its frost-bound surface.
half-hour
month she
and only a
Uranus

Bonaparte and What He Ate.
[Fraser's Magazine.]
That which probably prevented Bonaparte
from becoming a gourmand was the idea
which constantly pursued him that toward 35
Far from havor 40 he would become obese.

ing enriched the gastronomic repertory,

one

dish only is due to him among all his victories
—the poulet a la Marengo. The historic poulet
was first fried in oil, owing to Napoleon's cook
being for tbe momont short of butter. He
drank very little wine, always Bordeaux or

Burgundy: he howevor preierrea tne latter
and Chambertin above all other growths.
After breakfast, as after dinner, he took a cup
of coffee. Ho was irregular with his meals,
ate fast and badly; but therein was perceptible that absolute will which he brought to everything; so soon as appetite made itself felt,
it must be satisfied, and his table service was
so appointed that anywhere, or at any hour,
he could find a fowl, cutlets aud coffee ready
for him. He breakfasted in his bedroom at 10
o’clock, inviting almost always those who happened to be near him. Bourrienne, his secfive years he
retary, during the four or
saw
him
was
with
parhim, never
at
two
dishes
than
more
of
take
One day the
a
meal.
Emperor asked
why his table was never served with crepinettca
ilecochon, (a ragout made of hashed meat mixed
with morsels or fringes of pork). Dumand, the
Emperor’s maitre d'hotel, remained for an instant staggered by the question, and then replied, “Sire, that which is indigestible is not
gastronomic.” An officer present added,
“Your Majesty cannot eat crepinettes and
work immediately afterward.” “Bah! bah!
idle tales; I shall work for all that.” “Sire,”
Dumand then said, “your Majesty shall be
obeyed at breakfast to-morrow.” And next
day the head maitre d’Mtel of the Tuileries
served up the required dish, only that the crepinettes were made with slices of partridge, a
difference unperceived by the Emperor, who
ate with great relish. “Your dish is excellent,
and I compliment you upon it.” Napoleon,
when campaigning, frequently mounted on
horseback early in the morning and remained
in the saddle throughout the day. Care was
then taken to place in one of his holsters
bread and wine, and in the other a roast fowl.
He generally shared his provisions with one of
his officers still worso provided than himself.
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Guiteau’s Counsel Downhearted.

A process

Five Hundred Kegs of Powder Set
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Compelled to

Survivors
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Gloucester, Mass., Jan. 5.—The fishin
schooner Cora Lae arrived at Pigeon Covo this
afternoon bringing a small open boat containing seven of the crew of the schooner Almon
Bird, Capt. C. A. Packard of Rockland, Me.,

Windsor, N. S., for Alexandria, Va.,
with plaster. They were picked up this morning on the eastern part of Jeffries Bank, forty
Tlieir vesmiles east northeaBt of Cape Ann.
sel shipped a sea in the storm Sunday night,
smashed in the hatches and sunk. The crew
from

took to the boats. One died yes.
two others were dead
when picked up, and the five survivors were
badly frozen and greatly exhausted. They had
no water and were improperly clad and had

of

eight

men

terday afternoon and

been on scant allowance of food since Sunday.
The dead are Charles Chapless, Horace Small
The survivors are
and a man called Patrick.
Packard, William Harriman, Allen

Capt.
Small, A. B. Henderson

Sid

an£ ^^Vsuff«!££,

and lack of water. Their clothing was insufficient, dreached with water and the chid
The second mate died last and
was intense.
the crew, maddened with thirst, opened his
veins aDd drank the blood then tossed the
Tim

k

UnntAin

on,!

rtnn man

badly frozen that they may not recover.
The survivors are receiving every attention.
were

so

MARINE NEWS.
The Lillian M. Wane Ashore

Dennispobt, Mass., 5.—Schooner Lillian M.
Wane of Portland that came ashore here
storm
Monday, having been
lightened of about two-thirds of her cargo ef
coal, was hauled off to-day at noon leaking
moderately. The pumps being choked she
She sailed for New
was kept free by bailing.

daring the

Bedford for repairs this afternoon.
Latest Report from the Moravian.
Halifax, N#S., Jan. 5.—At noon yesterday
there had not yet appeared any signs of break-

ing np of the stranded steamer Moravian. She
starboard and was fall of
water
Very little of her cargo
has yet been saved and only a small portion of
the 150 tons thrown overboard when she went
ashore has been picked up
Cut Down to the Water’s Kdge.
Hyannis, Mass., Jan. 5.—Schooner S. V. W.
Simmons was in collision off Chatham Jon.
3d and cut down to the water’s edge by an unknown schooner. The Simmons was assisted
harbor
to the
to-day by wreckers from
Cbatham.
had

a

slight list to
at high tide.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Outrage

Reading.
Reading, Jan. 5 —H. A. Washburn, telegraph operator in the Superintendent’s office
of tbe Boston & Maine Railroad, Boston, was
assaulted last night near bis residence in Reading by an unknown party, who struck him on
tbe bead,then tried a large rope round bis neck
and dragged him in the street. Robbery is supposed to be the motive, as it was pay day yesWaahbarn is still anconscious and
terday.
at

very low.

WASHINGTON.
Work of the Committees.
Washington, Jan. 6.—Tbe House Committees on appropriations took up for consideration
the executive document recommending a furbUCI

»JjpiU|»llouiuu

j/ujiuvuv
to a sub committee.

Tbe
census and referred it
superintendent of tbe census will appear before
the committee tomorrow morning to explain
the matter more in detail.
The House Committee on elections transacted bo business of importance. Several bills
were referred to sub committees for consideration. The Committee on Public Lands has a
docket of about 125 bills to commence work
upon.
There will be a meeting of the Committee on
Ways and Means tomorrow and several other
committees.
j
Postmaster General Howe Qualifies.
of
took
tbe
oath
Howe
Postmaster General
office and entered upon the discharge of his
duties to-day. He lias appointed his son Frank
Howe as chief of tbe division of mail depredation and detailed him for duty as chief clerk.
Frank Howe says he has not yet decided upon
retaining the office permanently.
Gen. Kilpatrick’s Remains.
The many friends of Gen. Kilpatrick in the
United States are discussing the project of
bringing his remains back to his native country
and tbe Department of State has been consulted concerning the procurement of governmental aid in transferring the body hither.
Notes.
There is no truth in the report that Secretary
Hunt has been tendered the Austrian mission.
He expects to remain at tbe head of the Navy

department.

Senator David Davis has recovered from his
recent indisposition and paid a visit to President Arthur to-day.
Attorney-General Brewster visited the Capitol at noon to-day and was formally presented
by Solicitor-General Phillips to the judges of
the Supreme Court.
Reports received at the Post Office department indicate that small pox is still spreading
throughout the country.

WALL STREET.
What the Rival Speculators Have to Say.
New York, Jan. 5.—Wall street reports
state that it is certain that Btock was bought
yesterday upon a belief that tbe railroad war
of settlement.
President
was
on tbe verge
Jewett of the Erie road states that efforts towards a settlement of the railroad war are in
progress. A conference is to be held to-day of
railroad officials upon the matter.
Tbe Gould party was bearish as ever la> t
evening. A prominent member said that none
of the great operators were bulls, and did not
propose to be until the nature of approaching

legislation

ine Oest ixould
was to the effect that
attacked as soon as

understood,

was

Information last evening
the market would be again
showed signs of weakness.
Mr. Vanderbilt lias nc tided the bond party
in Reading that his stock will be voted in
favor of Mr. Gowen. Messrs. Gowen and Vanderbilt had
yesterday a minimum voting
power of 310,000 shares against 218,000 controlled by the bond party.
The De Lesseps Canal Company’s second
call of 25 per cent, amounting to 815,000,000,
has been paid in full at Paris.
There is a very bullish feeling on American
cable subscriptions.
An English land company is said to have
made a very liberal offer for the lands of the
New York and Texas Land Company.
London sold stock iu this market yesterday
morning, but bought during the afternoon.
A new legal point is said to be coming up in
regard to the obligation of the Union Pacific
Company to pro-rate with connecting roads.

SPORTING,
Hanlan on His Way to England.
Toronto, Jan. 5.—Hanlan left for England
via New York this afternoon.
He proposes to
row Trickett on Aug. 1st for from 81000 to
on
Toronto
or
at
Barrie.
83000 aside
Bay
Newark's

City

Auditor

Indicted

for

Forgery.
Newark, N. J., Jan. 5,—City Auditor Fred
A. Palmer was indicted by the Grand J ury today for forgery. In court be pleaded guilty to
eight indictments for forgery of indorsements
He
on warrants drawn on the City Treasurer.
wag remanded to jail.
Judge Depue charged the Grand Jury to-day
concerning tho late City Hall frauds. He
stated that the public interests demanded a
scathing investigation.
Mormonism in Utah.
Chicago, Jan. 5.—Wm. H. Hooper, ex-delegate from Utah and now a Mormon leader, is
in Galena, 111., where he formerly resided.
He is on his way to Washington to support the
interest of Cannon iu his contest with Campbell. In an interview Mr. Hooper said that
polygamy is already practically abolished in
Utah, and that he apprehends no decided interference with Mormonism at the hands of
the present or any future administration.
Panic at a Funeral.
Jan. 5.—This afternoon during
the funeral services of the late pastor of Salem
church and while the church was densely
crowded, for some unknown cause a panic ensued.
Ten or twelve persons were seriously
injured and thirty or forty others more or
ess hurt.

Qcikcy, 111.,

Washington, Jan. 5.—Mr. Scoville and Col.
Reed were in conference at an early hour this
morning and will he engaged all day upon the
preparation of law points which they will on
Saturday present to] the court for its rulings.
Neither appear at alt sanguine of obtaining a
verdict favorable to their client, yet both stoutly maintain not only that Guiteau was legally
irresponsible for his act but that he is at this
moment insane, his own assertion to the conwas
Mr. Scoville
trary notwithstanding.
greatly disappointed at bis failure to get before
evithe
additional
the jury yesterday
expert
dence, with which he had expected to rebut
the very damaging testimony of the Government’s experts. He did not assume to question the legal soundness of Judge Cox’s ruling
but thought under tho circumstances that thb
odium naturally attaching to the defence of
this case, the difficulty in inducing witnesses
to testify upon the unpopular side and the fact
that tbe names of tbeso expert witnesses and
what they would testify to were not known at
an earlier stage of the trial, that the greatest
latitude within the discretion of the court
would have been justifi* d in the introduction
at any s'age of the trial of any evidence material and perhaps vital to the defence. Tho
general feeling to-day is that the defence will
have no ground whatever upon which to stand
before tbe jury if the court shall rule favorably upon the prayers presented by the prosecution yesterday. This feeling is undoubtedly
shaped in a great measure by the counsel for
the defence, who will endeavor to obtain such
as will give them an
a ruling from the court
opportunity to plead any possible doubt that
may be shown of the application to the prisoner’s case of the legal definition of insanity and
responsibility for illegal acts in contrast with
the facts as shown by the voluminous evidence
in the case.
Tbe counsel for thedefoncowill presentthoir
law points to Judge Cox to-morrow morning.
His houor will rule u.esp.thf 71u8fitngi?yj^r'

Mr,'Davidge

will then make tho opening argument for the prosecution, which will probably
occupy the day. Mr. Scoville will reply for
the defence Monday and will be followed by
Mr. Reed and Guiteau, who will be permitted
to address the jury if he desires. Mr. Porter
will make the closing argument to the jury.
tui.
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did not think the arguments would consume
more than lour days.
LATEK.

Messrs. Scoville and Reed to-night finished
the preparation of the prayers to be offered by
defence to the court for instructions to the
jury. There are fourteen prayers. The main
points raised are that: The legal test of insanity is whether the act was done as a result
of an insane delusion or committed under an
influence or power which the accused could
not resist by aeason of his unsound ness of
mind; that if the accused would not have
done the act but for such insane delusion be
is not guilty of the crime charged against
him; that if the jury have « reasonable doubt
as to the
insanity of the accused they should
give him the benefit of the doubt that the
jury may take into account the manifestations
of feelings on the part of the witnesses;
the
a
to
that
have
right
jury
consider the suppression of evidence by the
prosecution as raising a presumption that that
such evideuce if produced would have been
unfavorable to the prosecution; that if the jury
believed the prisoner of unsound mind but
without malice in the commission of the act,
they should render a verdict of manslaughter;
that the jury should find a verdict of not
guilty upon the counts of the indictment representing the death of the President in the District of Columbia; and that to acknowledge
that his act was contrary to law would not
make the accused liable to punishment if he
did it Under the insane delusion that it was
commanded by God.
Expenses of the Trial.
A rough estimate of the amount of money
so far disbursed for witness fees and mileage
by the marshal places the cost of Government
witnesses in the Guiteau trial at 84500 and witThere are
nesses for the defence at 82294.
many witnesses whose bills have not yet been

paid.
Management of the Court Room During
the Arguments.
has issued the following directions as to the management of the court room
during the arguments of the case of Guiteau
to the jury:—No visitors are to be allowed to
stand in the northeast corner of the room (the
jury is in this corner). No visitors to enter
there after the argument is commenced each
day so to pass between the counsel and jury,
though visitors may be admitted who are invited to Beats on the bench. All persons leaving the court room during the arguments must
pass out through the south doors to avoid passing between the counsel and jury, and for that
object a passage way is to be left between the
trial table and audience. The south passage
way is to be kept sufficiently clear to allow
passing in and out, and the space before the
jury is to be kept clear. The marshal is

Judge Cox
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directions.
No Visitors to See the Prisoner.
No person was permitted to see Gniteau today, and nntil tbe termination of the trial his
counsel and brother and sister are the only
persons who will be permitted to visit him.
This is so ordered at the express desire of Mr.
Scoville.

Another

Letter

Oskaloosa, la., Jan. 4.—An explosion occurred this afternoon whereby 500 kegs of
powder, the property of the American Powder
Company, went up in a terrific explosion
caused by some boys UBing the powder magazine as a target for breech loading rifles. John
Phillips, son of the mayor, Gerald Joyce land
John Sherman were the names of the boys.
All were instantly killed and their bodies were
thrown from fifty to two hundred yards from
the magazine and mutilated almost beyond
recognition. The explosion caused great damfronts

age to.windows,nearly all the plate glass
the
city being
in the business quarter of
wrecked, while many houses in the south part
of the city {.suffered severely, the damage aggregating not less than $20,000. Many other
The
persons were injured by falling debris.
shock was felt at Monroe, 30 miles from the
scene.

FITZ JOHN POETEE.

most

fitting.
JAMES AND ARTHUR.

Correspondence Concerning the Postmaster General’s Resignation.
Washington, Jan. 5.—President Arthur early
in December requested Postmaster General
James to remain in his Cabinet indefinitely.
Mr. James expressed a desire to remain until
the end of the fiscal year, June 30,1882, if he
could make arrangements to do so. He went
to New York for that purpose, but finding himmake the enecessary arrangethe President as follows:
New Yoke, Dec. 12,1881.
My Dear Mr. President:
Referring to our conversation of last Monday, I have to Btate that the directors of the
Lincoln National Bank of this city deBire my
services the first of January next. This will
necessitate my leaving the department on or
before that date. Knowing my circumstances
as you do, I feel sure you will agree with me
that I caunot afford to lose this chance to provide for my future. X write this letter because
I am detained here by important postal business, and in order that you may be fully advised of the fact before the adjournment of
the Senate for the holidays.
Very truly yonrs,
Thomas L. James,
Postmaster General.
To this letter the President sent the followself unable

to
ments wrote to

ing reply:

—, 1882.
letter of the 12th ult,,
informing 1110 that owing to the desire of the
directors of the Lincoln National Bank to
have your services from the first of January,
to
you were unable to comply with my request
remain in the position you have so well filled,
was, as you know, received with regret, though
I could not but admit the force of the reasons
which influenced you. Now that you are about
to retire for the present from public life you
will permit me to express my regret at the
severance of our official relations, and my hope
that you may be as successful in the private
trust you are about to assume as you have been
in the public ones you have laid down.
Very truly yours,
Chester A. Arthur.

Washington, Jan.

My.Dear Sir—Your

Extensive Woolen Mills on Fire.
Philadelphia, Jan. 6.—Seafields extensive
woolen mills at Mauayuuk are now burning.
The New York papers commend Congressman Orapo’s bill for lighting Hell Gate with

electric lights.

murdered.
Francis Michel Poscal, a French sculptor, is
08.
dsi&d)
At a banguet given by Minister Morton to
Gambetta and his colleagues yesterday nearly
all members of the cabinet were present.
It is rumored that
A Berlid dispatch says:
the Nihilists have ordered a large quantity of
at
dynamite Hamburg.
The Central News Association reports that
the attempt was made Wednesday to enter the
vault at Chiselhurt for the purpose it is believed of stealing the bodies of Napoleon III
and the Prince Imperial.

Seven inches of

TELEGRAMS.
fell at Richmond, Va.,
The temperature moder-

snow

Wednesday night.
ated yesterday.

The total insurance on the late disastrous
tire on South street, New York, is 5806,050.
The insane department of the Macon county,
poorhouse was burned1 Wednesday
111.,
Two pa tier'is escaped
night. Loss 514,000.
and are at large.
Angelo Cornetti, who murdered Daniel
Cross iu Sing Sing prison, attempted suicide
yesterday by cutting his throat.
Burglars stole 510,000 from Amos Cookley’s
residence, Arlington, N. J., Wednesday night.

Secretary Frelingbuyson has declined a complimentary dinnor tendered him by the New
Jersey bench and bar.
Robert, son of Stephen Chambers, 15 years
old, was killed yesterday in the Hamilton
Works at Lowell, Mass., by being
Print
caught in the belting and wound around a
shaft.

Gen. Grant Changes His Opinion .in
Case.

the

Jan. 4.—The following is
Gen. Grant's letter to President Arthur on the
Fitz John Porter case:
New York, Dec. 22, 1881.
To the President, Washington. D. C.:
Dear Sir,—At the
request of Gen. Fitz
John Porter I have recently reviewed bis trial
and testimony furnished before the Schofield
court of inquiry held in 1879, giving to the
subject three full days’ careful reading and
consideration and much thought in the intervening time. The reading of the whole of this
record has thoroughly convinced me that for
these nineteen years I.have
{ice in thought and sometimes in speech. I
feel it is incumbent upon me now to do whatever lies in my
power to remove from him and
I feel
his family a stain upon his good name.
this more incumbent upon me than I should if
or
I had been a corps commander only
occupying any other command in the army than the
But as General I had it possibly in
one 1 did.
my power to have obtained for him the hearing which he only got at a later day and aB
President I certainly had the power to have
ordered that hearing. In justification for my
injustice to General Porter I can only state
that Bhortly after the war closed his defence
was brought to my attention but I read it in

Washington,
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his offences were said to have been committed,
which I now see, since perfect maps have been
made by engineers of the department of the
whole field, were totally incorrect as showing
I have read it
the position of the two armies.
in connection with statements made on tbo
other side against General Porter and am
afraid possibly with some little prejudice in
the case although General Porter was a man
whom X personally knew and liked before, but
I got the impression with many others that
there was a half-hearted support of Geneal
Pope in his campaigns and that General Porer, while possibly not more guilty than the
other happened to be placed in a position
where he could’be made responsible for his indifference and that his punishment was not a
I am now consevere one for such an offence.
vinced that he rendered faithful, efficient and
intelligent service, and the fact that he was
retained in command of a corps for months after his offences were said to have been committed, is in his favor.
What 1 would ask in General Porter’s behalf
from you is that if you can possibly give time
that you give the subject th e same study and
thought as X have given it and then act as
But feeling that
your judgment may dictate.
you will not have time for such investigation
take
several
it
would
time) I would
days’
(for
ask that the whole matter be laid before the
Attorney General for his examination and

opinion.
Hoping that you will be able to do this much

for an officer who has suffered for nineteen
years a punishment that never should be inflicted upon any but the most guilty,
I am Very Truly Yours,
U. S. Geant.
An Apology from Gen. Terry.
The following is the letter of Gen. Terry to
Gen. Porter also submitted to the President:
St. Paul, Aug. 26, 1879.
Dear General:
Soon after publication of the report of the
Schofield board you wrote to me thanking me
as one of the board for our action in your case
I intended to reply to your letter at once but
just then Gen. Sheridan desired me to accompany him on a visit to some points in my department and I delayed my reply until my
._

cia.
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things .to which I had to attend I forgot to
I write now to say that itls not
make it.
thanks but pardon which I should ask from
For
years I did you wrong in thought
you.
and sometimes wrong in speech. It is true
this was through ignorance but I had not the
right to be so ignorant. I might have learned
something at least of truth had I diligently
sought it. If you find anything in my action
the board which you can acas a member of
cept as atonement for the wrong I did you I
With great
shall be more than gratified.
respect and admiration,
I am yours most sincerely,
Alfred II. Terry.

Judge John Phelps Pntaam, of the Massain Boston
died
bench,
chusetts superior
Wednesday, of pneumonia, after a brief illHe had held his position since 1859, and
ness.
was highly esteemed by the bar.
The Buffalo mail bag was stolen at Lockport, N. Y., Wendesday night and all letters
It was found yesterday
taken therefrom.

morning empty.
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For New England,

Cloudy weather and light snow or rain, easterly to southerly winds, falling barometer, low
but rising temperature.

[SPECIAL BULLETIN.]
Cloudy weather prevails in all districts with
snow

The winds on the

in the Middle States.

New England coast continue from the west.
The temperature has risen slowly in all districts, but continue below freezing in the Middle and New England States, Lake region and
Ohio Valley. Rains prevailed on the Pacific
coast dnriDg the day.
The indications are that cloudy weather with
rain will prevail in New England and
Middle Atlantic coast during Friday followed
Saturday by warmer and fair weather.

snow or

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland {tail) Wholesale market.
POETLXND, Jan. 6.
There are no new features to notice in the wholesale market to-day, prices being unchanged and the
volume of trade light, buyers only purchasing fbr
immediate wants. Grain is held firmer on account
of a rise in the Western markets. At Liverpool
Wheat and Corn are quiet but steady.
The following are lo-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. &o.
Crain.

flour.

Superfine.6 7550 26 H. M. Corn,
ear lots
77
Extra Spring..6 60@6 76
66
XX Spring....7 25&7 76 Oats,
Patent Spring
SackedjBran 00(524 00
Mids..
27 00
Wheats.8 50@9 25
Cotton Seed.carlot 32 60
Michigan Wintor heat.... 7 60@7 65
bag lots 36 00
Michigan....7 00@7

gt.

80
77
66

Corn,bag lots..

Common

LouS

26

Win-

Meal,

..

Oats,

..

2600
7 60@7 75 Bran,
28 00
Wintergood. 7 76 58 00 Mids,
13b
Winter best.. 8 25@8 60 Eye,
Provisions.
Produce.
Sweet potatoes6 25@S 50 Mess Beef..11 00@I1 60
Ex Mess..12 26@19 60
15 517
Turkeys.
Plate.13
13516
Chickens..
Ex Plate..l3 76i
Fowl.
10(Sjl2Va
Pork—
27@28
Eggs.
Backs.. ..20 76i (21 00
Onions,19 bbl. 3 00(53 26
Clear.19 75( '20 00
Crnberries, $> bbl
Mess.19 26(®19 60
MaiDe. 9 00(510 00
00
Hams.HVi@12
Cape Cod,1100(542
Bound Hogs.... 8@ 9
augur.
Lard.
Granulated. 9%
Extra C.
9t4 Tub, $? Ib....l 1-ii
ft
Fruit
Tierce*,
$>.11%
12V*
Muso’tlRaisins! 70@3 30 Pall....
Beans.
London I.ayersS 1053 15
Valencia
9% @ 10 Pea.
Turkish Prunes.7V2@8e Mediums.3 6'
Yellow Eyes..2 7i
Oranges.
Buiter.
Palermos pbx@
Messina,$>box.0 0050 00 Creamery.
00
Gilt
EdgaVermoutS:
Valencia,$>ease6 00@7
2 50 Choice
22(
Jamaica $>100..
Good.19,
Lemons.
Messina.4 50@4 76 Store... .lr
Cheese.
Palermo*.3 50 a.4 00
Malaga.3 Of
Maine.12-i@14
Vermont_12Mi®I4
Nuts.
ST y Factory.l2%@14
Peanuts—
Shims. 7t%@ 8
Wilmington.l 60
Apples.
Virginia.... 1 76(
Perbbl.2 75(53 00
Tonnessee...1 45
i
Cooking.1 26(51 60
Oastana.Bib.
tar

fair

..

...

..

..

..

..

_

vr^i^nts

«*

191/.

••

12Vagi5c;Dried WeBtorn. ...6%@7
I2%@15e I do Eastern.... 6%@7

Filberts

Pecan

IfvannriitAil

>
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Session.

SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 5.
Several bills and resolutions were introduced.
Mr. Garland offered a resolution instructing
the Commitee on Finance to inquire into the
propriety of refunding to parties who paid for
protection under trade mark legislation the fee
required by act of Congress touching the subject, which was decided by the Supreme Court
of the United States to be unconstitutional,
and to report by bill or otherwise. Adopted.
On motion of Mr. Kellogg, the Secretary of
War was directed to transmit copies of papers
relating to the repair or improvement of the
Missississippi river line front of New Orleans.
At 1.05 the Senate adjourned until to-morrow.

HOUSE.
A fter the reading of the journal Mr. Orth of
to
a
Indiana rose
question of provilege, stating
that it grew out of and affected the recent appointment of the committees. Before stating
It is my purpose at an
the question he said:
early day to introduce for consideration and
action a proposition to change the method of
selecting committees, as the responsibility is
too great to rest in the hands of a single individual, however capable and honest.
As to the question of privilege he said he
had been assigned to three committees, namely, second place on rules and chairman of the
He procommittee on civil service reform.
tested against these assignments as an injustice
to himself and his constituents.
The members listened attentively, and Mr.
Springer was on his feet to enlarge upon the
theme but was stopped by Mr. Kobeson, who
called for regular order.
Mr. Springer said he should therefore take
anotner occasion to Dring up tnis suojeci.
The Speaker said, “The Chair does not understand it is necessary for him to vindicate
himself by saying anything in reply,but it must
not be inferred that the Chair agrees in the
views taken by the gentleman.”
Mr. Orth’s request was granted and he was
excused from further service on the commitThe regular order which was the
tee on rules.
call of committees, was dispensed with.
A resolution was adopted thanking th e Khedive of Egypt for the present of the obelisk.
The Speaker Btated that Mr. Hewitt of New
York bad requested to be relieved from service
on
on the committee
public buildings and
grounds, as his private business relations
him
were such as might make it improper for
to serve. The request was granted.
The House at 1.40 adjourned till Monday.

FOREIGN.

The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Chicago A Alton.128%
Chicago & Alton preferred.:.140
C. B. Quincy.133%
39%
Erie...
Erie preferred... 79
Illinois Central.128%

Shore.110%
Michigan Central. 84Vs
New Jersey Central. 90
Lake

124%
Northwestern.
Northwestern preferred.137%
New York Central.?.129%
131
Rock Island
Milwaukee A St. Paul.i..106%
120:
St. Paul preferred.
116%
Union Paoille stock.
77%
Western Union TeL'.Co.

.7

Houlton.9ocSl 00
Maine Central..96c@l 00
G rand Trunk.
Eastern.

@00

@90

GrandTrnnk. @90
Jacksons. @85
The aoove prices are for car lots of Potatoes; small
lots aOout Be higher.
The following quotations of American stocks at
London were received today by cable:

Railway.'40%

Erie
Erie 2ds.-.102
New York Central.134J
Illinois Central.133

Pennsylvania Central. 62%
Reading.,. 34

Con.

Eureka.•.
Could & Curry.*.
Hale & Norcross.
Northern B*Ue.
Ophir.
Savage

| PORTLAND Jan. 5.
The following quotations of Grain were received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by A. W. Jordan,
157 Commercial street:
Chicago,—Wheat-. .-Corn-,Oats—
Jan.
Jan. May.
Feb.
Time. Jan.
9.37.. 126V* 127% 61% 67%
44%
9.62.. 126% 127% 62% 67%
44V*
10.30.. 126V* 127% 62 Vs 67%
44%
67%
11.31.. 126% 127% 62
44V*
12.30. .126%, 127S/8 62% 67»A
44%
1.02.. 126% 1275/s 62% 67“/*
44V*
0 all....126% 127% 62% 67%
of Maine Central.

Portland,JJan. 4.

For Portland, oars 28 miscellaneous merchandise,
for connecting roads 65 ears miscellaneous mer__

Rally Bomestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 busb Oornraeal toG
W. Trim* Co._
Dry Boods Wholesale Market.

following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected dally by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
The

Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

[Fine 7-4.14@17
Fine 8-4.18@22
Fine

gon. Merriman.

Colcord, New York;

ironi Galveston.

F
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 3d, brig J
Merry, Bradley, (from Baltimore) for Matanzas.
T
Mattheson,
Jesse
sch
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d,
Mattheson, Bay View, Me.
Cld 4th, barque Elverton. Tibbetts, Portland, (and
sailed): sell C Ilanrahan, Whitmore, Charleston.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 3d, brig Kodiak, Peters,

Cardenas.

Cld 4th, brig Annie R Storer, Harding, Havana;
sch Beni B Church, Kelley, New Bedford.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d, brig Clarabello,
Coggins, Trinidad.
Sid 2d, sebs LT Whitmore, and Mary J Adams.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th. schs Frank G Dow, Crowell Boston; Douglas Haynes. Meady, Wiseasset.
Cld 4th, barque Adolph Engler, Merriman, Dunschs
kirk; brig Jennie Hulbert, Sparks, Pensacola;
o W Bentley, McLeod, Rio Hache; Vandaha, Alley,

Sheep- receipts 2600 head; shipments 1600 head;
for ohoice; common to good me4 26@5 40; ex-

steady
ium at 3 40®3 96; good to hoice
generally
6

30@0 00._
Domestic markets.

(By Telegraph.)
w«w YORK. Jan. 5-Evening.—Flour market
still without quotable with a little more .doing for
export and home use.
Receipt* of Flour 16,081 bbls; exports 1886 bbls;
sales 19,600 bbls; No 2 at 3 00®4 26; Superfine
Western and State 4 10®4 85;common to good ext.
Western and State 6 CO36 00; good to ohoice Westen- extra at 6 10® 9 00: common to choice White
Whe»t Western extra 7 25@ 8 26;fancy do at 8 50
«t9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 25@8 26;
oommon to ehoiee extra St. Louis at 6 10&9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 00@8 60; choice to
double extra at 8 60®9 00. including 3600 bbls
:itv Mill extra at 6 86(|7 00 for W I: 4200 bbls
86; 1,No 2 at 3 00®4 26: 1009 .Superfine 4 10®4
VWO **
017,

52W

l-

Wtateiir* 5 26@9 00; 6100 bbls Minnesota extra
m scO$9 00: Southern flour unchanged; common
to fair extra at 5 66®6 70 good to choice do 6 76@
8 00. Wheat—receipts 32,000 bush: export* 62,669 bush: opened %@% higher, advance lost nnd
fell off a trifle, closing firm at shade under highest
prices with only moderate export demand and fairlv
active trade in Vptions;sales 2,401,000 bush.including 209.000 bush on spot; No 3 Spring 1 23: No 2
do 1 28®l 30: ungraded Winter Red at 1 28%®
1 43%; No 4 do 1 28%; No 2 do 1 42%@1 43 for
new; 1 44® l 46 old; No 1 Red at 1 49; ungraded
Rye
White 1 27®1 40; No 1 do at 1 40%®1 42.
steady at 9oc. nancy uric. < orn openeu -/sux ‘/sc
shade
and
advance
weak
became
lost,closing
higher,
better with fair export trade and moderate business
in options: receipts 7360 bush.exports 26,716 bush;
sales 1,168,000 bush, inoluding 232,000 on spot;
ungraded at 68@71%c No 3 at 69c; Nd 2 at 7Oo;
70%c new, 71%c low Mixed 73c old; White Western at 75%c;No 2 for January at 70@70ysc, closing 70c; February at 71%@72o, closing at l%c;
March 73%@73%c. closing 73 Vic; May at 76% @
76%c, closmg at 76%c. Oats less active and without decided change; receipts 18,204,000 bush; exports 1766 bush; sales 187,000 busn; No 3 at 49Vi
@60c; White do at 50%@6lc; No 2 at 60@61c for
l at
new, 51%@52%c old; do White at 61V4c: No
61c; White do at 62c: Mixed Western 49@51%c;
White do 60@63o; Mixed State 60@51Vic; White
do 61®63 Vs including 10 000 bush No 2 for January 49%@49%c; 40.000 do February at 49%@50c.
Nngar very firm,fair to good refining 7s/s@6% ; refined steady;White Kx O' at 8@8Vi Yellow do 7%@
7%c; Confectioners A 9Vs .crushed 9%@9%c;poyvdered at 9%@9%: granulated at 9V4c; standard A
at 8%; Cubes 9%o. MolawieB—New Orleans is
firm; sales at 53®S6c. Petroleum nominal; united 79%. Tallow very strong; sales 90,000 tbs at
7% @8. Porb is firm without quotable chaugo.
I,aid opened about 5 higher, advance lost, closing
Bteadv; sales 760 tcs prime steam on spot part at
Butter firm.
11 27'Vi; 140 city steam at 11 16.

^PROVIDENCE-Sid

3d, seb John Balch, Tinker,
jjew York
MaAr 4th, sch S H Walker, Higgins,' Baltimore;
Red Jacket, Ginn, fm
ry Eliza, Handy, New York;
Sid 4tb, schs Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Elizabethport; F A Magee, Treworgy, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 2d, sch Jas T Morse, Tupper,
New York, (in tow).
Sid 3d. sen Pushaw, Wall, New York.
SOMERSET—Ar 3d, sch Senator, Bonsey, Perth
Arabov
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 3d, sobs Tennessee. from Vinalhaven for New York; T A Stuart,
Machias tor au, Ring i>o«« and St Croix, Rockland
fordo; Alaska, do for do; Bramhan, rui uo.®a
do; Viola May, Hillsboro for do; C H Eaton, Calais
.for do; Lookout. Lubec for do.
NEWPORT—Ar 4th, ship Parker M Whitmore,
from*Bath for New York.
in port, sebs Albert Dailey, Goldtbwaitc, Wiscai:
set; Mahaska, Merriman, from Port Johnson; Am
Chief, Snow, Fall River for do; Pushaw, Wall, Fall
River tor New York.
TARPAULIN COVE—Tn port 3d, schs St Croix,
from Wood Hole for WilmingtoD, NC; Bowdoin.
__

D„stin„.i
f/v*
HaitimnroViola Mav HI 11 shorn for
New York; Brarohall, Portland for do; Ring Dove,
Rockland for Jacksonville; Red Jacket. Rockland
for Providence; Alaska, do for New York; Nathan
Cleaves. Portland for Norfolk; Tennessee, Vinalhaven for New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, sobs JuliaS Bailoy,
Marson, Perth Amboy for Portland; Catawamteak,
Kennedy, Providence for Rockland; Nettie Walker,
Ingalls, Newburyport for Philadelphia; Spartan,
HodgdoD, Portsmouth for New York.
Sid, ship Parker M Whitmore; brigCascatelle;
Isola, Bessie E Dickinson. T A Stuart. W D Cargill,
H A DeWltt, A O Gross, Alice T Boardman, Addle
Sawyer. Cayenne, and others.
EDGARTOWN—In port 3d, sells Empress, from
Elizabethport for Boston; Sardinian, New York for
Newburyport; Charlie & Willie, do for Vinalbaven;
Olive, Newburg for Boston; G W Baldwin, NFork
fordo; Silver Spray, Hoboken for Portland; Mabel
Hall, do for do; Jas R Morse, Savannah for Kennebec; Billow, New York for Portsmouth; Sami Fisb,
do for Salem; Teluruab, Perth Amboy for Portland;
A L Butler, New York for Boston; Willie Luce,
from Charleston for Rockland: Eliza B Coffin. Weehawken for Boston; Thomas Hix, do for Rockland!
Charley Hanlev, Perth Amboy for Portland: Richmond. New York for do; Isola, Elizabethport for
_„

Castine.

BOSTON—Ar 4th, sells Fred A Carle, Condon,
Richmond; Grecian, Hickey, and Willis Putnam,
Cook, Calais: Lucy J Warren, Crosby, and Goldsmith Maid, Spurting, Eastport; Mary E Gage, DonovaD, Machias; Python, Gray, Ellsworth; Radiant,
Hardy, Deer Isle; Mand B Murray, Poland, Bliss
Harbor, Me; Ann T 8 pple. Turner. Winterport;
C L Morgan, Sparrow, Orland; Reaper, Smith, Port-

Cheese is firm and unchanged.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat ¥* steam 3V4.
Chicago. Jan. 6.-Flonr dull. Wheat is generally higher: No 2 Chicago Soring at 1 28V4 cash and
for January; 1 27Vi February; 1 28Vi for March;
No 3 at l 14; rejected 83@86c. Corn is firm and
higher; regular at 62c gilt edge at 63c oasb; 62®

Fort Johnson;
laAr 6th, brig Aroot, Cates,
Baltimore;

sell O D
Coquette, Orne,
Witherell, Gariield,
Deer
fsle.
Wiscasset; Valparaiso, Knowlton,
Cld 6th, brig Minnie Abbie, Plummer, Cienfuegos.

62%cfor January; 62%@«2%o February; 63Vic
@63%c for March: rejected at 60Vi@60%c. Oats
firm and higher at 44Vic cash; 44Vic for January;
44%c for February and March. Rye steady 95%c.
Bar ey strong 1 07. Dressed Hogs 5@10 higher at
7 3(>®7 36. Pork higher at 16 8f@17 OO for ash;
16 85 January; 17 06 February; 17 25@17 27%
for March. Lard higher at 11 02%@11 06 cash
and January; 11 15@11 17% February; 1127%
@11 30 for March, milk Meats firmer; shoulders
8 00; short ribs 8 86: short clew 9 06.
At the afternoon call of the Board Wheat closed
firmer and Vic higher. Corn irregular at 62%o for
January: 62%c for February; 63@63ys for March.
Oats easier at 44y8@44Vic January: 44@44ya for
February and March. Provisions firmer but not
higher.
Keoeipts—24,000 bbls flour, 40,000 bush wheat,
149.000 bush com, 63,000 bnsh oats, 76,000 bush
rye, 37,000 bnsh barley.
Shipments-21.000 bbls flour, 20.000 bnsh wheat,
70.000 bnsh com, 21,000 bnsh oat*, 6,000 bnsh
rye, 16,000 bnsh barley.
ST. Louis, Jan. 6.—Flour steady and unchanged.
Wheat is higher; No 2 lied Fall at 1 35% for cash;
1 36 for January; 1 38% for February; 1 40% for
March: No 3 do at 1 31%; No 4 do 1 28%. Com
tirmnr at. RRVtc cash. January and February; 67%
for March. Lard firm.
Keoeipts—2,000 bbis ttonr, 8,000 busn wheat,
66 000 bnsh corn, 14,000 bnsh oats, 0,000 bnsh
__

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Shangbae Nov 23d, ship Anahuac, Luut, for
Calcutta.
Ar at Lyttleton, NZ, Nov 26, barque Eyvor, Atkins, New York.
At Calcutta Nov 28, barque Isaac Skolfield, Bishop, for New York, ldg; and others as before.
Ar at St Helena —, ship lvanhoe, Herriman, fuj
Bombay for Dunkirk.
Sid fm Callao Nov 30, ship Henrietta. Blanchard,
Lobos de Afucra, to load for Hampton Roads.
Ar at Honolulu Dec 8, barque Alden Besse, Noyes
Astoria, (and sailed 19th for Hong Hong )
Sid fm Penarth Deo 23, ship Jas Nesmith, Harwa d, (from Cardiff) for San Francisco.
Cld at Helvoet Dee 20, ship Emily Reed, Sheldon,
_

New York.
Ar at Pernambuco Dec 5, brig L Staples, Stowers,
Buenos Ayres.
At Gonaives Dec 17, sch Alta V Cole, Mitchell,
fer New York, ldg.
Ar at St Thomas Dec 20, brig Charlotte, Briggs.
Barbadoes; schs Grace Webster, Young, New York;
S C Noyes. Arey, Aves Island.
Ar at Nassau, NP, Dec 30, sch Geo Washington,
Parsons. Charleston.
Arat St John NB. schs Almeda. Mullen. Rockland; 4th, Sea Foam, Day, Bath.
_

_

barley.
Shlpments-6,000 bbis flonr, 16,000 bnsh w heat,
bnsh
6,000 bnsh oats, 00,000 hash
corn,
46.000
rye, 28 OOO bnsh

Nov

11%@11V4o.

11^40.

_

218 Middle

Havana market.

(By Telegraph.)
Hatasa, Jan. 6.—Spanish gold 1.69%(gl.70%.
Exchange tending downward. Sugar steady.

ble in all parte of the World.
Collections made in the United States, Canada
and Europe.
t elegraphic transfers of money, made in this
Country and Europe.
jan2 eodtf

Southworth, EdMarston, both of

PXti Bath, Jan. 1, Elmer E. Ridley and

Miss Annie

F. Smith.
In Southport, Jan. 1. Willis H. Pinkham and Miss
Lottie E. Pierce.
In Phipsburg, Deo. 31, Wm. H. H. Wyman and
Miss Amelia F. Perry.
In Gardiner, Dec. 24, FroBt W. Smith and Miss
Esther F. Huntington.
In Bristol, Deo. 26, Jos. E. Tarr and Miss Ella J.

9-4.22M26

'Fine 10-4....27%@S2%

BLEACHED COTTONS.
Fine 6-4.16
Best 36 In. .11%@1S
Fine 7-4.19
Med. 30 in.. 8
@11
jJght36in.. 0 @ 7% Fine 8-4.21
Fine 9-4.25
Fine 42 in. .10
(j
@14
FIdo 10-4
.27%
Fine 6-4....11
@17
TICKINGS, ETC.

...

Pl'nDFarmingdale.
Gardiner and

Dee. 28, Herbert H. Ring of
Miss Theresa E. Purdy of Farming-

d*ln

Gardiner. Dec. 26, A. J. Stimpson of Boston
and Miss Stella Whitmore of Gardiecr.

In this city, Jan. 6, Capt. Levi J. Blake, aged 46
years 2 months.
! Notice of funeral hereafter .j
In this city, Jan. 6, Ella May, youngest daughter
of Charles H. and Emma H. Bangs, aged 1 year t
months 18 days. [Franklin County papess please

Charlie O., son of Oliver and
Charlotte McDohald, aged 4 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o clock,
at No. 2 Tate street.
EdIn Knightville. dan. 6, Willie T. Bean, son of
ward E. Bran, aged 3 years 6 months.
o
at
2
dock, at
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon,
the residence of E. M Young, Knightville. Relaattend.
to
tives and friends are invited
In Oxford. Deo. 30, Mrs. Sally Baker, aged 73
vears 8 months.
MfMNH DAI8 OF STEAMSHIPS.

.New York..Liverpool

—

Jan

Marathon.Boston.Liverpeol....Jan
York.

6s.
6s.
7s.

6s.
6s.

.London.Jan

Galatia.New
gerTia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Jan

Polynesian.BoBton.Liverpool....

City of Para..New York-.ABpinwail.. .Jan

Samaria..Boston.Liverpool.Jan
Jan
Sardinian.Portland... .Liverpool....

12
12
14
14
17
18
19
20
21
2b

Hamburgs, consisting
of Nainsook, Swiss and
Cambric Edgings and
Insertings.
Among
them

same

report.

Fancy 12%@16% Twine*Warps
Batting—Best.11%i
li

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY

6.

Bun rises.7.36 I High water,|(P K)..12.35
Sun sets.4.37 I Moon slses. 7,08

Good. 8%
Stick Market.

Tho

following quotations of stocks
kw

bV/voHhnrir

Jfr

Boston Stock Exchange),
change streets:

were

received

MmiHati /winmhAr* r\t fha
corner

Boston & Maine....145
C. S. & Clev. 28
36%
Eastern
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 92%
f 62
L. R. & Ft. Smith.
Marquette, Houghton & Ont. 60
Summit Branch..*. 13
Denver & Rio Grande. 66%

8

6%
20%
1 02

86%
93%
144%
28%
36%
92%
62%
60
13

68%
73%
36

Northern Paciflo preferred. 76%
•'
Common. 36ys
■ tSales at the Broker’s Board, Boston, Jan. 6.]
Eastern K. R.. 4%s.107
Deer Isie Mining Company.32@33c
Edgemoggin Mining Co.40c
Douglas Mining Company.137%
Franklin Extension. 16
Twin Lead. 31
40
Milton.
%
Blue Hill Company.

New York Si lock and Money Market.
Yoke.

(By Telegraph.)

Jan. 6—Evening.

Money loaned

to 2 and
paper at 6<SJ
closed at
price; prime
for
and
at
484%
480%
long
7. Exchange steady
for short. Governments are quiet and unchanged.
bonds
Railroad
dull.
rather
irregular
State bonds
and unsettled on moderate volume of business.
Ibe transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 490.000 shares.
The follow mg are to-day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tsecurities:
United States 6s, Jex. .100%
United States 6’s ext. .102
United States new, 4% s, reg.114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.114%
United StateB new, 4’s, reg.117%
United States new, 4’s, coup.118%

6 per annum to 1-32 per diem
downjfromlatter
mercantile

Pacific 6’s of 95.1Z5

THURSDAY, Jan. 5.
Arrived.
Steamer Ferklmon, Miller, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sell Agnes Belle, Fernald, Campobello, NB, with
112.000 herring to E H Chase.
Sch Toronto, Dority, Bluehill.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland-luve
_

_

to O A B Morse & Co.
Sch Grace Cushing,

OF

6s.

acres.

later in the

Mosber, Thomaston for New

&

CO..

18 WEV ST., NEW IOBK.
(NEXT' DOOK To THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

1

Securities bought and sold strictly on comm to ion,
and carried as long as required, on tuvorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on demand received. Four per cent. Interest allowed on
daily balances. Members of tbo N. Y. Stock Ex
enaiiKu.

AtSBICCLYCB/Ui

ARBICt7LTFKAL

season.

BELTINfi

BEEF.
BONE
Hiioe. anti Moccn.it>..
BOOTH,LORD, HASKELL & CO., 135 Middle St
and Hboe., Leather ,V Findiuq.
F. COX & SON, Manufacturer.
EASTMAN BROS. BOOTH andA.Hhocs,
Leather A- Finding-.
0. J. WALKER A CO., 153 and 156 Middle St
BOOTH
and Hboe., Manfrs. and Jobber-.
8c BANCROFT,
CHASE, KNIGHT Si CO., 62 and 54 Union St
BOOTH
Hboe., Leather and Fiadiun.
B. B. FARNSWORTH A CO.. 133 Middle St
492 & 494 Congress St. BOOTH,
& Shoe., Mir-. I.ntlie.’ A' Min.e.
sntJtf
jan5
SHAW, CODING A CO.
Fine Short,.
BOOTH
A Shoe., Leather A Finding..
BOOTH B. F. WHITNEY A CO., 222 Middle St.
and Cooperage -lock.
E. S. HAMLEN. 140 Com’l St, A 240 Fore St.
BARRELS

Cure Your

BSIHG

Br

Corrib* BOILER
QUINN

Maker. u„<l Rlnrk.milh..
A CO. Office, 35 Commercial

St
Stationery and Room Papers.
A
72
NOYES. 68,70
Exchange St
Stationery & Room Paper-.
LOKING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle Et

BOOKS,
BOOKS,
Blank Booh and Stationery,
Corn. Wart & Bunion Solvent. BOOKS,
DRESSER, McLELLAN A CO., 47 Exchange
Is
not
caustic.
Entirely harmless;
Tow. Rood- ami H. S. Supplies
It
Corns. Warts, Bunions and Callous,
BOOKS,
HOYT, FOGG A DONHAM, 193 Middle st.
blemish.
without leaving
Paint. White wa»b, Ac.
JIFRS.,
Brush for applying In each bottle.
BRUSH l>. WHITE & SONS. 127 Middle St
tSS^A CURE IS GUARANTEED.
IMfr’*., Paiat, Whitewash, Ac.,
For sale by all Druggists.
Price 25 cents.
TRUE BROTHERS, 190 Fore St.
BRUSH
matter*. Fine Furniture.
Trj it and you will bo convinced like thousands
who have used it and
testify to Its value.
DEANE BROS. A SANBORN, 188 Middle St.
CABINET
A sk for Mchloiterbeclc’s Cora Had IVart
nnd Paper Hanging*.
other.
Solvent and take
CARPETINGS
MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 A 192 Middle
sndtf
aov23
A Sieigb .Mfr*. A Dealer*.
CARRIAGE
MARTIN, PENNELL A CC., Elm A Cumberland
and Sleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*
ZfcNAS THOMPSON, Jb., 34 to 38 Unite St
CARRIAGE
nnd Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 284 Middle S
CARRIAGE
meat*, Fi*h and Vegetable*.
PORTLAND PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
CANNED
manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE,
CIGARS.
Exchange and Middle
Tobnrco*. Canned Good*, Ac
G. W. SIM0NT0N A CO., 13 anil 16 Union St
CIGARS,
and
Fnrnixbing Good*
J. T. LEWIS A CO., 147 Middle St
CLOTHING
manufacturer* A: Jobber*
ALLEN A CO., 229 Middle and 6 Temple St*
CLOTHING
Wholexale. by Cnrgoor Carload.
RANDALL A MoALLdSTEK. CO Commercial St
COAL,
Ton.
the Cargo, Carload
A SON, 88 Commercial St
COAL, S.byK0UND8
Dealer in Speeial Coal*.
We shall begin to-day a
COAL,HENRY L. PAINE. 287 Commercial S
BAILEY A

SOHLOTTEEBEOK’S

a

removes

a

now

no

GREAT

cor.

REDUCTION!

or

White Ash and Cumberland.
A RING, 182 Commercial SI
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES II O’BRION, 238 Com'l St

Lehigh,
COAL. WARREN

grand closing sale of all
onr Ladies’, Misses’and

COAL.
Roanter* nnd Spice Grinder*.
H. H. NKYEN’S A CO., 184 A 188 Fore St
COFFEE
Spice*, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS A KUMERY, 184 A 180 Com. St.
COFFEES,

Children’s Suits, Cloaks,
and Fur

mans

STOCK
8. HUNT A

Lined

E.

EASTMAN BROS. &

jan2

Notes—The new scbr building at Searsport for
be
Capt Babbidge, is nearly finished and will soon
afloat. She has been named Edw L Warren.
now
at
Baltimore,
Sch Wm Frederick, of Belfast,

of
has been libeled for $10,000 for non performance
oharter. The captain took a load of hay from Belfast to Savannah, having previusly engaged a Bosto
ton broker to get him a cargo of lumber back
Baltimore. The captain says on arrival at Savanand
sought
nah he heard nothing from his broker
his own cargo. It appears the Boston broker procured a cargo, but the eaptain was not notified.
The crew of ship Resolute, who were recently arhave
cently arrefted at New Orleans for mutiny,
been discharged. It is now said that the mate caused
own
his
home
on
the trouble and brought the ship
stating that the crew compelled him

responsibility,

B Foss, of Winter Harbor, has sold bis in^CaptT
share in
and purchased
in scbr
a

the sohr Navarlno, of Boston.

[from MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Sid fm Hull 4th tnst, ship Bonanza, foj San Francisco.

Ill Commercial

and Gin** Ware.
140
142 Middle St

and
242

»•

aldle

PIPE,
Wheels, Ac.
Window*, Blind* nnd Fixture*
LEGROW BROS., 24 Preble S

tion.

492 & 494

mfr

Garden Border, Emery
J. W. STOCKWELL.

immense reduc-

an

Chinn
A

A

Kilt Suits and Overcoats
at

Plain &
489

L. J.

also Boys’

Garments;

*

Fancy
Confectionary,
PERKINS,
Congress St.
Exporter*.
St
GEO.
COOPERAGE
CO.,
I
JOSE
C.
CROCKERY,
CO.,
Gian
F'lrd Ware.
St.
HAYES
DOUGLASS,
CROCKERY,

Ulsters, Tackets, Dol-

DRAIN
DOORS,
Painter* a mfr*. sappUe*
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
Druggists,
Chemical* A Drug’!* Snndrie*.
J. W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 78 Commercial St
DRUGS,
Chemical*. Paint*, Oil*. Ac.
DRUGS, E. L. STANWOOD A CO., Market at
medicine*, Paint* nnd Oil*.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 Mtrket Square.
DRUGS,
medicine*. Pnint* nnd Oil*
C. A. PARSONS A CO.,117 and llUMlddle S
DRUGS,
Good*, Woolen*, and Fancy
DRY
PEEKING, MILLJKEN A CO., 168 Middle
Wcoleua nnd Fancy Good*
STOKER BROS. A CO, 64 A 68 Middle St
DRY Good*,

N,

goods and woolens.
A CO.,
7 to 141 Middle St

WOODMAN, TOUR
Dry

Congress

St.
sntf

A. LITTLE A CO., 230 A 238 Middle St
Good*, Woolen* and Fancy Good*.
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN & CO., 168 Middle
Lace*, Fancy Good*
JOHN F. HAND, 80 Cross St

DRV

EMBROIDERIES*,

Dry and Pickled, Dealer* in Bait.

DANA A CO., 124 Commercial St
FI8H, Dry, Pickled
and Kinokcd.
GEO.TREFETHEN A CO. OCommercial Waal
FISH,
and Groceries.
WILLIAMS, PULS1FER A CO., 68 Com’l St
FLOUR

Foster’s

Dye House,

13 PREBLE STREET.

Groceries nnd Provisions.
HERSEY A CO.. 83 A 86 Com’l st.

FLOUR, C.
E.

of

Every

Description.

PORTLAND FURNITURE CO., 40 Exchange
FURNITURE

Manfr*. Fine A Cioinon
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free S
IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
W. H. SCOTT. Mfrs., 28, 31 A 33 Union St
Flour nnd Provisions.
W. AC.R. Milliken 107 A 108 Commercial St

FURNITURE

GALVANIZED
Tailor’s Pressman Employed. GROCERIES,
Flonr and Provisions.
COUSENS A TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Com’
GROCERS.
Spico Grinders A Coffee Roasters
GROCER**,
TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 176 Com’
Coats* Pants and Vein Cleansed
Dyed
CHAS. McLAUGHLIN A CO.. Central St.
Grocers*.
Every Day.
Sacqucs* Cloaks, Shawls, Ac. Cleansed
Grocers*.
SAWYER, FOSS A DEBRING.l Centra Whrl
Dyed. Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.
and Provisions.
sneodtf
oc7
CON ANT A RAND, 163 Commercial 8t
GROCERIES*
Flour and Provisions.
FLETCHER A CO., 159 Commercial St
GROCERIES*,
Fionr and Provisions.
PRATT’S ASTRAL OIL. GROCERIES*,
H. 8. MELCHER A CO., 147 Commercial St
AN
BEST.
SAFEST
or

or

Furnishes

a

clearer, softer, steadier light than

Be sure that you get OF VOI R
EB, FBATT’S GENUINE.

gas.

IJT

ROCERS*. Provisions nnd Flour.
W. P CHASE A CO, 167 Commercial St

V

and Dealers in Flonr.

GKO-

INVESTMENTS.

o.

s*teel. Heavy Hardware Ac.
A CO.. 140 A 160 Commercial

IRON,
A. E. STEVENS

Carriage
IRON,E. Stteel,
CORKY A CO.. 125 A 127 Commercial St
Khip Knees and Khip Httdd
LUMBER,
iug. W. H. SIM ON TON, 314 Commerce 1 S
HOLIDAY GOODS.
Southern Pine Timber, Plank and
Boarus.
J. W. DEERINQ, 210 Commercial
Monday, December 5th. LUMBER. all
bind*. Black Walnut
spe
LUMBER,
ciaity. S. W. LAKKABEE A SON, 194 Com
We shall exhibit choice stock of Holiday goods
A
Land
Plnstei
and
Cal.
Uement,
pretty and inex- LIME.
consisting of thousand and
Hair. C. A. B.MORSE A CO., 5 Com’l Whf
pensive, useful and fancy articles for presents for
Npruce, Pine nnd Kkort.
old stock carried
adults and children, not
LUMBER,
KUMERY, BURN IE CO.. 332 Commercial St
and fresh goods.
from former years, but all
of AH Kind*, “Manufr’s.t
EDWIN CLEMENT AGO., 272 Commercial St
LUMBER
Articles for children to purchase in great variety.
Eastern, Western A Sonlhern
cent upwards.
Prices from
S. H. A A. R. DOTKN. 250 to 264 Fore ft
LUMBER,
MPr, of nil kindsof Kprnce
All
cordially invited to look at these goods LUMBER.
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com'1. foot of Park.
not.
whether they purchase
Hardware Ac.

a

a

a

one

over

an

A

new

Evansville, Indiana.Os
Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..Os
Leeds Si Farmington 1st Mort. Os
Portland & Ogdensbure 1st Mort.(5s
Northern Pacific 1st Mort.Os
New York & New Entland 1st Mort.Os
.Os
Railroad Equipment Co
Maine Central JR. It Co. Consol.7s

one

are

or

Kiln-dried Hardwood FloorLEUKOW BROS.. 24 Preble St
mich. Pine A llnr<l Wood.
W1DBER A BACON, 220 Com'] St.
Gn*, a water
Piping. DANIEL WINSLOW A SON.

LUMBER.
inn.

Stocks bought and sold at New York. Philadelphia and Boston Stock Exchanges. Members of
Boston Stock Exchange.

Woodbury & Moulton

J. M. DYER & CO.,
Jjll

Congress

Street^

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.,
eodtf
<lec31

Portland City,
Maine Central It. R. 1st Mort.,
Maiue Central It. R. Consol,
And. & Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort,,
Eastern Car Trust,
Jackson. Lansing & Saginaw R. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
Si Michigan R ft.,
Dayton
Guaranteed
Cin., Hamilton

Ll'HUEK.
Machinists,steam,
and Boiler maker*.
PORTLAND COMP A N Y, East Etta, Poro St
MACHINISTS
and millinery Goods.
Mil.I.INERT
BIBBER, MORRILL A McMANN, 92 Cross It
1,1.INERT and Straw Goods, mfrs.
Ml G.D. HILLMAN A CO., 98 and 100 Cross St.
Petroleum, l.igonia and
Water While Oil*. PORTLAND KEROOil..—Refined
194 p’ore St.
OIL

DIARIES.
7g
79
Os
Os
8s
fig

BY-

SWAN & BARRETT,
180 Middle St., Portland, Me.
V. S. Called Bonds cashed.

novl9

eodtf

A

large assortment of
Diaries for 1882 at

FRANKS. CLARKS,

Bookseller and Stationer,
515
dec29

Congress St.

dtf

MUNICIPAL
AND

CO.,

Pluntersand

Os

& Dayton It. R.
by
Os
No. Pacific It. It. Gen’l Mort. Land Grant,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and Coupon,
-FOR SALE

Cleared.
Sch Thos R Pillsbury. Pitcher, Weymouth, to load
for Wilmington, NC—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay—D Choate
SAILED—Batque An Sable, for Horse Island, to
load for Now York.

Wyoming

—STEEL AND IRON PLOWS.
JOHN J. FRYE, Mt’r., Ill Greene St.
Implement., Heed.
KENDALL & WHITNEY, Market Square
nml Dairy Implement.. GEO. BLANCHARD A BKO. 46 Union
4 KTI.TN’ Material-, Picture Frame-,
Art Rood-. CVRUS F. DAVIS, 593 Cong.St
M’fr’». Beat Onlt Tanned.
J. K. FuY A CO., 135 Middle St.
Dome-tie and Chicago Dressed.
JOHN L. BEST & CO., 289 Comercial St.
Fertiliser- and Mrnl. l.ime. Ac
C. W. BELKNAP & SON, 142 Commercial St

GRAND OPENING

—

HENRY CLEWS

York.

terest

very

in
patterns
matched goods, which
we
cannot
duplicate

BOMDS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Opening, doting.

The Merchant
facturers of Portland.
and Manufacturer will here llud conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every description, which are offered to the
Trade by firms whose facilities, experience ana enterprise have given this City
Wholean honored position among the
ale Markets of the country.

SENE

of Middle and Ex-

BostonlLand. 8
Water Power.t 6%
Flint & Pere Marquette common l 20%
C. S. & tier. ..,1 02
Hartford &-Erie 7s.! 66s/8
A.T.&S.F. 93%

New

MARINE

ISTEWS.

some

are

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers and Manu-

Choice

1

The “Freedom” of Dublin.
London, Jan. 5.—Regarding the mandamus
to be applied for in the Court of Queen’s bench
to quash the resolution passed by the Dublin
Corporation conferring the freedom of the city
on Messrs Dillon and Parnell, the Dublin correspondent of the Times says: If the point shall
be established by the Queen’s bench that no
one who is not a burgess can, under an existing
clause of the Corporation act, receive the freedom of the city, it would vitiate all votes of
such freedom which have been oassed, if anybody chooses to press it. Thus the names of Mr.
Gladstone and General Grant would be erased
from the roll, but it is questionable whether
they would regret being deprived of a distinction which has already lost much of its value
by the alloy of disaffection and disloyalty added to it by recent proceedings.
The Earl of Derby on Home Buie in Ireland.
The Earl of Derby, speaking last night at the
banquet of the Liverpool Reform Club, announced himself as a thorough Liberal. He
said he hoped there would be no further attempt to prevent Mr. Bradlaugh taking the
Parliamentary oath. Discussing the question
of homo rule in Ireland, the Earl said: “Amerca is not a despotic or reactionary country, but
we know how she dealt with secession, and we
see how soon and how thoroughly the traces of
I do
a sanguinary conflict have disappeared.
not see why we should show less determination
fortune.”
less
or have
good
Egyptian Affairs.
The Times editorially says: “The people of
England would view with serious apprehension
affairs
any further interference in the internal
of Egypt, lhe idea of a joint Alglo-Freneh
the
excite
gravest
military intervention would
misgivings and would only be entertained in
The
utmost
reluctance.
the
with
case
preany
mature landing of foreign troops would, in tho
the
of
be
beginning
Egypt,
present condition
of disturbance.”
Warsaw Reported in Flames.
Vienna, Jan. 5.—A rumor is current in
Cracow that Warsaw is in flames. Travelers
from the Russian frontier have brought the

OF PORTLAND, ME.

C*

FOB

Niagara.New York..Havana.Jan 7
City of Chester....New York..Liverpool....Jan 7
Devonia.New York.. Glasgow.Jan 7
Aocapulco.New York..Panama.Jan 10
Catalonia.New York.. Liverpool.... Jan 11
Oeltic

Drills.
Tickings,
Corset Jeans.... 7
Best.15 @18
Satteens. 8i
Medium... 11
@14
Cambrics. 6|
Light. 8 @10
Denims.12%@16% Silesias.1
Cotton Flannels.
Ducks-Brown 9
@12

—

__

-===

of

invoice

first

our

in stock

now

»

0°ln this city. Jan. 6,

■■■!'

We have

GROCERS*
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St
Cutlery and Farm Tool*
SMITH, TIBBETTS A CO., 131 Middle St
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents, HARDWARE,
H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
Agents for Oriental Powder Mills.
St. Bl’k
21 MARKET SQUARE.
oct3
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No.
sneodt25]a
Hardware.
32 Exchange Street.
Mill Supplies, Apt-;. Williams
eodtf
oct7
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle b t
HARDWARE,
Belting.
Cap*, Furs, Robes and Glove*.
BANKING HOUSE
BYRON GRKENOUGH
CO., 234.Middlo St
HATS,
Secured by Land Grant of seven million
For sale by

DEATHS

Circassian.Portland.. ..Liverpool-Jan
Glenap.New York..Para.Jan

..

PORTLAND
St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON R. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBUBG
R. B. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC B. R.
“GOLD”

_

-

■AJNTD

Me.

Bills of Exchange on Great Britain,
Ireland and all the continental cities,
bought and sold.
Travelers and Commercial Credits issued, availa-

_

FROM

Portland,

St.,

j88l.

HAMBURGS. WHOLESALE

DEPOSITS RECEIVED.

Knrepeals markets.
By Telegraph.)
LoHDOB, Jan. 6 —Consols at 99 11-16.
Liverpool, Jan. 6—12.30P. M.—Cotton market
s'eady; Uplands at 6 9-16d: Orleans G ll-16d; sales
10.000 bales ^peculation and export 1,000; futures

In this city, Jan. 4, by Rey. Mr.
win F. Libby and Miss Laura A.

FOR

BANCROFT.

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,

CIRCULAR

TRADE

SPECIAL NOTICES.

FINANCIAL.

Satabbah, Jan. 6.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands lie.
Memphis, Jan. 5.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at

_

SPOKEN.
25, lat 9 S, Ion 33 W, ship Great Admiral
from
Philadelphia for New Tacoma.
Thompson,

Barley, 1,000 bnsh rye.
Detroit, Jan 6.—Wheat is quietlNo 1 White at
1 8*Va cash and January February 1 36%; March
138i*: April 1401*.
Receipts 16,000; shipments 0000 hush.
New Obleabs, Jan. 6.—Cotton quiet: .Middling
uplands ll%o.
Mobile, Jan. 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling upat

Nettie Walker, Warr,

Case.
from

BRUNSWICK—Ar 28tb, sch Grace Andrews, An
\ a.
drews, Savannah, to load for Newport News.
CHARLESTON—Sid 2d, sebs Henry Nickerson,
West Indies; Isaac Orbeton, Crockett, New \ ork.
Off tbe port 2d, ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett,

(By Telegraph.)

tra

31st. sch John E

Fall River.

Chicago. Jan. 6.—Bogs—Receipts 40,000 head;
shipments 6000; mixed packing weak 6 90@o,6 30,
mainlv 6 25® 6 30. heavy packing and shipping at
6 26®6 76; skips and mills at 4 60®6 66.
Cattle—Receipts 6600 head shipments 3100 head;
fairly active; exports at 6 10@6 66; good to choice
shipping at 6 60®6 00; common to fair at -i^0@
6

21st, barque Delle of OreQueenstown.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld

market.

_

Market.

Heavy 36in. 7%@ 8%
Med. 36 In. 6%@ 7%
@6
Light 36 in. 5
Fine 40in. 7%@ 9

C°POR'i'LAND, O—Cld

13%
3%

Alive Slock

repairs.

DOMESTIC POETS,
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 4th, ship A J Fuller, Col-

J

Union! Con...
Fellow Jacket.
Chicago

for

mABRIAKES.

Corrected for the Press dally by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.8 @9% Hinds. 9%@12%
Rattles. 6%@ 6
Fores.6 @7
Rounds. 8 @ 9
Backs.6 @8
Rumps.13@14% Loins.13 @18
Rump Loins.13 @16%

chandise.

Probably no damage.
Sch Eastern Belle, from Bangor for New Haven,
with
lost bowsprit and jlbboom 4th inst by collision
into New London
tug C B Sanford. She was taken

3%
9%
8%
m

Mexican.

steady.

&

Receipt*

at
Sch Franklin Pierce, which went ashore 4th in
Pun pkin Knob, near Cushing island, remains
a rock amidship, back
on
resting
same position,
broken and fnll of water. She has a cargo of corn
in bulk and other goods, which is being discharged
near by.
into dories and then taken to a vessel
from BrunsBrig Clylie. of Searsport. Capt Dow,
Nov 23d. She
wick, Go. arrived at Pernambuco
of
time.
out
has been reported
in
Sch Ella Prtssey, loaded with lime, grounded
remains.
the river below lhoinaston, 1st inst, and

1
3.3
3 Va

Virginia.

Freeh Beef Market.

Brain

MEMORANDA

mining Stacks.
(By Telegraph.)
Ban Francisco. Jan. 5 —The following are the
closing auotations of Mining stocks today:
TVs
Best & Belcher.
Bodie.

lands

Potatoes.

Early Rose, D bush:—

Sid fin Antwerp 4tli inst, ship John T Berry, for
San Francisco.
Passed St Helena previous to 4th inst, ship Wiina,
Lombard, from Iloilo for New York; Alex McNeil,
Sproul, Padang for New York.

California

0(V) NKlq low Bltrft at O UU'tlO

VV asm

Proliflcs,

by Ex-Secretary Blaine.

New York, Jan. 5.—The circular note sent
with Mr. Trescott to South America by Mr.
Blaine sets forth at considerable length the attitude of the United States toward the other
republics upon this and the South American
continent, affirming that it is our policy to use
the good offices of this nation to establish and
perpetuate peace between the various nations
It affirms that
to which this note is addressed.
it is not the desire or policy of the United States
to interfere in the domestic concerns of any of
these nations, but that the commercial interests
of the United States are deeply interested in
the existence of harmonious relations between
the various republics themselves, and between
each and the United States. Tbe letter, after
discussing at great length the mutual interests
of the United States and the nations addressed,
treats the question of the great influence of
European Powers npon the two American continents, and virtually proposes that the United
States and the various other republics to which
the circnlar letter is sent should come to a
mutual understanding in regard to this matter,
and virtually proposes mutual gurantees against
any interference or supervision from abroad.Tho letter proposes, on behalf of tbe United
States, an international conference of the Republics of Mexico and those of Central and
South America, to meet at Washington on the
30te of next November. The request is made
that the authorities of each should name two
commissioners to represent their Government
at this conference. Tbe object of the conference is to discuss questions of mutual interest
and to promote friendly feelings.
It is understood that at the same time this
letter was despatched a second circular letter
was mailed to each of our Ministers, setting
forth that while it was well understood to be a
very delicate matter for one nation to mention
pecuniary matters to another in connection
with such an invitation as had been extended
by the United States, still our Government desired to defray all the expenses of this conference, and it was therefore left to the discretion
of each Minister to call this fact to the attention of the Government to which he is accredited in such a way as shall appear to him to be

nephew have disappeared from near Ballinrobe and it is thought that they have been

MINOR

_

THE AMERICAN REPUBLICS.

Foreign Notes.
named Haddy, and his

server

Shippers.
TIMMONS A HAWES, 119 Commercial 8t
OYSTER*.
Oils, Varnishes A- Supplies.
PAINTS,
JOHN W. PERKINS A CO., 74 A 7U Com’l
Hangings, Books A Stationery
1 AIRING, SHORT A HARMON, 208 Middle St
PAPER
and Carpeting*.
Paper-hangings
MARRETT, BA I IE V A CO., 190 A 192 Middle
material*.
J. D. DENIER A CO., 480 Congress
Photographic
Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup A'c
E. D. PKTTENG ILL & Co, Mfrs., 8 A 10 Market
PICKI.ES,
PACKERS.
PORK TRUE A LEIGHTON, 13 A 16 Silver St
Wholesale and Commission.
THOMPSON A HALL, 183 Commercial St.
PRODUCE,
GOODS,—Hall Rubber Co.
KUBBER
Portland Branch, cor. Middle A Union sts.
Importers A Dealers.
EMERY A FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf
SAI.T.
Store* A Chandlery.
SHIPJ. BROKERS,
S. WINSLOW A CO., 3 A 4 Central Wnf
BROKERS, Cordage, Chandlery and
Stores. RYAN A KELSEY. 181 Commercial St
SHIP
*

^HlPSmiTIIS,

to

—

Bonds Western Bonds

Cbaics,

Aictors,

Blotks

Pumps, Ac. GAf-StamroodACo, 171-3 Com’l s
CASES of every Dvacription.
CHARLES II. BLaKE, 78 Cross St
HSTATING and Plumbing.
W. H. PENNELL A CO., 17 and 19 Union St.

SHOW
STEA3I
A .tlolnsses Importer*.
Mnuicipal Bonds of ILLINOIS, MISBOUGHT AND SOLD.
GEO. S. HUNT A Uo., Agts Eagle Refinery
SUGAK
SOURI, KANSAS & NEBRASKA,
BloekaGnlvnnized Boat TrimAlso
buyers and sellitigation and sales.
TACHl.E
mings. T.LAUGHL1NA SON, Center St
lers of
STO O K.S regarding
Coffee*, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
JOHN F. 2EBLEY & CO.,
margin.
bought carried
G. W. S1MONTON A UO.. Mfrs.. 13 A 16 Union
TEAS,
IS road
(Drcxel ft'iilding,) New work.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New York 3
WA
RE, mfg’s-and Dealer*.
augl5
m.w&sSm
Stock Exchange.
TIN TENNEY
A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
line* A-c., mfr*. nnd Dealer*,
SAMUEL HANSON,
THUNKS,
A CO., 162 ExobangeSt
G.
B.
BROAD
SUR^UR^O^DRUNKENNESS.
Dealer* in Sawed Wood and
™Po^5t!ouI5reTwritA5^7S55T5iunnSf194 Middle Street.eodtf
salboro’, Me
aug201ed8iu WOOD.
ootS
Kindling*. MORSE A FICKETT 19 pium

Railway

Information furnished regarding

same.

or

on

BOSTON AND MAINE.

the press.
MORNING, JANUARY

FRIDAY

Commisry F. Curtis and George Varney.
sioner Anderson was in attendance. No testiThe jury went to
mony was taken yesterday.
examine the bridge iron and will convene on
Saturday at 10 o’clock a. m,, when several of
the railroad employes will.be examined. A

T

the
portion
Watertown for
of

bridge
testing.

special

for the most part rethe ill-fated bridge
moved Wednesday and but little remains of
In its place has been erected a
the structure.
were

heavy and substantial wooden bridge, which,
however, will not be a permanent institution.
The spans are composed of heavy and wellseasoned beams, braced up from beneath by
The bracsubstantial cross-beams, or horses.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

ing is finished up so as not to interfere with
travel on the highway, beneath the bridge.
Tbo drawing-room car still remains bottom up,
alongside of the baggage car, in the gulch at
the foot of the embankment on the Kenne-

Patience.
Young Men’s

Christian Association.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Odd Lots—H. I. Nelson & Co.
In Insolvency.
Dissolution.
Card—Eaglo Kook & L.
Lost.
Wanted.
Choice of scats for Patiece,
Proclamation.
QCity of Portland—Sewers.
AUCTION SALES.
Furniture, Crockery, &c.

bunk side of the bridge. The former car ha8
been stripped of its rich furniture, which has
been taken to Portland. The body of the car
is unfit for further use, other than in the way
of firewood. The car cost SGOOO and was one
It will bo replaced at
of the best on the road.

by one with more modern improvements.
The baggage car, which was one of the most
substantial on the road, will be repaired at
Portland for further service.
once

In Good Spirits.

rolling

The actual loss in
last twelve mouths 1 have suffered with lumI commenced takbago and general debility,
ing Burdock Blood Bitters about six weeks
ago, and now have great pleasure in stating

much said about the merits of Hop
Bitters, and my wife who was always doctor
ing, and never well, teased me so urgently to
get her some, 1 concluded to be humbugged
ggain; and 1 am glad I did, for in less than
two months’ use of the Bitters my wife wa
so

Maine extended its line from South

T., St. Paul [Pioneer Press.]
SuDenor Court.
JUDGE BOKKEY.

Thursday.—State vs. Michael Daly, appellant.
Search and feizu.ro. Vordict not guilty.
Frank for deft.
Waterhouse for State.
State vs. William H. Broughton, appellant.
Verdict
and
seizure.
Search
guilty.
Mattocks fordeft.
Waterhouse for State.
Edward McCarthy was sentenced on two indictments. One for liquor nuisance, thirty days in the
county Jiil; one for being a common seller, a tine of
$UK) and costs, iu default theroof, sixty days in the
county jail. Committed.
.Michael Chancey, on a search and seizure conviction paid a fine of S1U0 and costs.

fractured skull.
Tho Herald says the impression of the road officers seems to be the accident was caused by the
breaking of the axle of the loft wheel of tho
car close to its inside face. The loss

baggage
of the wheel caused the truck to cant to the
left with such force as to drag the other three
wheels from the track, their flanges cutting
deep ridges diagonally across the top surfaces
Upon the track jumping the
of both girders.
track, tho forward end of the car swayed with
terrible force against the top of the left truss,

JUDGE BRIGHT.

Thursday.—John Doherty. Larceny. Sixty days
iu county jail. Sentence suspended during good behavior.
Edward

Morrison, John Mehan and Wm. BenIntoxication. Fined $6 and costs.
IRISH LAND LEAGUE.

Lectureby Hon. G W. Ladd.
Hon. George W. Ladd delivered a lecture in
the I. A. R. A. Hall last evening, under the
auspices of the Portland Branch of the Irish
Land League, to au intelligent and

National
appreciative audience. Every available seat
were obliged to
was occupied, and many
The address occupied about three-quarters of an hour aud was frequently interrupted

stand.

with applause.
Mr. Ladd commenced by saying that the
American principles of government were revolutionizing Europe, and must in the future
He criticized the position
govern mankind.
taken by tbo British government at various
History, declaring inai no true
periods
American should sympathize with that government which in the last rebellion sympathized with Jefferson Davis in his efforts to
turn this country into a despotism, and fitted
out cruisers to drive our commerce from the
American competition and the No Rent
seas.
manifesto were bringing the landlords to their
knees. The land bill was intended to pacify a
class, to satisfy nobody, and to keep a ministry
in power. Mr. Ladd quoted at length from
the Philadelphia American, one of the foremost Republican papers in the country, to the
effect that the land bill was a farce, and that
the position taken by the Land League was
He compared Gladstone with Lord
right.
North, Parnell with Chatham and America
Ireland.
with
He asserted that if upon examination it was
found that the imprisonment of American citizens in British dungeons without trial by jury
was in contravention with aDy of our treaties
the U.
S. government
with
England
should demand their instant release. He beof
the Irish diffithe
true
solution
lieved that
culty is Home Rule and peasant proprietoror our

ship.
Mr. Charles McCarthy, Jr., followed Mr.
Ladd in a forcible and able address. He called
the attention of Mr. Ladd to the unlawful detention of American citizens in British dungeons, and said he trusted that Mr. Ladd
would lend his aid in enacting legislation
which would instruct the United States government to demand of England either to release tho imprisoned American citizens or give
them a trial by jury.
A unanimous vote of thanks wzs extended
by the audience to Mr. Ladd for his scholarly
and philosophical address.
The meeting was one of the most successful

yet held by the League.
Brief Jottings.
Don’t forget the P. M. B. dance tonight.
The mercury
Bright and clear yesterday.
indicated 2° below zero at sunrise, zero at 8 am., 18° at noon, 18° at sunset; wind north,
southeast.
Mr. Libby, the builder, is constructing a
bridge at the Rolling Mills over Fore River.
The Collins Granite Company have received
the contract for fnrnishing the granite for the
Produce Exchange building, Now York,
which is to cost two million dollars.
The Casco Street Church Society had a supper Wednesday evening in commemoration of

new

tem

a

loosened in the sockets provided for its support at either end on the abutments, which
formed tho chief support of the bridgo. The left
girder fell an instant after its truss fell, pullwith it the other girder and its truss into

ing

the road, tho whole forming a mass of some
40 tons.
The chief witnesses who will be examined
at the inquest will be Edwin Weymouth, conductor, E. Bowditch, James Nolan, Engineers
Smith and Rankin, Fireman Collins, Herbert
Bancroft, and one or two others on the
It is extremely probable that
wrecked train.
the jury will be unable to settle definitely any
responsibility on the road for the accident,
which is also to be inquired into by the Maine
railroad commissioners.
Tho following passengers over tho Boston
and Maine who were aboard the wrecked
train Monday passed the following vote while
Itennebunk:

at

We, passengers irom the train wrecked
the Boston and Maine Railroad, Monday, Jan.
2d, 1882, do hereby express our protest and indignation against the manager of the said road
for the delay and shameful neglect in permitting us to lay in this station more than five
on

hours without means of transportation to our
homes.
A. B. Ricker, Alfred, Me; II. M. Howes,
Portland; R. S. Boulter, Saco, Me.; C. S.
Smith, Concord, N. H.; C. E. Hyde, Bath,
Mo

Tfraomon

M oPCnwri.

Rfintlihav.

Me.
Mr. S. A. Roberts, telegraph operator at the
transfer station, although injured, took the
responsibility to go on the engine to Kennebunk, telegraph for doctors and wrecking
train, and telegraphed messages for half an
He is the kind

hour, while suffering agony.
of

employe to have.
dispatch from Kennebunk

au

says the coroner’s jury examined the bridge yesterday afternoon.
To-day they will examine the
Mitchell bridge, five miles from the one deA

stroyed, and which is built after the same pattern, in order to obtain a clear idea of the
The
strain coming upon the various parts.
jury are determined to make a thorough investigation of this sad affair. Supt. Furber
was there and signified his willingness to aid
in this investigation all in his power.
Henry
Downs, a victim of the disaster, who was not
expected to live through the night of Monday
is still very low, and it is doubtful about his

recovery.
R.
of P. F. D.
At the special meeting of the trustees of the
Portland Fire Department Relief Association
hold Wednesday evening after existing vacancies in the board had been filled the treasurer,
Mr. J. C. TowkBbury, presented his quarterly
A.

report

as

and)

appearances,

to his other cimes,
essary, to add violence
Mrs. C. P. Hemmenway and daughter reside
in the neat two-story house with hip roof at
It is
the corner of Park and Spring streets.
the corner house in the block occupied respectthe Maine Steamively by Mr. Henry Fox, of
Mr. Allen Moulton, of W. &

ship Company,

Atchison.
C. R. Milliken, aqd Mrs. and -Miss
ell on
The house fronts on Spring, with a long
Park street, and in the ell are situated the dinentrance direct
ing-room and kitchen, with
from the Park Btreet yard. Mrs. Hemmenway
occupies the front room in the second story,
while her daughter has the room off from it.
Mr. Adams, with Walter Corey & Co., lias a

in the third story.
On the night in question Miss Hemmenway
in Bos.
was away from homo visiting friends
was alone on
ton, bo that Mrs. Hemmenway
the second floor. She had set up reading very
when
late, so that it was nearly two o’clock
After reaching her
she went up stairs to bed.
around the
•room she moved about a little
her, and
as was customary with
room

apartment,
then proceeded to undress.
completed when, all at once,

She had nearly
she heard wliat
sounded like a sneeze. At first she thought,
from its smothered sound, that it must have
been the cat, but, as she turned, a few moments afterwards, she saw sticking out from
under the foot of the old-fashioned bedstead, a
in
pair of substantial men’s legs encased strong
boots.
With

LUO IttUlCj

and President Anderson

delegates but declined on
account of their inability to attend.
In view of the difficulty of a representation,
nominated

as

it was voted to withdraw from tho National
Board for the present.
Eben Corey and Fritz II. Jordan were appointed a committee to examine the accounts
of the Treasurer for the past year.
D. W. Clark, E. H. Hinkley and Jacob MeLallan wre appointed a committee to nomilist of officers to be presented to the annual meeting, which will be held next Mona

day evening.
Emancipation Day.
Emancipation Day was celebrated by our
colored citizens at Congress Hall on Wednesday evening. Mr. Arthur Harris presided and
speeches were made by R. M. Springer, J. M.
Mrs. T. P.
Todd, -Mr. Harris and others.
Beals recited “How he saved.St. Michaels” in
excellent style, and Mrs. Anna J. Day furRefreshments were
nished excellent music.
served in tho ante-room.
audience present.

There was

a

good

__

Carriers’ Report.
The following is the letter carriers’ report for
December, 1881:
Letter

DELIVERED.
Letters. 79.830
Cards...... 2b,157
Papers. 88,873
COLLECTED.

his presence where he
house by the back parlor
unlocked and slightly
Mrs. Hemmenway dis-

tinctly remembers fastening before she went to
bed.
It is supposed that the man had been informed by a girl who had been employed by
Mrs. Hemmenway, that she placed her pocketNot because
book at night under her pillow.
she kept much money in her portmonnaie, did
Mrs. Hemmenway do so, but because she had
in the habit. It is also supposed that when

got

Mrs. Hemmenway went out for a few moments
the first of the evening, lea ving the front door
ajar, that the man may have stepped in,
looked around to see how to beat a retreat and
The pur"
then secreted himself in the room.
to his
pose of the club can only be attributed
determination, if the lady should awake wheD
he was robbing her, to put a quietus to her
cries. Her coolness and late hour of retiring
that night foiled him.
The police were notified and made a careful
examination of the premises the next morn'
ing. A strange, suspicious looking man, a few

days after, called into Mr. Dillingham's, the
apothecary, corner of Park and Spring
street, and wanted change for a $2-0 bill. That
same night Mr. Dillingham was aroused from
house over his store—
by two men, who told him vrben he opened the
window, that burglars were trying to get into
the

Bleep_he occupies

the rear of his store. Mr. Dillingham replied
"lie guessed not” and shut the window, He

recognized tne speaker
to get change for the §20 bill that day,

as me man wno wanted

Yesterday Hon. Israel Washburn and Messrs.
E. H. Elwell of the Transcript, and H. S. Barrage of the Zion’s Advocate, called on Mayor
Senter to consider what action would be most
citizens to take in reference to a
of
proper recognition of the coming birthday
the poet Longfellow.
After considerable discussion the matter was
left to Messrs. Elweli and Barrage, with tho
proper for

our

next monthly
meeting of the City Council an order will be
introduced setting aside the 27th of February
as
as the day, and the afternoon of that day
the time, for a reception to the poet- in City
Hall. Such other action as may be deemed

understanding

that at

the

advisable will bo arranged and reported
Messrs. Elwell and Burrage at a later day.

by

Personal.
Wo understand that Mr. E. A. Norton,
whor.f name appeared among the Oxford Bears,
is not a native of of Oxford county nor a member of the firm of Norton, Chapman & Co.
Mr. Percy, from California, who was married in Portland tho evening pre vious to the
sailing of the Moravian, with his wife are
among the passengers en route for England.
He has made some pencil drawings of the
wreck and surroundings, which will doubtless
soon

be

published

in

the illustrated newspa-

pers.
An

injustice has been done
Libbey, of Maine, by a Post

Judge

Artemss

correspondent.
The judge fined the Rocklqpd Republican
briber §50, not $25 as stated in the Post and
other papers, and he gave notice that if there
should be another conviction for like offence
he would impose a more severe sentence.
Again, the man’s crime was not a statute offence, and no case in this country could he
found to support the indictment.
Judge
Libbey went back to the common law, and
spent much time in overhauling the old English statutes.—Boston Post.
Capt. Levi Blake died at the Maine General
Hospital yesterday. He fell from his vessel
dark night, last summer, while going on
board and it was a long time before ho was
rescued. He injured his chest at the time and
his death resulted from the injuries then re-

35.00
7.00

Capt. Blako was a much respected
shipmaster, who had been engaged all his life
ceived.

Hiram ICuowlton, Esq., of this city, lectured
at Cape Elizabeth Wednesday evening on the
“Some Things.”
There was a large
audience and the lecture was listened to with
great interest. The subject was treated in an
original manner and every point was made

subject

with clearness.
Mr. Stoddard will deliver his last lecture in
the ecu ree tc-night, taking for his subject
“From Mars Hill to Mt. Olivet.” While all
will regret the termination of this admirable
course it, all .the more, behooves those who
have not seen and heard these admirable

in his

arm.

mortgaged

tbo

yesterday

Papers.

15,045

shock which paialyzed

one

side.

the

property) §45,000

were

for de-

various numbers on the programme were well
rendered and the duets and solos were heartily
encored. There was not as large an audience
present as we could have desired to see, hut all
much delighted with the entertainment.
After the concert the High School Cadets
and
gave an exhibition drill in excellent shape
First
are entitled to a great deal of praise.
the companv, thirty strong, under Capt. L. L.
Hight and'Lieuts. \V. I. Woodman and Wm.
Carpenter, marched into the hall and after executing company movements with brecision
and finish, gave way to a picked eighteen under the captain, who performed the silent manual, manual by command and fancy movements. The marching by full company front
was especially good, and so was tho breaking
by close column of fours into open column.
The Queen’s salute was gracefully executed,
and the formation ot a company, a new featThis
ure, was quite novel and interesting.
was the first public exhibition of the Cadets in
City Hall.
NOTES.

Wallack’s new theatre wa3 opened in New
York Wednesday Dight with “The School for
Scandal.” The management does not allow
ladies to wear big hats.

Mrs. Clara Morris made her first appearance
Mercy Merrick in “The New Magdalen” at
tho Union Square Theatre, New York, yestorday afternoon.
M. Emfinyi will give a recital of violin music
at Steinway Hall, New York, on the evening
of Wednesday, Jan. 11th.
Mr. Thomas Keene, the tragedian, will aphis
pear at Portland Theatre, supported by
Mr. Keene
own company, Jan. Kith and 17th.
is playing a brilliant engagement at the Park
Theatre, Boston. His leading support is Geo.
Learock
The Portland Minstrels will give a delightful entertainment at City Hall about the middle of the month.
as

The

|

Eoller* Skating

Eink.

A very large and brilliant assemblage, em.
of our best known citizens, welcomed Prof. Field at the Boiler Itink last
evening. Tho rink Was very prettily decorated

bracing many

with flags, Lindall’s band discoursed delightful music, and the floor was in splendid condi.
tion.
Prof.

What shall we say of

and

citizens thought Kynoch

If

Field?

Purdy

our

masters

of the little rollers what would they say of
Field? Graceful as a fawn be accomplished
one to
seeming impossibilities with the ease of
whom nothing was too difficult. On his heels,
then

posed

his toes, then

on

in every

ceivable attitude, yet never in any sense strained or awkwavd in appearance, ho glided over
the floor amidst constant bursts of applause. It
is a lesson in dancing to gaze upon the professor, and such an example does more to inculcate a passion for roller skating than anything else, little as the mass of skaters can ever
to

equal

1 < 1,

it.

Field wore

+ li

a

Viorl

rta

his
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debts upon the estate, and objects to the allowance of the copy of the will of her former husband or any further steps thereon.
Should Judge White appoint an administrator there of course can be no question as to the
legal liability of the estate. The hearing will
bo given on Wednesday next.

fikates

of his Providence

Mechanic Blues.
At the annual meeting of the Mechanic
Blues the following officers were elected for tho

coming year:
Treasurer—Ex-Lieutenant W. C. Young.
Finance Committee—C. W. Davis, Sergt. H.
S. Blondheim, Corp. J. D. Priudable.
Investigating Committee—Corp. D. W. Bussell, Privates Batchelder and Jason.
Uniform Committee—Privates Batcheldor
and Alexander.
Armorer—Private J T. Jason.

Death of Thomas L. Smith of Windham.
Thomas Laurens Smith, great-grandson of
Parson Thomas Smith of old Falmouth Neck,
died at his residence in Windham on Tuesday,
at the age of 84 years.
He was the son of Thomas Smith who was
the son of Eev. Peter Thatcher Smith of
Windham, who graduated at Harvard College
in 1753, ordained and settled over the Windham church in 1702, and died in 1826, aged 95.
He was the second son of Parson Smith of

Falmouth.
Thomas L. Smith was born in Windham,
November, 1797. His mother was a daughter
of Capt. Thomas Barker who came from Salem, where ho had been commander of the
fort. At the death of his father, when he was
five years old, Thomas L. went to live

Green

Pine....' 27184,190 3.002,238 5,495.000
794

Drv Piue.

2 946 444

Sprues?...21,944,970

2,844,823 6,915
3,761,456 4,712,579

26,341,827 25,480,504

30,020,495 35,960,342 42,663,877

in 1879 and 1880:
1880.1881.
1879.
1 9,191,164
Green Pine... 9,637,021 9,693,484
8,322,394 8,076,167 14,040,937
Dry Pine
16,912,169
14,208,737
Hemlock, &c.12,695,220
Spruce..... ..91,907,627 91,673,149 104,704,537

surveyed

122,562,262 123,460,637 154,348,797
Of tho amount of pine surveyed, about six-

millions was of the box board quality*
sawed out live, and of the total amount surby
veyed, about thirteen millions was shipped
This is the largest amount of lumber
rail.
1875.—Bansurveyed at this port since the year
gor Whig.___
teen

The tension Agency.
The dispatch sent over the wires from Sew
a
York in relation to Ex-Gov. Connor and
a
pension agency in this city, was an insult to
brave soldier who was crippled and nearly shot
to death in his country’s service, [ and an atto
tempt to create a false improssion in regard
the need of a pension office at the capital of
this state. The office is needed here for the

P. Mattocks 85,000; J. Wroolf et als. §10,000,
Howard Gould 85,000 and G. W. Green et als.

81,200.

honorable

Ex^Gov.

ought

position—Kennehec

Journal.

point

Weymouth
angles.
Cost of Sewer.$2,065 63
086.18
City's proportion.
Sum to be assessed
Area assessed. 240,250 sq.
Kate per 100 sq. ft., $0.55
Area
Name s

Walter Corey.
Jolla Greely, Trustee
Sarah,J.Stinchfield..
Portland Sav'gs Bank
Samuel PattersonItut ns Tibbetts.
<>

<>

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLERS.

Annual Dinner of the New Ensrland Association,

The fifth annual dinner of the New England Commercial Travellers’ Association was
enjoyed at the Parker House on Wednesday
evening. Gov. Long, Mayor Green of Boston
and other

distinguished guests

present.

were

An elegant dinner was served. At the business session the secretary and treasurer, MrEdwin Tl. Walker, presented his report, showing that during tho past year six deaths had
account of which $11,130 had
to the relatives of the deceased;
that other expenses had been $1,143, and the
receipts $12,839, which, with the balance on
hand at the- opening of the year, leaves as a
cash balance for the new year, $3,999.96. The
ratio of expenses to receipts was 9 per cent.
During the five past years there have been 16

occurred,
been

on

paid

account of which $27,184 have been
paid to the relatives. The present membership is 1,032.
The following board of officers were chosen

deaths,

on

for the ensuing yeat-.
President, Malcom B. Cole; first vice president, Charles Richardson; second vice president, J. A. Ball; secretary and treasurer, Edwin K. Walker, all of Boston; directors, Geo.
C. Irvin, Walter P. Tilton and David S. Watson, all of Boston; Frank Coles of Hartford,
Henry C. Armstrong, Providence; Edwin E.
Snow, Martin W. Pbalau, Chas. A. Olmstead
and Milo Crane, all of Boston; Frank A. Clark
of P.srtland, Harry A. Leslie, Herbert E. Hill
and John Reding, all of Boston.
The Maine Hospital.
it for

Me. Editob:—Most fortunate
those who were injured bv the late disaster on
the Boston & Maine Railroad that this institu.
tion opened wide its doors to furnish all the rewas

liet that Skill

ana

care can oes.ow.

a ma mo.

it is, is a forcible reminder of
the wisdom of its founders, the liberality of its
benefactors and a full justification for the patronage bestowed upon it by the State. If, too,
there has been any local jealousy because it is
located in Portland, such an incident is suffic-

dent, painful

as

ient to scatter it to the winds. The unfortunates were from various localities in and outside the State, and were at once provided for
without being transported to Boston or to their
homes.
The occasion is one, also, to increase the interest of the friends of this noble institution,
and to invite more liberal and more general
benefactions that its utility may be enlarged,
and that it may become still more worthy the
State whose seal bears the inspiring word
“Dirigo.” Possibly the thougnt has lingered
in the minds of some who are not familiar
with its work that because the medical fraternity cherish it witii peculiar favor the doctors
This
are more interested in it than the public.
unfortunate accident well illustrates the fact
that ihe Maine Hospital is the people’s institution, and is worthy of universal approval, not
alone in good wishes, but by generous contributions for enlarging its facilities and providing means for the relief of suffering humanity in all conditions of lifo and occasioned by
whatever cause. None are wise enough, with
the best care and sagacity, to foresee what a
day may bring forth, or who will be found in
circumstances to demand the relief which the
hospital is designed to furnish. In our sympathy for those who have already experienced
the fruits of its benefactions, let us not forget
that its claims upon public generosity are seen
Maine.
to be still more urgent than ever.
own

<•

••

<■

■,

The Times says the two story house of PhileR. Russell, situated a mile south of
Gurnet Bridge, in Harpswel), burned completely down last Monday night. Loss, 51,800;
insured $1,000 on the bouse, and 5200 on the
furniture.
Scarlet fever is prevalent in Harpswell.
mon

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Farmington Chronicle commences its
forty-first volume with a new heading and
otherwise improved.
Tarbox Bros, of Farmington have put up
ten tons of evaporated apples the past fall.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

About two weeks ago a Mr. Freethy of
Brooklin left his house at day-light, taking his
money and a borrowed coat, and has not since
been heard from. His family consists of a
wife and one child, who ure much troubled by
his mysterious disappearance.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
rntftP

Rniltll

streaks.

COUNTY.

Six divorces were granted at the late term
of S. J Court at Rockland.
The Rockland Free Press says the several
manufactories of lime in Rockland turned out«■
917,007 barrels in 1881; the neighboring towns
of Camden and Thomaston 225,000 barrels—
giving a total in the county of 1,142,067 barrels.
This is the largest season’s work since 1872.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Mr. George Hayden of Brighton had his left
leg broken and ankle dislocated, while driving
near Spencer
one of Omar Clark’s teams,
stream a few days ago.
The American Express office at Madison
Bridge, was broken open on Wednesday night
and about $40 worth of liquors stolen.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times savs the American Express Company shipped 5000 pounds of bass from Bath to
New York, Monday, and 4000 pounds Tuesday.
They command a good price there.
WALDO

COUNTY.

The Belfast Journal says the Waldo county
jail 'register for 1881, shows that the whole
number of commitments for the year was 206Of this
two more than the previous year.
number 119 were for drunkenness, assault 25,
larceny 20, vagrancy 15, debt 15, arson 5, taxes
4, adultery 2, forgery 1, intox eating liquor 1.
Wilinot, son of Winslow Whittaker of Troy,
while at work in a shingle mill on Friday, lost
The hand was so
his hand in a circular Baw.

badly injured

as

to cause

amputation.

Agricultural
The Waldo and Penobscot
Society held their annual meeting Dec. 28th at
has
This company
expended the
Monroe.

past season $1,367 in premiums, repairing
building, &c., and have a surplus of $586 in
the treasury above all expenses.
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and Orchard

Danfortb, “K,” Vnushan

•Streets Sewer.
Beginning at a point in centre of Danforth St.,
11 feet westerly from west line of Storer St., produced; thence through centre of Danforth St. vZ3
feet to east line of Vaughan St., theDce on a curve
to left 28 feet; thence 15 feet to a point on south
line of Danforth Sr-, this point bei*g 20 feet westerly from east line of “K'’ St. reservation; thence on
to top of
same course 135 feet through “K” St.
slope; thence with an angle to right of fifteen de345
feet to high
minutes
and
(15o4O0
forty
grees
water mark. Total length 1446 feet.
The first section of 411 feet is 12 in. glazed pipe.
2d section of 640 feet is 15 in. glazed pipe, 3d section of 255 feet is 18 in. glazed pipe, then 225 feet
of brick 24 in. in diameter and 15 feet wooden box
24x24 in.; laid 9 feet deep at point of beginning, 9
feet at southerly end of curve, 9 feet 136 feet southerly from southerly end of curve, 14 feet at brow of
hill, 5 feet on hillside and 6 feet under R. R. tracks.
Again beginniug at a point in centre of Orchard
St. 47 feet westerly from west line of Fletcher St.,
thence through centre of Orchard St. 428.6 feet to
ast line of Vaughan St.,thence on a curve to left 36.5
feet to a point in Vaughan St. 26 feet westerly from
east line of Vaughan St., thence through Vaughan
St. 201.5 feet to a point on north line of Danforth
St„ this point being 23 feet westerly from northVaughan Sts.,
easterly corner of Danforthleftand
51.5 feet to Danthence with a slight angle to
forth and “K” Sts. sewer. Total length 718.0 feet.
The first section of 116 feet is 10 in. cement
then 323 feet 12 in. cement pipe, then 273 teet lo
in. cement pipe and the remaining 6 feet is 18 in.
at point of beginning,
glazed pipe; laid 9 feet deep
9 feet at a point 228 feet from point of beginning,
8 feet at
8.5 feet 247 feet from point of
north line of Danforth St. and 9 feet at terminus.
Total length of Danforth, “K,” Vaughan and Orchard st*. sewer 2164 feet.
Cost of Sewer.$2966.06
988.69
City’s proportion..
Sum to be assessed..
#1977.37
Area assessed, 370,712 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., #0.53 34-100.
Rate
Amount
Area
Names

pipej

beginning,

Edward Fox..36612 #0.53 34-100 #196 29

Theophilus C.Hersey.76995
Theophilus C Hersey
and

410 69

57 69

als.10815

Theophilus C Hersey
and als.10815
Theophilus C Hersey
and als.10017
Henry Bullard.10332

....

...

32 00

Theophilus C Hersey

__

55 90
56 06
_

When a lecturer has worked the ladies of
his audience so near to the weeping point that
they hayo gotten out their handkerchiefs, and
then suddenly changes his tone and speaks of
the merits of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup, he is

feeling of indignation.

at

Hulearooui

Theophilus C Hersey

and als. 4810
C Hersey
and als. 7111
Henry L. Paine. 9450
City of Portland.22400

throughout.

.$136.81

City’s proportion. 46.60
$ 91.21
Sum to be assessed.
Area assessed, 17029 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. $0.53 66-100.
Amount
Rate
Area
Names
.T. D. & F. Fessenden. .4760 $0.53 56-100 $2.» 44
28 49
5320
Mary A. P. Tucker
10 60
Harriet Z. Talbot.1959
26
78
Henry Deering & als. .5000
—

Washington

Fox Street*
at a pmnt in centre of Washington
street 85.5 feet southerly from south line of Fox
street produced; tlienoe northerly through centre
of Washington street 73 feet to a point; thence
with a curve to left 47 feet to west liue of Washington street, where it enters Fox street sewer.
Total length 120 feet.
Sewer is of 10 in. cement pipe, laid 7 2 ft. deep at
8.7 ft. at point of curve and 9ft.
of
at

__

-o

66

Winthrop

to

OUT

SALE*
Before Removal we Offer the Following

GOODS LESS THAN

beginning,

point

COST.

terminus.

sewer..$88.56
City’s proportion. 29.52
Sum to be assessed.$59.04
Cost of

__

Area
Rato

ass-ssed. 18,944 square feet.
per 100 square feet, $0.31 165-1000.
AREA.

NAMES.

AMOUNT.

RATE.

Towle.3718 $0 31166 1000 $11 59
24 86
Daniel Strong heirs. .7976
22 59
John Dunpby.7250

Thomas

Built Under Appropriation for Health.
Sewer from passage rear of Newbury street. Beginning in a passage way from Hampshire street
between Newbury and Middle streets, in rear of
land of heirs of A. Cook; thence running six feet to

by c. vi. Plummer; thenco southerly across laud of
said Plummer 5 feet and of John Walsh LOO feet
to Middle street; thence on same course .‘30.5 feet
through Middle street to sewer in said street,ofentersaid
line
ing the same on the westerly side 147.5
feet.
Walsh’s land produced. Total length
Sewer is of 10 in. cement pipe laid 4 feet deep at
old sewer.
point of beginning and 9.5
Cjst of sewer.§154.27
City’s proportion. 51.42
Sum to be assessed .$102.85
Area assessed, 19025 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.54 00-100.
Amount.
Rate.
Area.
Names.

feet_at

CitF of Portland
right of way.4778 $0.54 06-100 $25,083
11.54
M. £. McDunee.2135
A. Cook heirs Va l
o.>ka
J..-250
J.W. Riley Va

12
-.1/
17

12.13

M. A. Cushing.2244
1>. Pettengill .3809

E.W. Johnson.3809

75 Pairs Ladles’ Serge Congress, only
50 cents; former price $1.00.
50 pairs Ladies’ Fine French Kid, broken sizes, $2.00; former priee *4.50.
30 Pairs Ladies’ Kid Button, slightly
damaged, only $1.; worth |2 o0.
200 Pairs Ladies’ Rubbers, only 20
cents; worth 50.
120 Pairs Men’s Rubbers, only aO cents;
worth 75
70 Pairs Childs’ red top Boots, 7a cents;
worth $1.25.
40 Pairs Men’s fine tap sole Calf Boots,
$2,50; worth $3.75.
30 Pairs Men’s Grain Rais. $1.25; worth

$2.00.

Mf=We are bound to close every thing
if low prices will sell them. Come early

and avoid the rush which is sure to come
when we slaughter goods in this way.

W. P. GOSS.
jau5

t

20.59

SPECIALTIES.

CITl OF PORTLAND,
Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I
January 3d, 1882. f
That the assessments contained in
of
the City Civil Engineer
the foregoing report
be made upon the lots adjacent to the sewers therein described towards defraying the expense of constructing and completing tne same, and that the
City Clerk give legal notice of such assessments returnable at the Aldermen’s room in the City bnildiug on the 6th day of February next, A. D. 1882,
at 7V2 o’clock P. M., and certify the same to the
City Treasurer for collection, and it is hereby determined that the lots assessed as aforesaid are
benefited by such sewers, in proportion to the rate
of such assessments, and that s*id assessments do
not exceed such benefits, nor do they exceed in the
In

ORDERED.

whole two-thirds of the cost of said sewers, anti
we deem them just and reasonable.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest:
A true copy.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest:

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office, 1

January 4, 1882. j
hereby given that a hearing will be
had by the Municipal Officers of the City of
Portland, upon the subject matter of the above assessments at the Aldermen’s Room in the City
Buibling on Monday, the 6th day of February, A.

NOTICE

is

D. 1882, at 7V2 o’clock P. M., then and there any
person or persons dissatisfied with the same may appear and object thereto.
II. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Per order,
dlaw.3wF
jau6
_^

Odd Lots
CHEAP.

Ladies’

Leggings

DONGOLA BOOTS,

proof.

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen, Ladies
and Children.
WATERPROOF BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CuRK
CALF
FRENCH
SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid. Hand Sewed Boots
for Ladies.
BOOTS in
LACE
SIDE
French and American
Kid and Goat.
The only stock of tine, fancy
SLIPPERS in Maine.
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel
Boots in Calf, Straight,
Goat and American Kid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French Kid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen
and Boys.
iWittKAs’
hid School
Boots with low heels:

25 cts. Pair.
Children’s All Wool Hose
Full Finished,

Nubian Waterproof Blackpolishes without
ing,

20

Pair.

cts.

brushing.

BATE.

ou

M. G. PALMER,

20 cts. Dozen.

H. I. Nelson &Go.
jon6 dtf

MOUNT

$22
JamesLogue.....3120$0.7117-100
17
hrs.. 2413

21
17
08
90
79
33

17
34
21
38
10 97
33 88

hrs.. 2400

5386
hrs.. 2384
—

Mary A. Flannery... 4760
Dennis Madigan. 2017
Clarence Oxnard, hrs : 6370
Mathew Cook, brs. 3297

roj

45 34
‘-3 4/

and IVewbnry St*. Sewer from
Federal to Pearl St..
65
Beginning at a point in centre of Market St.
feet easterly from east line of Federal St., thence
120.5
St.
of
Market
southeasterly through center
feet to liue of Newbury St., thence on a curve to
left 42 feet to line of Market St., thence northeasterly through centre of Newbury St. 223.5 feet to
a line of Pearl St., thence with a curve to right
Market

sewer

in

Pearl

St.

Total

length,

417

Why the Hand-Sewed Boots and Shoes
should be worn by all:

a

Shoe?.

St.,

and 8.7

City’s proportion Vi*,’pi us'.$85.20
previously assessed ou
Savings Bank lot. 481.74
$707.69
Sum to De assessed.
Area assessed, 44192 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. $1.00 14-100.
Amount
Rate
Area
Names
John C Schwartz.11027 $1.00 14-100 $176 59
31 04
Joseph Drown. 1938
5o 66
Joseph H. Sawyer.... 3476
53 04
Hrs.
3312
Oliver Y. Deake,
57 60
Joseph Drown. 3597
Portland Savings Bank
including $22.03 due
former

on

meut

assess

120 66
110 18
29 11

6159

..

Joseph Drown. 6880
Susan H Smith. 1818
John E Donnell Va
Daniel F Emery *•>-.. 5985

95 84

Prom North St.
Melbourne St. Sewer.
lo ftfioatern Promenade thence to Quebec
St.

is to give notice that on the Fifth day
of January, A. D. 1882, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued by Henry 0. Peabody, Judge of
tile Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said

niHIS

JL

BERNARD C. DONAHUE, of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, individually ’and
as a member of tho late firm of Donahue & Brady,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the Fifth
day of January, A. I>. 1882, to which date in tenin

eel on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law;
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will bo held at a Court of Insolvency
at
Probate
Court room in
holden
be
to
said Portland, on the sixteenth day of January,
A. D. 1882, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
GEO. W. PARKER,
InsolDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger of tho
vency for said County of Cumberland.

Co^rtof

at a point in center of Melbourne St. 91
easterly from east line of North St., thence
easterly through center of Melbourne St., a distance
of 958.5 feet to line of Promenade; thence with a
curve to right 75 feet, to a point 50 feet at right
angles from west line of Promenade; thence 204
feet to a point 4 feet northerly from the northerly
line of Quebec St. produced and 109 feet on a parallel line to Quebec St., from westerly line of Promenade; thence with an angle to left 50 feet to Quebec
St. sewer.

glazed

City's troportion. 457.99
Sum to be assessed.$915.99
Area assessed, 148842 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.61 641-1000
AREA.

BATE.

find it the best thing in the world for mending all
kinds of broken articles. Next year I shall hang a
boitle on every Christmas tree. In the meantime try
it yourselves, but beware of fraud. Ask your druggist to give you the genuine. See that the full name
(Van Stan’s Strateua,)Ps blown in the bottle.

..

Geo. P. Wescott.
Erastus Booihbay.
Orlow Fullman.
Harriet E. Curtis.
...

Edwin Dow.
Clark.
Chas. W. Smith.
James R. Lowell.
Abel Bowie
Abbie D. Kelly, est....

Wm Evans.

Martha W. Davis.
Horace A. Hallet.
Cath. I). Alexander....

3439
3562
3530
3520
3520
3576
3542
7084
1750
3440
3425
3480
6896
3480
3436

John Blake. 3520

21 29
21 91
21 72
21 66
21 66
22 01
21 79
43 59
10 77
21 77
21 08
21 42
42 44
21 42

2114
2166

SANTA CLAUS.

janOdSt

DISSOLUTION.
heretofore existing between

copartnership
C. Cobb and Lewis A. Goudy under
THEWinthrop
disolved by
C. Cobb & Co.,
of
tho
W,
style
tual consent Jan. 1,1882.

was

mu-

LEWIS A. GOUDY having bought the interest of
Wiuthrop C. Cobb in the geueral baking business
will continue same under the old firm name, and is
authorized to settle all demauds in favor of or
against said firm.
Portland, Jan. 5, 1882.
WIVTHROPC. COBB,
L0U1* A. GOUDY.

JanCdlw

CARD.
wish to tender our thanks
us out so liberally at our
late Ball, and if at any tuture date we can reciprocate either individually or collectively we are yours
to command. Members.

undersigned
WE to those
who helped
the

Janlidlt

E. T. MERRILL,
455

Congress Street.

OPPOSITE V. I. HOTEL.

EAGLE HOOK & L. Co., No. 2.

dtf

Owen, Moore & Co.
We have a surplus stock of the
following goo.ls which we shall
offer at much less than wholesale

prices.
Shirts and
Merino
Lot Men’s
sizes,
large
Drawers, Extra
Marked from $1.00 to 62c.
Lot All Wool Scarlet Drawers,
Small sizes, only 75c.
Boys' Merino Shirts and Drawers,
large size at 25c.
Boys' clouded Shirts and Drawers
36c.
Men’s Heavy Portsmouth Wool
Shirt and Drawers, all sizes 1.00
Boys’ ITulaundercd Shirts, small
size, only 25c.
Ladles’Hand-knit Jackets, very
cheap at 75c.
Men's Heavy Kid Oloves, fleece
lined $1.00.
Men’s Cloth Oloves, in flne quality
50 to 75c.
Odd Lots Soiled Underwear, very

cheap.

CHOICE SEATS for PA1IENCE
SALK at BANK’S APOTHECARY STORE.

FORjanO

d2t*

Wanted.
experienced lady canvasser. Apply at once
at Ladies’ Parlor, U. S. Hotel. Call for “W.”
|d3tjanO

An

JOST

AMOUNT

RosamondC. Caldwell 3226 $0.61 540-1000$1985
22 15
3600
22 25
3612
Eliplialet Clark

A New Line of Holbrook’s Fine New
Come and see
York Walking Roots.
them. A full stock of Ladies’ Rubbers,
which do not “slip at the heel.”

jan5

Whereas, the children having by this time broken
nearly half of their playthings, and
Whereas, the public have been stuck once too
often with various liquid glues, peddler’s cements,
and patent mucilage. I hereby notify all to use nothing but the Old Keliable Centennial Cement—Van
Stan’s Strateua. If you can get the genuine you will

Beginning

Total length 1287.5 feet.
The first section of 378.5 feet is 12 in., glazed
pipe. 2d section of 759 ft. 15 in., glazed pipe. 3d
section of 130 ft. 18 lu.,
pipe; laid 9.0 feet
at point of beginning, 9.0 feet at liue of Promenade.
6.0 feet at southerly end of curve aud 7.3 feet at
terminus.
Cost of sewer.$1373.98

are entirely free from nails,
and NO WAX to draw or blister
the feet and soil the stockings.
3d.—They are easy and pliable to the
foot, and need no breaking in.
4th—The durability of the Hand Sewed
Welted Shoe is acknowledged by
all who give them a fair trial.
5th.—The way In which these goods are
made, renders the cobbling of
them less difficult than a MachineSewed Shoe.

2d.—They

jantl&13

PROCLAMATION S

feet

NAME*.

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
January 6th, A. D. 1882.
In case of BERNARD C. DONAHUE, Insolvent

point

of Market St., 9.0 feet at liue of Pearl
feet at terminus.
Cost of Sewer...$1189.43

price is no higher than the
quality of Machine-Sewed

same

pipe.'laid 9.0 feetdeep at
fe.Sewer is of 12 in. 9.0
glazed
21.0 feet
feet at
point of beginning.

STREET.

REASONS
1st.—The

Deb.or.
A

_

230 MIDDLE

FANCY HORN BUTTONS,

In

City’s proportion,.^....142 76
Sum to be assessed..
Area assessed, 40.113 sqr. ft.
Kate per 100 sq. ft., $0.71 17-100.

water

very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.

froai east line of Fremont St
Fremont St. and 4.0 ft, at terminus.

sewer.$428 25

feb2G

20.59
WM. A. GOODWIN,
City Civil Engineer.

^,

31 feet to

clock a.
oetautt

CLOSING

4.2 ft. at

Oxnard,

Merchan-

Sewer, Northerly to

Street

Beginning

37 4tf
50 30
119 48

AREA.

ALLES

o

Consignments solicited.

Fremont St.

NAMES.

W-

Keenlar sale of Furniture »nd General
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10

right

_

__

Beginning at a point in center of Everett St. 41.5
feet westerly from the west line of Winthrop St.
thence westerly through center of Everett St., 4.50
feet to east line of Fremont St., thence with a
curve to right 29.C feet to sewer in Fremont St.
Total length 479 feet.
Sewer is of 12 in. glazed pipe laid 9.0 feet deep at
point of beginning, 9.0 ft. at a point 116 ft. easterly
line of
Cost of

IN Exchange St.

r. O. BAILEY,

a

thence w eater ^y through centre of Sherman St. 122
feet to line of State St,., thence on a curve to
43 feet to sewer in State St. Total length 16o.O
feet.
Sewer is of 12 in. glazed pipe, laid 9.0 feet deep

2«> 17

From

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers aud Commission Merchants

Sewer, Westerly to State £t.
point in centre of Sherman St.
122.U feet easterly from east line ©f Slate St.,

Beginning

0.3 4i»

4718

Sewer.

Auctioneers.

janGdtd_■

Hherinau St

54 41

Theophilus

St.

ON

m.

26 67

10090

Everett

91
91
91
97
00
46
02
86

32 00

and als.10200
'Theophilus C Hersey
and als...10479
Theophilus C Hersey
and als.10510
Theophilus C Hersey
and als.

20

3390

„_

and als. 6000
Theophilus C Hersey
and als.,. 5000
Theophilus C Hersey

Theophilus C Hersey

3090

JJ
91

57 69
63 43
55 10
13 33
31 98
65 87
13 82
44 03
83 02
86 75
40 88
87 46
111 21

James C Jordan. 2500
J B Brown, Est. 5996
Theophilus C Hersey..l2350
2590
Cyrus S King..
Daniel F Emery. 8255
Emeline C Rumery.. .15564
Edward A Noyes. 16263
7664
Harrison B Brown
Jonathan H Fletcher.16397
Davis W Coolidge.20850
Theophilus 0 Hersey
6000
and als.

nn/nln

_

•

21

J\
lo

Moody F Walker...
Curtis A Parsons.... 3625
Edward P Chase. 3570
<«
<(
4731
■■

21
21
21
21
19
22
24
19

3976

60
b7
63
41

1110
20 10
18 19
11 26

3281
4070

..

19
b6

243 73
2-J8
22 20

Samuel Richards.... 2030
Willard F Batchclder 2700
Wm.J.Dav. 3770
James

j-2

....

42 1*

..

EUphalet

bound to rouse a

§§
24 04

Matthew Burns. 3533
Elias Banks.....'.10820
TT Meade. 5320
Juliet H Jordan. 7129
3707
Alvin Deering
Henry B Smith. 3668
L Eugene Weymouth, 7572
City of Portland.43800
Libby & lJimmock... 4129
3990
Wins Dim mock
Ella D MiUiken. 1995
Willis GPafker. 1995
Olive G Skillings. 3613
City of Portland. 3269
Benj. W Stover. 2023
..

27

*.

of

Gardiner, and men are employed smoothing
o0 the irregularities from the surface. The
ice which is forming on the Kennebec is of
remarkably good quality free from dirt and
KNOX

„„

Stephen Houston.... 3089

Clarence Oxnard,

lta

20 03
30 OJ
20 6 J
21 21
2177

Oxnard,
Dominicus & Abrina Garrity 490o
Wm. Gormley. 3061

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

run

2518
3600
5407
3717
3811

Sylvanns D Merrill Va
John Bond Va.4437
J. B. Brown, Est. 7815
H. Hunt, Est.lo8b3

T. McEwan Co*•

fnnl.na tliiolr

2375 $0.55 047-1000 813 22
1212
2178

_

Clarence
Clarence

STATE NEWS.

.'n

Amount

Rate

3913
Tiffany Vs
Ellen S Self ridge Vs 4002

Anna S.

J*’

23 77
03
-2 31
-1
22 b22 2.1
23 7o

AUCTION.

BY

at sale«r(»m
Saturday, dan. 7tli, at 10 a. m.,
18 K*fciu.(!o St., B. W. and a«h chamber seta,
sofas, lounges, tables, mirrors, mattresses, bureaus,
bedsteads, chairs, crockery and glassware, stoves,
kitchen ware, &o.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

..

ft.
047-1000.

•>

«

3612
Hrs. of E. P. Nason
I. P. Farrington. 3162
Mathew Adams.3029
3862
John C. Leighton
Josiali Dudley, est— 3680
3626
Chas. A. B. Morse
Alfred Roberts. 3660
Nath’l Purrington. est 3676
Rosamond C. Caldwell 3612
Lewis L. Thurston.... 3860
Samuel Thin stun. 2981
3560
3660
Eliphalet Clark. 3560
3560
Merchants Bank
••
3245
3577

Co9t of Sewer...

3500
Mary W Libby. 3600
Thomas B. Heed.
3600
Howe.
Sarah SI)
Walter Corey. 3600

only

with his uncle, John Tyng Smith of.Gorham,
where he remained until he was thirteen years
old, when he went approntico to his brother a
clothier at Stroudwater, and served seven
in the lumve.ars. He was two years engaged
ber business at Standish, and bas been a farrnHe
bas
taught
or in Windham since 1821.
school fourteen terms, has been coroner, depas jusa
commission
held
has
and
uty sheriff,
Mr. Smith
tice of tlie peace fifty-one years.
lias hold all the principal town offices, and in
from
the classed
elected
1861 was
representative
towns of Windham and Scarborough.
In >1839, at llio centennial celebration of
tho first settlement of Windham, Mr. Smith
historical address
elaborate
delivered an
which he racorpoi ated into a history of the
town, for the publication of which in 1873 the
citizens voted an appropriation.
In 1821 Mr. Smith married Miss Eliza Chamberlain, who, with one son and two daughters,
still survives. In all the public offices which
his long life,
tin. hppn held bv Mr. Smith in
lia has discharged his duties faithfully, and to
W. G.
the satisfaction of his constituents.
Windham, Jan. 4,- 1882.

25 feet westerly from east line of Weymouth St., thence with an angle to left, passing under
water pipe 18 feet to a point 29 feet easterly from
west line of Weymouth St., thence 112 feet to a
of Weymouth St.,
point 30 feet from west linePonlaDd
St., thence
measuring on southerly line of
with a curve to left 76 feet to centre of Portland
eoo feet;
Portland
St.
St., thence through centre of
thence with an angle to right 14 feet to Alms House
Sewer. Total length 1782 feet.
■the first section of 220 feet Is 12 in. cement pipe,
2d. section of 020 feet of 15 in. cement pipe, and
9
the remaining 030 feet of 18 in. cement pipe, laid
feet deep except on curve at junction of Portland
Sts. where it is 8 feet deep, bends at
and
a

"J?
22 26

...

Congress, Weymouth itml Portland HU.
Hewer, from Vnughun to Carter Hts.
Beginning at a point in centre of Congress St., 07
feet north-westerly from north-west line of Vaughan
St., thence northwesterly through centre of Congress
St. 094.5 feet to Weymouth St., thence with an angle to rivht 07.5 feet to a point 27 feet westerly
from east line of Weymouth St., thence 200 feet to

«

con-

bonefit of those of our people who have busiIf established it
ness with a pension agency.
will be for that cause and no other.
on
Connor does not ask to have it established
his account, neither do the Maine delegation
ask it for that reason. Bat he is a deserving
ana
man and soldier, and if patriotism, valor
personal sacrifice and merit, count for anyoffices
belongthe
of
thing in the distribution
ing to the general government, he certainly
to be counted in as the recipient of some

claimed §299,000 indebtedness, J. Winslow
Jones had §37,000, N. H. Dudley §15,000, C.

an

87,547
30.847

be glad to see him

bentures sold, 330,000 for debentures pledged
as collateral, 810,000 for negotiating the mortgage, and 85,000 for a claim against the comMr. Jones realized 860,000 cash and
pany.
created an annual interest account of §4,500.
Of the 873,000 worth of attachments on the

Paralyzed.
old gentleman, resident on
on
his way to Portland street
morning fell, struck by a p:. ralytic

will

The Great Failure.
A number of additional attachments were
laid on property belonging to J. W. Jones &
Of the §90,000 (for which he
Co. yesterday.

Mr. Edward Dollamore, a stevedore, fell
down the hold of the Ontario and was badly
cut. Dr. Ordway attended him at his homo
on Commercial street.

Letters.
Cards ..

Tigers.

thousands of friends
out very soon.

glass.

Mr. Burns,
Green street,

COLLINS’ BAND.
Collins’ Band last evening
very creditable to that organization. The

The concert by

Also statement cf amount of 1 amber surveyed at Bangor in 1881 compared with amount

operation performed yesterday on the abscess on his leg caused by the fall, and his

with

(

It will be seen that this cast varies somewhat
from the orginal, but it is, on the other hand,
claimed that the substitutes are as good or better than the originals, and that the piece will
be brought out with splendid orchestra of fifteen, scenery and costumes.

was

his wife to do. This the
widow has refused to do, and as there is no legal means of attaching property held in another state except by serving a process in
Massachusetts upon a legal representative
here, one of the creditors, Mrs. Lizzie II. Perkins, petitions the court to be appointed administratrix. In her petition she sets forth
that Lombard conveyed to Benjamin A. G.
Fuller of Brookline, and Francis D. Cobb of
Barnstable, both of Massachusetts, certain
trusts for the benefit of his wife, Abbio W.
Lombard, now the wife of Manton Marble of
New York, and others, which conveyance of
trust tbe petitsoners alleges to be void against
tbe creditors of Lombard ;that she,as one of the
creditors, bag received judgment against the
estate in tbe sum of $70,881-99, which remains
unsatisfied; that Abbie W. Lombard, now
Marble, was appointed by the will executrix
thereof, and by reason of the premises is a person
evidently unsuitable and unfit for said
trust,wherefore she prays that letters testamentary be Issued to her upon the estate.
Mrs. Marble’s formal answer has not been
filed, but she is represented by eminent conn-

merely

of diabetes.
Dr. Mason, of Fryeburg, has declined the
unanimous invitation to the pastorate of the
Union stroet Congregational church and society in St. John, N. B. He regards the field very
desirable, but obstacles not easily put aside at
once induced his decision.
Gov. Plaisted and staff and Col. White and
staff of tlic Second Regiment, will attend the

an

By the bursting of a flue in the engine of the
Grand Trunk train at Gilead, Lewis Jackson,
engineer, was scalded about the face, neck and
arms, Wednesday morning.
A young man named Stevenson, employed
in Sawyer’s candy factory, fell against a win-

tions of money due on life insurance policies a
trust fund be created, and also that this fund,
with other portions of the estate, bo used to
cancel any of the indebtedness, but makes this

Hemlock &c... 2 964,891

We are glad to see President Jackson -out
with a cano instead of a crutch, and fast improving. Superintendent Tucker was to have

Accidents.

In the will the testator specifies that
he is indebted to Bal ph C. Johnson, Mrs. G.
U. Samford and Mrs. Lizzie H. Perkins, all
of Maine, and directs that from certain por-

daughter.

President.
We regret to hear that Dr. Tolford wa3 considered dying last night from a serious attack

ball of the Boston

opportunity.

Augusta, Me., in October, 1873, has been filed
Ho left a large estate principally
at Dedham.
to his widow, now the wife of Mauton Marble,
formerly editor of the New York, also to a

btatement of Lumber Surveyed at the
Port of Bangor.
Btatement of amount of lumber survoyed at
the
the port of Bangor for the last quarter of
1st to Jan. 1st, 1882, com"
Oct.
from
1881,
year
nared with same period in 1879 and 1880:
1881.
1880.
1879.

the

was

Hon. Israel Washburn will open the Young
Men’s Christian Association course of entertainments next Monday evening with a lecture
on the “Ballads and Songs of Scotland.” The
remainder of the course has been announced.

the Chief Justiceship,
Dwight Foster^
Hon. C. L. Woodbury, Sidney Bartlett and W.
Warner. The case will be heard before J udge
White at the Norfolk Probate Court in DedAn attested copy of the will of
ham, Mass.
Charles A.Lombard of N. Y. Worldwho died in
Hon.

coasting and West India trado. He
very much liked, for, though rough in
manner, he was kind of heart. He was fourteen years master of the schooner Ethan Allen
and, the last year, commanded the N. B.
Cleaves. He leaves a widow.
At the meeting of the M. C. M. Association
last evoking Lewis B. Smith was elected Vice

in

and otherwise.

muscle

and passionate devotion to field daisies, sunflowers and peacock feathers. But for the
combined attack of the English humorists
with pen and pencil, the disease would no
doubt have now been raging furiously in the
larger citie3 of our East, unless the experience
of the past goes tor nothing; and in spite of
that attack it is not impossiole that the coutagiou may yet overmaster that portion of
America which is compelled by a resistless inner
impulse to mimic Great Britain. That
there is a meaning and a truth, aud therefore
no
a use, in this modern English senaissance
one can doubt. Its causes we cannot now
properly consider, but its good consequences
is, a
sufficiently appear. There lias been, and
the Old
strong and geneial reaching out in
beauWorld—perhaps on both continents—for will
which
ty in all its modes of expression
find an outlet.”
The tickets are selling rapidly at btocxbridge’s, and there should be a prompt application by those who wish to attend. The following will be the cast:
Reginald Bunthorne.Mr. Geo. W. Wilson
Mr. Arthur Miller
Algeuou Grosveuor.
Colonel Calverty.Mr. Robert Lyaus
Major Murgafroyd.Mr. E. F. Goodwin
Lieut, the Duke of Donegal.Mr. Harry Pepper
Mr. Buntborno’s Solicitor.Mr. Fred I Bam

Miss Emily Pearl
Patience.
The Lady Abgela.Miss Miriam O Leary
The Lady Sapnir. Miss Mary Dean
The Lady Ella.Miss Agnes Robert son
The Lady Jane.*.Miss Amy Ames

CITY OF PORTLAND
SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

broidery,

Prof.

A Movement to Celebrate His Birthday.

of those elected to fill vacancies. The association is in a very flourishing condition financial-

a

A case ol great interest, involving prominent persons in Maine, New York and MassaIn this, aside
chusetts is soon to bo beard.
from lawyers in the other states mentioned,
there are eight lawyers in Boston engaged,
among whom are W. G. Bussell, who declined

.r,

Total. ®1,106.69
yesterday published the names

cut

the piece satirizes has not yet been fairly or
the sort
fully felt in America. Society here, of
which calls itself the ‘higher,’ has, however,
disshown some of thew early symptoms of the
order in its mania on the subject of art, emold china and pottery, and its sudden

2100

Wm. K.Xeal. 3520
John II. Dennison.... 3699

the Late Charles A. Lombard.

Advertiser
pear at City Hall. The Boston
properly says:—“The ‘jesthetic craze’ which

LONGFELLOW.

ono

lectures to seize the last

Important Litigation Over the Estate of

hope

35.00
relief.
on hand.
1,029.69

dow and

or

had left the narks of
laid, and had left the
window, which was
and which
raised,

Lectures.

Hon. T. C. Hersey

Upon informing Mr(

vestigation revealed the fact that the burglar

EXPENDITURES.

morning.
A communication was received from the National Board of Trade regarding the appointment of delegates to the annual meeting to be
held in Washington Jan. 18th.

-,

rather lay, the substantial club,
shaped like a policeman’s billy but made of
rough, hard wood, which the burglar bad left
Further inbehind in his abrupt departure.

stood,

To-morrow night the excellent company from
the Boston Museum, which has been delight,
will aping Philadelphia and Montreal lately,

were
-D,

VMUVAiV

At first Mr.
taken the alarm and departed.
Adams was inclined to think his first impressions were correct, but on leaving the room
there on the bureau, near the foot of the bed,

18^1.

ly

C*

Adams, he, naturally, told her she must be
mistaken, but nevertheless sallied down stairs
to the room. Lo! and behold the fellow had

The Press

The regular monthly meeting of the Managers of the Board of Trade was held yesterday

AUDIO

Mr. Adams’s room.

Total..e.$110,069

Balance

Board of Trade.

of mind Mrs. HemmonShe turned to

if talking to lierself, made the remark "that
she must get her a clean nightdress,” and
to
quietly opening the door passed up stairs

1881—To balance as per last report.$838.59
Oct. 19th—Six months’ interest on bond
30.00
No. 60.
Oct. 10th—Six months’ interest on bond
15.00
No. 4.
Oct. 25th -Wm. Hennessy for life mem5.00
bership of C. H. Leighton.
Oct. 25th—Six months’ interest on bond
120.00
No. 94.
Oct. 25ih—Six months’ interest on bond
30.00
No. 154.
Oct. 25th—Dividend on six shares P. S. &
18.00
P TL It.

wolf robe

great presence

way did not start, or scream.

nEcEiers.

been put into insolvency by creditors.
Steamer Brooklyn has arrived at Liverpool.

nate

A bold robbery took place on Park street
tlie other evening which the police have kept
as we
very sedulously to themselves, hoping,
The burglar,
do, that they may get the man.
it is true, did not obtain any plunder but it
was not for the lack of good intontions
he had determined, if necfrom

below:

Oct 0th—Paid J. S.Mitchell,7weeks' relief.®
Wm. Waterhouso, 1
Nov. 14th—Paid
week’s relief..
Nov. 24th—Paid J. S. Mitchell, 7 weeks'

were

Mfi.:

Capt. John B. Nealey, So. Berwick, Me.;
Stephen F. Ricker, Lebanon, Me.; David
M. Howe, Methuen, Mass.; H. Lorin Merrill, Parsonsfield, Me.; G. T. Rid Ion, Saco,

the payment of their church debt of 82,500.
E. C. Snow & Co., shirt manufacturers and
dealers, Bangor, are reported failed and have

J.W. Robinson had an elegant
stolen from a sleigh last night.

and

pipe-s
which was broken off
hurled to the bed of the road, 20 feot below.
The taking away of this truss naturally weak,
ened the left girder, which, by the wrench
to it, was thrown out of plumb and
like

given

Municipal Court.

*

Berwick

to Portland.
Mr. Hodgdon, who was killed, had but re^ cently returned from Kansas, and was at one
time engaged in business with his brother. His
remains have been taken in charge by relatives.
His death was due to internal injuries and a

and she has remained so for eighteen
months since. I like such humbugging.—H

nett;

consis's of

Mr. Parker of the New England Bridge Co.,
and was constructed with many others of its
l,:
.7
nfrri>t marc a an
"Boston and.

cured,

BEFORE

stock

five cars—the drawing-room, two passengers
and mail and smoker—in all valued at about
820,000. The bridge that was wrecked cost
82700, was erected under the supervision of

that I have recovered my appetite, my complexion has grown ruddy, and feel better al'
together.” Price 51.00, trial size 10 cents.
dlw
jau2

BEFORE

sent to

girders,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

saw

will be

iron

to tbe Boston Herald yesterday
stated that all the iron of the four cars tha1
were burned up after diving into the cut below
the bridge, was carried off as j unk on a couple
The broken
of platform cars Tuesday night.
trusses and other gearing belonging to
A

Humbugged Again.

Leaves His Club Behind
Him.

The jury in the Boston and Maine railroad
accident case met at 2.10 o’clock yesterday afternoon and consisted of A. E. Haley, Marous
Watson, John Cousens, Joseph Parsons, Hen-

CITY AND VICINITY.

I

to Saturday.
The Sooundrel

Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
OumwrlaudMillBjF. A. Verrill,
Damarlscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, J. Irish.
Hallo well, 0. L. Spaulding.
Le tv ft ton. Chandler A Eutc3.
Lisbon, 0. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlllett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
t*
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. C. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Baccarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick*
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset. Gibbs A Bundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, JHL. Moody.
Fannoutb, C. E. Coombe.

NEW

Adjourned

The Inquest

Bangor. J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
•*

_

'PRESENCE of mind of a woman
OF PLUCK.

THE COLES' CORNER DISASTER.

THE PRESS
G>
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
AnnFessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Oo., Andrews,
etrong, Cnx, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. f. JCleveland.
Boston & Maine Depot, and
Robert Costello,
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of the
city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, F. Pierco.

Furniture, Crockery, Ac.,

»

PATIENCE.

6.

AUCTION SALES.

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ALL ABOUT A WILL.

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

BOLD BURGLARY.

Will the
Ruurh of Key.*.
pieanc leave them at Prewi Ofliee.
A

janO

“THROUGH ONE

d3t

ADMINISTRATION,”

Mr. ERNST PERABO
PIANO

resume

his

LESSONS,

and may bo addressed care of Messrs. Checkering &
jan2-d3t
Sons, BOSTON, MASS.

W

jan5

JOB PRINTERS.

Under

“MEMORIAL NUMBER,”

will

Owen, Moore & Co.
CAWILUAIS4C0
purchased the well-known and finely
PERRY & 00.. I am
equipped office of HENRYtoF.execute
any and every
now thoroughly prepared
description of
HaviDe

Fine Book and Job

Printing,

and reauest my friends and oustomers
& Co., to
former patrons of H. F. Perry
me at
bring their orders to

and

tha

hereafter

NUMBER 96 EXCHANGE ST.

C.
jan4

E.

WILLIAMS,

Formerly of Harris & Williams,

<32t?

THE PBESS.
[Gentlemah’s Magazine.]
Dickens’ Dogs.
One of ti e attractions of Gad’s
do.s. There were always tht^o

Hill was the
or four great

dogs prancing about—Linda, one was named—
Great St. Bernard dogs and others. He appreciated dogs, and understood their ways and line
nature better than anyone, as we see from his
writings. I recollect his sort of comic grief, as he
related his visit to the well-known-monastery of
St Bernard—when, in answer to his eager inquiries as to the saving of life in the snow by
dogs, the good monks had informed him that,
like mauy two-footed creatures,

they enjoyed

a

reputation they scarcely deserved—and rather
followed the monks thau were followed by
There

them.

little

was a

fox-nosed Pomerau-

of the young ladies, and
an, belonging
which he had christened by the name of the
landlady in “Box and Cox,” Mrs. Bouncer, for
unlike ail landladies, she had a disrelish for
her lodgers. At one time I was offered a magto

one

nificent Spanish mastiff—one of those awe-inspiring buff-colored creatures with a great coalblack snout we sometimes moot stalking with
dignity through the street. This I made him a

present of, and it was accordingly dispatched to
Gad’s Hill, and be was much pleased at the
The animal spent the
idea of receiving it.
night at our house, signifying his presence oc_
casionally by long melancholy bayiDg. 1 bad
sundry misgivings, as these beasts are of a ferocious kind and are or were used in their own
oountiy for the amiable occupation of hunting
down escaped slaves. However, he liked him;
and Sultan—such was his name—though effect-

ing

a

to every one else, was
enough to show great affection to the

surlay

sagacious

reserve

of the house.

master

Things

went on very well

time; when a favorite kitten, admitted
to the drawing-room and much petted, one day
unaccountably dissapeared. Search was made,
for

a

but it was never heard of again—and it was'assnmed it bad been stolon by one of the tramps
who were always passing the gate. No suspicThe
ion, however, rested on the real culprit.
next incident shall be related in his master’s
own pleasant words, taken from a letter to myself: “Sultan has grown amaeiDglv, and is a
fight. Bat he is so accursedly fieace to the
other dogs that I am obliged to take him out
Also he has an invincible repugmuzzled.
nance to soldiers, which, in a military district
Such is his
1 ke Chatham, is inconvenient.
spirit that, with his muzzle tight on. he dashed
into the heart of a company in heavy marching
order, and pulled down a private.
Except
under such provocation heis as gentle and
docile with me as a dog can possibly be.”
Later came another incident in Sultan's
career:—
nr
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in the garden upon whom he had
and who kicked him in a danI immediately turned out, unmanner.
loosed Sultan, aud hunted the vagabond. We
couldn’t get hold of him, but the intelligence
of the dog, and delighted confidence he imparted to
me, as we tumbled across country
in the dark, were quite enchanting. Two policemen, appearing in the distance and making
a professional show of energy, had a narrow
escape. As he was in the act of rushing at
them, I was obliged to hold him round the neck
with both arms and call on the force to vanish
in an inglorious maimer.”
“A friend,” he wrote on another occasion,
“has scut me from America a thorough-bred
young black Newfoundland dog since you were
bero. Sultan (who hates him mortally), Linda,
1 and three or four small dogs, with nature of
canine parasites and toadies, make a show in
the lanes and woods which I specially beseech
you to come and see. We ouly want the ‘renowned dog Caesar’ (alluding to a story of mine)
to make us matchless.”
He was making rapid way with his master.
“I canDot thank you too much,” he wrote
again, "for Sultan. He is a noble fellow, has
fallen into the ways of the family with a grace
and dignity that denote the gentleman, and
came down to the railway to welcome me home
with a profound absence of interest in my individual opinion of him which captivated me
completely. I am going home to-day to take
him about the country and improve liis acquaintance. You will find a perfect understanding between us, I hope, when you next
come. (He has ouly swallowed Bouncer once,
and temporarily.)
•'All this was friendly and encouraging; but
in the household and among the neighbors,
suspicion was rife. It was alarming to hear of
his having broken loose, muzzled and coming
home covered with blood.
“He went off one day to have a sort of prizefight with a dog of his own size, weight and age
residing at some distance off, of whom he was
jealous, and after a terrible battle left him
almost for dead. Yet his master still clung to
him. Indeed, no dog ever had such a chance
But at last it came to
or was more tolerated.
a fatal point beyond which toleration could not
a
One
scream
was heard at the
safely go.
day
gate, and those who rushed out found that he
had seized a neighbor’s child by the leg. It
was rescued
just in time, though mangled.
This was an outrage for which the couutry
round exacts one satisfaction. The keeping of
a ferocious dog’ is not tolerated.
“Fortunately the luckless dog did no serious
mischief. But he little guessed that he had
sealed hisown doom. The child’s leg wassore
and stiff, bnt it has not presented a single bad
symptom, and she has very nearly recovered
from her fright. Of course, after this warning,
there could be no doubt that so fierce an animal should not be kept. Mr. Dickens of course
immediately flogged him at the time. He
knew as well as possible how gnilty lie was.
He was muzzled and shut up for the night, and
yesterday morning the gardener took him to
the end of the meadow and shot him, and he
was buried in the field. The poor dog dropped
without a struggle or even a cry, I am happy to
aay—to the execution was performed as skillfully and mercifully as it could be done. The
gardener took him as far away from the house
as he could to kill him; still, we all
beard the
shot, aud I can’t tell you how terrible it was.
tome man

suddenly,

oome
gerous
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dore Truxton. Another of the general's famous horses was Pacolet; famous not only as a
winner of many hard fought contests on the
turf, but also a successful stallion. The blood
of this horse is looked upon to this day as a valuable strain in the pedigree of a thorough-bred
Pacolet founded a family of horses noted for
their speed, game and endurance, not only on
the race course, but also for long journeys under the saddle and in harness. Gen. Jackson
usually appeared mounted on a superb gray,
nad his tall commanding figure showed tomuch
advantage in the saddle; he was a most accomplished horseman.
John Randolph of Roanoke, the famous Virginia orator, and the most eccentric character
who figures in our history, was another promiMr. Randolph took
nent figure on horseback.
He frequently
a great interest in fine horses.
used to walk into the Senate chamber, while a
in
dressed
member of that body,
riding costume, whip in hand, and followed by his favorite fox hound, who would quietly sleep under
his desk during the session. Mr. Randolph imported from England, at a large expense, some
vety valuable thorough-bred horses and mares,
and was always a large breeder. He put several horses at the turf, but was generally unsuccessful. When about 23 years of age, he
was on a visit to Charleston, S. C.; while there
ho made the acquaintance of a Scotch baronet
by the name of Sir John Nesbit, of the ancient
house of Nesbits, of Dean Hall near Edinburgh
Sir John was a very handsome man, and “as
gallant a gay Lothario’’ as could be found in
the city; he and Randolph made a match for a
race, in which each was to ride his own horse.
The race came off during the race week and
Randolph won easily; some of the ladies exclaiming, “though Mr. Randolph had won the
race, Sir John had won their hearts.’’ This
was hardly
to be wondered at, when the
graceful and beautiful style of riding of the
baronet was contrasted with the awkward
manner of liis competitor, who, no doubt, knew
more about racing and horses than did the gallant Sir John.
Mr. Randolph was present a the famous
match race between Eclipse and Henry, fourmile heats, which was run over the Union
course on Long Island in 1823, in the presence
of over 60,000 spectators. This race, for a long
period before it took place, bad been discussed
and speculated upon by the newspapers and
the public at large, not only in this country
but in England as well. It was a sort of sectional contest, the North versus the South. It
was won by the northern champion Eclipse,
Henry winning the first heat and Eclipse the
Mr. Randolph was so dissapointed
next two.
over the defeat of the southern horse, Henry,
had
no pecuniary interest in the rehe
though
sult, that he made strong personal efforts to
bring about another match; but it could not
be done, as the northern gentleman declined
After Mr. Randolph’s
to run Eclipse again.
death his fine stud of blooded horses were sold
by auction at high prices; many of them were
purchased by gentlemen who resided out of the
state.

Henry Clay was a stockbreeder on a large
scale. The pastures of Ashland always con-

tained some of the finest horses and Durham
cattle in America; the business is still carried
on at Ashland by the distinguished Kentuckian’s son, Johu M. Clay, who bred the celebrated horse Kentucky, one of the best of the get
of the great Lexington, and also who was sold
for $40,000Gen. Grant s admiration for horses is too well
known to the present generation to be dwelt
upon at length; it may, hower, be stated that
be is the fortunate possessor of three of tbe finArabian stallions—a present
est pure-bred
from the saltan of Turkey—which have ever
been brought to these shores.

Tile Colorado Desert.
[Joseph F. James in Popular Science Monthly.]
There is an old adage which says that Arizona was the last spot on
earth to be created;
that Yuma is the outpost of the nether regions,
and the hottest place in the world. Every one
knows the old story of the two soldiers who,
while stationed at Fort Yuma, died, and going
straight to Hades, returned in a short time for
their blankets!

it may, there can
be no doubt that parts of southern California
and Arizona are among the hottest regions of

without a muzzle since the time when he
nearly killed our neighbor’s dog.”
Such was the acoouut of one of the family.
Bat to the master himself there was something
tragioally dramatic in the affair. And ha wrote
of the event—an important one in the district—
to myself and other friends: “Your mention of
the late Sultan touches me nearly. He was the
finest dog I ever saw. and between me and him
there was a perfect undefstanding. Bat to
adopt Unpopular phrase, it was so very confidential that ’it went no further.’ He would fly
at anybody else with the greatest enthusiasm
for destruction. I have frequently seen him,
muzzled, hold a great dog down with his chest
and feet. He.bas broken loose (muzzled) and
come home covered with blood again and again.
ADd yet he never disobeyed me, unless he had
first laid hold of a dog. Yon heard of his going
to execution, evidently supposing the procession to be a party detached in pursuit of something to kill or eat? It was very affecting.
Also of bis bolting, a blue-eyed kitten and
making me acquainted with the circumstance
by his agonies of remorse (or indigestion).”
out

ptew England Farmer.)
Famous Men in the Saddle.
Many of

in this respect than their small relative, the
Colorado desert in California. A protracted
journey of some four weeks over this desert
gave me an excellent chance to see it and its
worst aspect, and I purpose trying to give others an account of its most interesting features.
The desert occupies almost tbe whole of tho
large county of San Diego. It is some one hundred and fifty miles long and fifty miles wide,
and the Southern Pacific Railroad runB through
the centre of it. About sixty miles from Los
Angeles, the railroad encounters a very heavy
grade, one hundred to one hundred and ten
feet to the mile, and it continues for twentytwo miles. At the summit, known as San Gorgonio Pass, begins the descent into the desert,
and every mile brings you to a more desolate
At
Whitewater Station, twenty
country.
miles from the summit, the desert commences
in earnest. Fir=t a few flowers enliven the
scene. Large (Enotheras, three or four inches
in diameter, grow on small stalks five or six
inches high. Large plants of Abronia maritime, with clusters of brilliant purple flowers,
spread over the ground. A little Gilia ((?.
Lemmoni), with white corolla and yellow centre, adds its beauty to the scene; and the only
shrub, Larrea Mexicana, or creoeote plant with
yellow flowers and sticky leaves and branches,
reminds you of the forests you have left behind.

celebrated men have been
enthusiastic admirers of that most noble
of animals, the horse. It is well known that
Gen. Washington was one of the most prominent of this class. Beared as he was in the
of Virginia, which at that time possessed
the finest blooded stock to be found in the
whole country, he early in life displayed a

state

great fondness for fine horses, which characteristic he retained throcgli his whole career.

Washington was tnnch attached
ing sport of fox-hunting, and he is

to the excitdescribed as
one of the boldest and most fearless riders that
ever took the field.
His pack of hoands were
of the best, and his horses the fleetest and
keenest fencers to be found in the Old Dominion in their day. He usually rode a thoroughbred called called “Blueskin,” a surprising
jumper of great endurance and conrage; on
this splendid animal, the general dressed in
true sportsman costume of bine coat, buckskin
breaches, top boots, velvet cap and hunting
* U-a
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Catarrh

the trial is

Win. McCartney, 88 Lloyd Street, Buffalo,
N. Y., fell and sprained his ankle.
His employer, H. Anderson, 94 Main street, procured
Thomas' Eclecteic Oil, and he says
that a few applications enable I him to go to
work as usual.
some

A London newspaper says that short
moons

ora flio fucitirtn
are
tne iasmon

vmnr
now.

Tt is
ia
it

honey-

nvacnmarl
presumed

the honeymoon ends when the last quarter is
reached.—Lowell Citizen.
If the mother is feeble it' is
her children should be strong.

impossible that
Lydia E. Pinka perfect specif-

ham’s Vegetable Compound is
ic in all chronic diseases of the sexual system
of women. Send to Mrs Lydia E. Pinkham
233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for pam-

are

DR. CHARLES CORNBLOOM’S

changes of climate affect three-fourtbs of our

population

with

sooner
can be

case

the

effected.

some form of CATARRH, and the
is taken in band, the easier the cure

DR. CORN BLOOM is well-known in Boston for
his successfu' treatment of CATARRH, andean furnish tirst-class testimonials from well known Boston
merchants, and if you have any symptoms of CATARRH you had better consult him in regard to
your case. The treatment is mild and sure to help
you, and the price is within the reach of all.
Don’t delay, but attend to it at once. You will
Send a statement of your case to
neve: regret it.
I>R. CORN BLOOM, 145 Tremont St., Boston, and
he will write you just what he can do for vou. Pamjanz—eodlm
phlet sent free on a plication.

tetter, pimples
itching exoriations of the
face, should use some of Dr. Benson’s Skin
Cure. It cleanses the scalp and is good for the
toilet.
and

Talleyrand who said, “I find nonexceedingly refreshing.” Gracious!
Suppose he had lived in this day, and read the
It was

He would have
been “refreshed” to death.—New Haven Begister.

reports of the Guiteau trial.

Josh Billing^ Heard From.
Newport, B. I., Aug. 11, 1880.
Dear Bitters—I am here trying to breathe
in all the salt air of the ocean, and having
been a sufferer for more than a year with a
refractory liver, I was induced to mix Hop
Bitters with the sea

afraid to say so.
Yours without

a

struggle,
Josh Billings.

It is one of the unexplainable things of moral ethics how people decide so promptly as to
how little rain and bad weather it takes to
keep them away from prayer meeting, and
how much is required to keep them away from
a good show.—Steubenville Herald.

Two commercial agents met at the depot
with their gTips, whenone said: “Hello John,
where have you been?” John said that he
had been laying off; but now he had an interest in the business, and was going on the road
again. The friend congratulated him on hav-

ing gained the proud position of partner in one
of the largest houses in Milwaukee, which was
making money hand over fist, when John
broke in by saying: “No, I am not a partner,

hut the old man told me if X didn’t take more
interest in the business, ho would bounce me,
to take an interest in it,
so I have concluded
hereafter. Good day.”

Notice of Foreclosure.
SARAH A. RAND, of S'andlsh, in
the County of Cumberland and State of Maine,
by her deed, dated Juno Oth, 1872, recorded in
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 391, Page
358,conveyed to me the undersigned, ininmortgage, a
Standish,
certain parcel of real .state, situated
in the County of Cumberland: the same being the
on.
hundred
numbered
of
lot
land,
one-hundred acre
and ten in the third division of lots iu said Standish,
same
the
is
and
on
the
same,
with all the building
nreo ises conveyed to John C Dyer, by Theophilus
da’cd
deed
12th,
May
Dver and tl igaii Dyer, by
gtstry of
1808, and recorded in the Cumberland
Deeds, Book 308, Pago 428. the condition of said
mortage having been broken, 1 the undersigned, by
rea»on thoreof, claim a foreclosure.
LEMUEL RICH, 3d.
Standish January 3d, 1882. ,i. jan4dlaw3wW*

WHEREAS,

the Stockholders

IWceting
the American Turning Company will
THE
the Second
of
Annual

of

o

be held

Tuesday
January, 1882, (Jan. 10)
at the office of H. G. Briggs. Esq., Centennial Block,
at
three
[3) o’clock in the afterExchange Street,
GEORGE E. BIRD,
noon.
Clerk.
jan3-dtd
on

Pulp-Ware Co.

Prcsumpscot

Meeting of the Presumpscot Pulp
Ware Cjmpauy will be held at the office of S
C. Andrews, 188 Middle St.. Portland Me., on Tuesday the tenth day of January, A D. 1882, at 10

THE

o’clock in the forenoon for the choice of officers and
for action upon any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.

CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Jan 2 dtd
Portland, January 2d, 1882.

SCHNAPPS.

Ammal Meet'ngof the Todd Non-Freezing
Hydrant Co., will bo held at the office of
Orville K
Gerripli, “Centennial Block,” 93
Exchange street, on Tuesday, Jan., 10, 1882, at 10
o’clock A. M., for choice of officers for the ensuing
year, and transaction of any other business that
may It gaily come before said meeting.
JOHN J. GKRRISH, Secretary.
Portland, January 2, 1882._Jan2 dlw*^

trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distiUation have

ANNUAL MEETING

luauicu ivi

in iuc

v*

ic|iuuniivu

ouiuuiinj

claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

THE

THE

(10tb,)

year.

coming year.

of the

5th. To consider whether the company will dispose of its proi erty and close np its business.
6th. To act upon any other business that may leeallv come before them.
GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.

Portland, Dec. 31,1881.

18 BEAVER STREET.

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, caus-

Effectually

ing healthy secretions,
allays inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
of taste and
sense
smell ;beneficial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. Apply by the little finger
into the nostrils. Oil
receipt of 60c will mail a package. For gale in Port
laud by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N.Y.

hereby
notified that the Annual Meeting for choice
of Directors, and for action upon any other business
that may come before them, will be held at the Refinery Office, Fore street, on Tuesday, the 10th day
of January. 1882, at 3 o’clock P. M.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.

d&wly48

UNION MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF MAINE.
Notice.

Life
THEInsurance Meeting
Company of Maine, will be held at
the office of Hon.
H.
the Clerk of
Annual

1WJ O knife, no poisonous plasters, no mercury or
JL.1 other poisonous medicines used. Relief guar
anteed in every case as I have 28 different modes

No
every case.
charge for consultation, and only for medicine until
the cure is effected. Can give the best of references
from some of the
as to skill and medical
lead ng physicians of Boston, also, sworn certificates
of
a
full
Send
of cures.
history
your case with
stamp to O. G. RANDaLL, M. D., G5 Day street,
If
Mass.
Boston Highlands,
you call, take the Jadec23eod3m
maica Plain Horse Cars.
Cancers and

can

meet

of the Union Mutual

Williams,

Joseph

said corporation, in Augusta. Maine, on Wednesday,
the eleventh day of January, A. D. 1882, at ten
o’clock a, m. to fix the number of, and elect a Board
of Directors. Per order of Directors.
H. D. SMITH, Secretary.

Portland, Maine, Dec. 20,1881.

dec23dtd

F. H. KENFSON
/

opened

has

/

^Portland

an

andean

oflice in
be found

(iNo. 276 Middle

& Walker’s
store, from

Jan. 7th to Jau. iJd.
dtf

B. C. JORDAN, AIM, Maine.
1.000 Oak and Spruce Files.
500.000 it. Oak, for Car Timber,
Sh’p Plank and Timber
500.000 ft. Hemlock.
100.000 ft. t-S drv
boards
OCtl

REASONS

3

y

EYE CLASSE1J

V6Cause they are the LIGHTEST, HANDSOMEST.
\ 4 STRONGEST known. Sold by Opticians ana
•MW.

Made by BEEN

dEn OPTWAI, CU. N.

E

eleven o’clock a,

ra.

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
declOdtd

10,1881.

Dec.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

THE

NATIONAL TRADERS BANK.
shareholders of the National Traders Bank
of Portland, aje hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room,
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January next, at
11 o’clock a. m.: to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that
may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Dec. 10,1881.
declOdtd

THE

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland, will
be held at their banking house on Tuesday, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at lO o’clock a. m., for the
choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before them.
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 9,1881.

THE

tjulxu AL'uuiti

.uochuk

ui

iuo
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oi

me

X

Casco National Bank of Portland for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be
held at their Banking House on TUESDAY, the
10th day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WM* A. WINSH1P, Cashier.
dec9-dtd
Portland, Dec. 8, 1881.

sell Groceries and Flour,

on

Stockholders of
Meeting
First Na nal Bank of Portland, for the ehoice
THE
Directors and the transaction of such other busiAnna

of

the

the

may legally come before them, will be held
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10,1881.
dec 12
dtd
at

Grand

Wanted.
A girl for general house-work.
Apply to 35 Deering St.

dec20

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.
“FIVING THOUGHTS,” a collection of
2,600 selweliens of prose and poetry. I(i Sleet
illustration.. Price $2.60.
Agents
Plate
wanted. Address, F. P. SHUMWAY, Jr„ 21 Bromdec7dlm
tield St., Boston, Mass.

firm

our

MERRILL.
Thanking our patrons for past favors, we hope
with increased facilities for business, to merit a
larger share of their trade in the future.
EDWARD H. MERRILL,
LOUVILLE H. MERRILL.
Portland, Jan. 3,1882.
jan4dlw
E. II. & L. H.

NOTICE.
E. MARRETT has this day been admitted
a* a partner in my business and the firm name
will hereafter be S. C. Dyer & Co. S. 0. DYER.
Portland, January 2,1882.
jan2 dlw
PARTNERSHIP

JAMES

our llrui from this date.

PRESSES and DIES
FOB

SAFE.

at low

handed,
and Fish Packers.
SECOND

prices, suitable

for

Com

Apply at

Portland Packing Co.’s Office,

W. S. JORDAN & CO.

jan2-dlw

SLEIGHS FOR SALE.

F.xtra

Seated

Sleigh:

one

WE

RICHARD O. CONANT,
DANIEL H. PATRICK,
FRED O. CONANT.

NOTICE.

Portland, January 2,1882.

jau2-dlw&w4w

C. E.

Suit

WHITNEY, RHO
TO

the

to let
of W. D.

WINDOW
quire

Portland,

No. 23 Market Square. InAMES, No. 22 Market Square,

REAL

ESTATE._

FOR SALE.
st.,
"IVTl-W two storied Brick House, 234 New State imwith modern
_[_N ten rooms well arranged,
terms
easy.
Large
provements; price moderate,
furnace, cemented cellar, &c.
B. SHAW, No. 48% Exchange St.
dec28 d2w*

IS. R. NILES,

Advertising Agent.

BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in al
and the
States
United
of
the
cities and towns
British Provinces.

TREMONT NT.,

men’*.
Boy*’
Fine Goods
CLOTHING,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C. J. & F. R.
182
Youth’* dr

„

&

Middle St
FARRINGTON,
full variety and at Specialy Satisfactory Price*.
JOS. H. POOR, No. 253 Commercial St.
and Ca«ket manufacturer*,
and Furnishing Undertakers.
S. S. RICH & SON. 133 Exchange St
in

COAL

Ware.

_669 Congress St.
ROODS, Silka, Shawls, Dress
Roods, Woolens, Linens, Ao.

DRY MLLLETT A

LITTLE. 227 Middle Street
Roods, Fancy Roods, Silks, Fine
Dress Goods, Cloaks, Shawls, Ae,
RINES BROS, 241 A 243 Middle St.
Roods, Fancy Roods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, &c.
A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.

DRY
DRY

Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning
and Feather-Bed Renovating at FOREST CITY
DYEINR,
DYE
13Preble
St, op., Preble Houso.

Cnlling

and

1.10 p.

a

Foreign

Children’s Christmas
FRDIT,
GEO. H.

Toys.
CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St
Ranges and Stoves. Sole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. A D. W. NASH, No. 6 Exchange St

Co.,
Exchange St.
Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishiug Goods.
HOOPER, EAi ON A CO., 123 Exohange St
Sc Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps Ac,

Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
GAS
CLEVELAND A
128

All trams stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, llawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Bot'cii may be had of M. L. Williams, Ticket
Boston & Maine Depot, and at Cnien
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

Kerosene Lamps A goods
Fixtures Rebronzed and Gilded.
LEVI S. BROWN, 28 Market Square

Furaishiog
Neckwear,
GENTS’
Underwear Ac. Fine Shirts to order.
Roods,

CO., Exchange A Federal St.

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Passenger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for Si. John, Halifax and the Provinces,

Flour*

SOULE A CO.,
47 Free Street
._

and all

GROCERIES,

Fine

dealers

Robes, Ac.
SUSSKRAUT, 232

G.

muuu. uuu

in

From

6.35

JEWELRY,

St
Clocks.

JE

JEWELRY,
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Qoo<is, Ac.
239 Middle St
J. A. MERRILL A
KIO

not

No. 4 Elm St

fancy goods,

Goods,

Congress

PAPER

Wcotc} Jch

mid

Eyes in Great

PAINTERS,

Prices reasonable and Eatislaotion guaranteed.

MARKS,

Book, Card, and Job Printer
Exolmnge,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Pine Job Printing a Specialty.
Orders oy mall or In person promptly attained to
Particular attention paid

Pamphlet Printing
J1

to

H

k

trains

from

Waterville,

to

Dexter,

Belfast

sure

to buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) rio

BOUND

and

TuTkStl

Ranges and Furnace*.
Agent for Wrod, Bishop A 0o.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.
Range*, and Fnrnacea.
Sole Agents for Magee Furnace Co.’s Goods.
A, N. NOYES A SON, 12 Exohauge St

STOVES,
STOVES,

Furnaces,
Ranges.
Sole Agents
STOVES,
Range.”
174
NASH, 172
and
for the “Falmouth
F. A C. B.
A

Always

BROOK

or

steam

ROUTE.

New York and Philadelphia
NEW

319

TAILOR.

Fore

St

hand the

TAILOR

Tailor

Coffins,
Caskets,
for

UNDERTAKERS,
Robes, aud every requisite
MCKENNA A DOUGH KR

funerals.

424 Congress St
Clock Maker,
Oliver Gerrish, at
WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 61 Exchange Street*

WATCH

and

{ g^?*, *£gg

ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

mh26<ltt

lien.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Pass. Agent 0. R. R. of N. J.

CHANGE

OF

TIME.

On anil after Monday, December 3th, JSS1,

!

Until farther notlae passenger trains
will ran as follows:

S.35

a.

and any inat the

Freight Agent,
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
nov24dtf

SEY, President, and Manager

Boston

LEAVING PORTLAND
stations, through to Bur-

lington, Swnnton, Montreal and Ogdensbnrg.
3.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate staARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.00 a. m.—Fry m Fabyan’s and Bartlett.
0.30 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanton.
«J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
Portland. Dec 3, 1881.
dec5dtf

IMPORTED

WINES &
of

LIQUORS

all kinds, in the

ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

—FOB 8 A

LB BY

—

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

193 FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
deoBl

and all Raf

Va.,

^

feb<*

DIRECTORY.

Embracingtlie leading Hotels at which the
Psess may always be found.

Dailt

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Goding, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. A A. Young, Proprietors.
AUUSUXTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State St.—Charles Mllliken,

Proprietor.

RATH.

SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis. Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINTING HALL, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot—M. W. Clark, proprietor.
»
DEXTER.
^
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G Mor
rill, Proprietor.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
UBERTY HOUSE—W. H. Stickney, Proprietor.
EASTPOBT.
•
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bncknam,

Proprietor.

HIRAM.
Mt. CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprieto
MACHIAS.

EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle and India St.
C. H. Wilkins, Proprietor.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green St*.
J. K.

Martin, Proprietor.

FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—O. M. Sliaw A Son. Proprietors.
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL, Commercial St., Cor.
Indi*—Geo. W. Murch, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry

Proprietor.

HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey A Son
Proprietors.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal St*
—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietors.
ROCK PORT.
CARLTON HOUSE-J. A. Natter Prop.
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
IACCABAPPA
FRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprieto
NKOWUEOAN.
ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
TURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Hesolton, Proprieto
PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.
•
ELLSWORTH.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. Saunders, Prop.
P KEBLE

HOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE tD. O. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby A Murch, Proprietor
NO RBI DUE WOC K.

v

DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danfortb, Proprietor.

—AKD—

NORTH

PHILADELPHIA

ANSON.

SOMERS HOUSE, Brown A Hilton, Proprietor

Direct Steamship Line.
Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Brief Extracts from Testimonials

Saturday.

Mo

Wharfage.
From Long WharyBoston, 3
ro.

-FORp,

Pine Street Wharf.

From

Philadelphia,

at 10

MANN’S

a. m.

one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for tLe West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Paviage Eight Dollar*. Bound Trip 313,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Insurance

«. 15. NAMPNON, Agent,
IO Tens Wharf, Boiloo

deSlt

Baltimore, Norfolk

&

Washington

Steamship Line,
will sail
JOHN HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE,
ALLEGHANKY,

one

of their first-class

steamships

WM. CRANE,
I). H. MILLER,

BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURD1Y,
at 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parte of

TENNESSEE,

VIRGINIA,

CAROLINAS,

FLORIDA,
ALABAMA,
GEORGIA,
and ARKANSAS,
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va.. Trnn. A fia. Air Tine. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic C'oaMt Tine and Neaboard Air
Tine. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228 Washington st.
By Inland dk Neaboard Coaming Co. and
Poto nine N. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKETM to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through T icket* to all parts of the South and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, aud 240 and
300 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; §7.00 second class, includingmeals
and berths.
ft. N VHPNON, Gen. Agent, 53 Central
nov2-dtf
Wharf, Bokiou.

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFT
r./vm ..FOmiuanl

STEAMBOAT CO.

W i nter

Arrangements.

Mnchiunport.
Returning, leaves Macliiasport. every Hon
at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland about midnight, connecting
Pullman
with
night train for Boston and the West.
Sanford 8. S.
Rockland with
at
Connects
n

(W.

_.

n.lfa.t

an

A

XT,,..

8UCC688.

Clayton Keith,

HI.

D.,

St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerves, and
tones up the whole physical system, thus enabling

it to xesist disease.

R. C. Hloffat, HI. D.,

Brooklyn.
It is the moft perfect compendium of exercise im
aainable. It is particularly adapted to ladies Buffering from uterine and kindred weaknesses.

tionsez, HI. D.,
New York.

Hoiatio
I

am

fects.

fully satisfied
f.awMoa

with
.%•

your machine

atm

its ef-

Cong, HI. D.,

Buffalo,
1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving chronic
infirmities of long standing. It has been a new revelation to me and other medical friends.

David Wooster, HI. D.,
San Francisco.
I do not hesitate to unqualifiedly commend the
Reactionary Lifter to all pe sons suffering fro ji dyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
C.

Peckham Fitch, HI. D.,
New York.

It is almost indispensable for the maintenace of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

Robert Hamilton, HI. D.,

l‘

day Morning,

VeAfaeoiAnnl

Oliver Wendell Holme*, HI. D.,
Harvard University.
It furnishes a concentrated form of exercise which
I have found salutary, agreeable and exhi arating.
The particular apparatus you use, “The Keaotiou a ry
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.
Adrian J. Ebell, HI. D.,
Berltn.
It is the best means of physiological exercise of
It merits
the entire system I have ever met with.

Portland, Bangor & Mathias

Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to me, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
Caroline B.Win*low, HI. D.t
Washington, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Reactionary Lifter,
I am a physio ally regenerated woman.
Its effect
has been magioal. I esteem it a blessing which can

Dl.a.

also with steamer for Green’s
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harbor witn
steamer for Lamoine and Snllivan. At Sedgwiok
with stage for Bine Hill.

Tlorlnnd Tl, !>.,
Boston Mass.
Every one who give* tho Reactionary Llfte:1
fair trial becomes fascinated with. it.

doming West,
onnects at Roekland Monday with Sanford S. S.
Co. from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.
GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23, 1881.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

Landing,

Landings;

The steamers of this Line will
»Frun during the winter season
fortnightly between this port and
"w..—sriafr Liverpool. The vessels are Cl} de
built. ful» powered and have superior accommoda-

Wm. W.

uov&

tion for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.

DOMINION, 0*pt. Reid.2d Feb.
BROOKLYN, Capt. Lindall.... 10th Feb.
ONTARIO, Capt. Williams.6th Jan.
TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th Jan
RATES OF

Maine

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at 6
F. M., and leave*.Pier 37, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY.at 4 P. M.
Those steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, S5; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at

Portland,

once. For further information
HENRY FOX, General

apply

to

Agent,'Portland.

J. F. AMES, Ag't, Pier 8«, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 33
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdecbdtf
senger* will be takes by tbit llso.

'V

dtf

ADVERTISING

AGENTS

DODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
a as WASHINGTON NT.,
RONTON
Advertisements received for every Paper In the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of the Pekms K«i*t for inspection at any timo
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular.
A List of 100 choice newspapers.

PASSAGE.

Cabin. $60.00 Gold.
Cabin return...$90.00 Gold.
For passage, &c., apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidcc5 dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

a

201 MIDDLE STREET.

/NiJrakjK-

m.—For all

tions.

best
German, French and English Goods.
W. H. KOHLING, S9 Exchange St
and Draper. Fine Goods and
First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E .CORNISH, 249 Middle St.
and draper.
Fine Goods always on hand. Satisfaction
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St
guaranteed.
oa

m.

may be had
regarding the same
Railroad Wharf.

and

Hardware, Harness

Furnace* A Kitchen
Agents for the “Crawford Range.”
A HOWARD. 233 A 236 Federal St.

and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p.
S^~FreJght

formation
office of the

DOMINION LINE.

Kranich A
J
Congress St ]
All kinds Frames

Ranges,

Steamers !

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MasPCHARLES DEERING.
ter, will leave Railroad Wharf,
ftilft ■firiFfr Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at 11.15 o’clock,for Rockland ,Ca*tine, Deer l*le, Sedgwick, No. Weil Harbor, Bar Harbor, Hillbridge, Joufuport

Be

C., Alexandria,

Lines.

^.Throngh Ratei named and Bills of Lading rivei>
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply
D. D. C. MINX, Agent,
196 Washington Street, Boston, Ma*e.
Wm. P. Clyde A (to., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadtufihii.

BRUNSWICK.
•
P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field. Proprieto

NewYorK & Pfiijadelpli a NewLli

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balia?

Interior Bet-ora-

town, D.
and Water

RONTON.

Commencing November 25th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

Philadelphia.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,
rime. Law
f.ine, Quick
Rates, Freqnenl Departure*.
received
and
to FALL
forwarded
daily
Freight
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Ntenmera, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY to Pniladelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to f 'harlesWashinglan, D. C*, (Jeurje*
tan, 8.

Semi-Weekly

Proprietors.

Bucksport, Sunday

or

AND THIED AND BEKK3 3TS.

mabe

STOVES,
Supplies.
KNIGHT

Je2.dly

111

afternoon

BAf I..

PARKER HOUSE, School St.-H. D. Parker A Co
Proprietors.
CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.-Stumcke A Goodwin, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice & Son.

PAYS0N TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, Dec. 6th, 1881.
dec2
[dtf

The best make.
Exchange Street,

PI

SADBLEBY

l‘-3 Market Square. Portland.

f .'inters’

run

Leather
and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON A CO. 119 Exchange St.

(gald

STEAMERS.

m.;

STATION IN NEW YORK £?£££&

tions. Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
BOSWORTH A MORSE, 691 Congress St
ANOStCMckering & Sons, Lindertnau
A Son. Ed McCameron A Maine Piano Oo.'s
BAILEY A NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
Pianos.

Shirts

BERRY,

JOST A MORTON,

WM. M.

2.50 p.

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

BOI.MTER’M HULLS.

Ml.

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia <fe Reading R. R.
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

to okber, Fine
Furnishings, Underwear anil Neckwear.
MERRILL A CO., Under Preble^Iouso.

No. 37 Plum Street.

FRESCO

m,;

-BETWEEN-

nr) MiircnftiwiifiA

PICTURE
STEPHEN

m.t

New York, Trenton &

MUSIC

HANGINGS,

p.

Bound Brook Route.

IRA 0. STOCKBRIDGE, 166 Exchange St
Sc MUSIC BOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments, Ac.
0. K. HAWES. 177 Middle St
Glass

m., 2.45

BOSTON

connection with

HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

_

Congress

OPTICAL
Variety of Shape and Color,
C. H. FARLEY, No. 4

OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th. 1881.

Limited Ticket* A rut and *ecend clan* for
9*. John and Halifax on »ale at reduced
rate*.

Millinery
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
and Casoo Sts
Cor.
MRS. J.

Tnalrnmanta a

a.

morning.

lineryI

Rooks, Strings, Musical

a.

only.

Merchant

Music

in., x&,oO p,

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does

tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. Si. FERNALD, 237 Middle

YfllSIO,
it.

a.

t Sleeping <3irs attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

MERCHANT

Building.

< ,uu

a. m.

A Fine AssortTailor.
ment of Imported Goods.
F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.

EASTMAN A CUTTS,
1 A 2 United States Hotel

iM iiunmiM

Halifax, 8.15

The

m.

GLOVES, Laces, Smallwares aud
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
OWEN, MOORE A CO., 607 A 609 Congress

MillinerIT
Nos.

night);

for
Belfast and

over

Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60

00.,

Millinery

Bangor

S.m.;

Diamonds,
Watches,
Silverware Manui'rs, Gold and Silver Platers.
ATWOOD A WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St
.VKI.RV, Watches, Clocks, Silvei A
Plated Ware, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, 613 Congress
Watches, Clocks and Nilvc.

a

p^B^^fffPlLewiston,

Railway,

Skowhegan, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.66,. 110.00
and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., tl0.65 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.43 a. m.,
4.35 p. m.f fl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.35 fc. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m.,
11.28 a.m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: Winthrop 10.25
a. m. being due in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Augusta and Bath,
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting

Watches, Chronometers, f'
Clocks, Charts, and Silverware.
WM. SENTER A CO., 61 Exchange St

DKYDEN,

A.

John, 8.15 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; lion Hon, 9.00
а. m.;
St. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.; Buck** port,
б. 30 a. m., 6. p. m.; Bangor, 7.16 a. m., t7.46
7.05 a. m.t 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
Dexter,
p. m.;

Homeopathic

MRS. E. R. FOWI.E,

Canton for Portland and
4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 1.30
Tin... ■">»» -*«
Leave Lewiston at 1.57 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner,
Leave

__

Buugeley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
KeadAeld, Went Waterville and North
12.46 p. m.,
Farmington via
BruuMwick, 7.00 a. m.
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND ami BOSTON,

pharmacy.
Homeo. Medicines, Books and Cases.
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D. 410 Congress St

Mil

XIAXLXIOA19.

Aqnoq,

Middle St.

Congress,

N.

m., 5.15 p. m.. til.15 p. m.: Bath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m.. 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
dfc Lincoln R. R., 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m.:
Auburn and LewiMton, 12.45 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. TjewiMton via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., tll.15 p. m.; Farmington,
Phillip*,

Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. J. WALKER A CO., 163 A 166 Middle St
A FURS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo A Wolf Robes a specialty
MERRY, the Hatter, 237 Middle St
Caps and Furs. Manufacturer
and Dealer in Furs,
HATS,
A.

&

Bangor, Bncksport, Dexter,
Nkowhegan, 12.45 p. m., 12.55 p. m.,$11.15p.
Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m., 12.o5
p. m., 11.15 p. m. and 5.15 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hnllowell, Gardiner, Rich-

Hardware,

and

E.

m.

cutlery, t«oi«,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.
X. L. MERRILL A CO., No. 9 Market Squara
Maaufn.

on

m., noon, and remain in

Guns

HARNESS

stations

12.55, and tll.35 p m.; 8t. Andrews, 8t. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroostook C'onnty,
Moosehead Lake, and all stations on B. A
Piscataquis R< R., 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.

Teas, and
Coffee, Pure Spices, Butter, Ao., Ao.
WILLIAM MILLIKEN A CO., 682 Congress St
and fishinr tacrle.
Agent for Dn Pout’s POWDER, and
RENPBOCK. G. L. BAILEY, 221 Middle iSt.
Store. Hair Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
A. BLOOKL1NGER, 627 Congross St.
Flour,

FROM
in

HOTEL

Rumford Falls & Ruck Held

RAILROAD.

MINE CENTRAL

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L. WILSON A

Ragland

STEAMSHIP LINES

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and T'cket Agent
W. 8aNBOKN, MasterTransportation.

dec5_itf

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sunt,
S. H. STEVEN?, Gen* Agent. Portland.
dec2
dtf

GROCERIES,

and

D.

Agent,

CHARLES CUST1S A CO., 493 Congress St
Wholesale and Retail.
Fine Teas, coffees and Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW A CO., 686A687Cong. A 236 Middle

Teas

On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trail s leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p.m.*
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all point* West and
Houih may be had of J. M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pulliuu'i Car Ticket* for Beat* aod
Berth* sn!4 at Depot Tic ket Office.

in advance at

tion.

Exchange St

Fixtures,

GROCERIES,
8.T.

points.

Train* leave Jlosfou.
At 8.30 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.30. p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m,'(daily), and arrive m Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Pullman Parlor Car*.

Portland oonnects

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers rnning botween Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maohias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland & Ogdonsburg trains at Transfer Sta-

FURNITURE,

GAS

ern

for New York
The 3.30 p. in.
connects with all Rail Lines for New
York and the 8onth aud West.
8UNDAY TRAIN8 Leave Portland for
Boston and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.

uuhoistery.
Furniture
Fine, Medium and Common Goods,
PORTLAND FURNITURE
40

MARSTON,

Gloucester, Pock port,
Boston, arriving at 1.15 p m.
Lynn,
At l.fOp. ui. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
BL deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick. Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana
Boston, arriving at 5.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Rail Lines for all Southern and West-

train

FURNACES,

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia A New

Salem,
Newburyport,
Chelsea and

m.

Parlor Car Neats secured
Depot Ticket Office.
BggP-'The 1.10 p. m. train from
with 8ound Line Steamer*
and all rail lines for the West.

CO.,
Congress St
Domestic, Candies,

and

for

FARE $1.00.

CORSETS,

HOUSE

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
a. m.

On and after Monday, Dec.
Trains
5, 1881, Passenger
The *avonte Steamers Forest City and John
LEAVE
PORTLAND
WHARF
■-1.
ril..FOK BOSTOrt at 8-45 am. 110 Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLINWH
at 7 o’clock p. m. and INDIA
ARF,
Portland,
(Express.) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. in. (Sundays excepted).
1.16, 6.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
this
line
are reminded that they sePassengers
by
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Express), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
arriving at Portland at 12.30, 6.00, and 8.00 cure
aid inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
Portland for Scarborough Beach,
p. m.
BF" Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H,
Pine Point,Old Orchard Beach, and KenYOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
nebunk, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. (See
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Note.) For Waco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
l. 10, 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.45 a.
Freight taken as usual.
m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.)
For
North BerJ. ft. tOYLE, Jr., General Agent.
wick, 8alnaon Falls, Great Falls, Dover,
dtf
Lawrence
and
Exeter, Haverhill,
Lowell,
at 8.45 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
STEAMSHIP
CO.
IKTERSATIONAL
at
8.45
a.
m.
and
3.30
m.
For
Market,
p.
Rochester, and Farmington, N. H., at 8.46
a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Bay,
Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45
Charlottetown, P. E. I.
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Train
will
leave
Kennebunk
for
Morning
Portland at 7.25.
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
^"NOTE-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
WEEK.
PER
TWO
TRIPS
Orchard
Old
Kennebunk
or
Point,
Beach,
Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and

PLUMMER, Cor. Congress and Brown Sts
Kid Rloves, Ribbons,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, Ac
E. S. MERRILL, 467 Congress St
Chinn and Rinas
R. S. RAND,

p. in.
At N 4£

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Hosiery, Kid Rloves, Laces,
CORSETS,
Embroideries and Worsteds.
W. E.

CROCKERY,

Train* leave Portland.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,

xn.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

CFFIN

Frame Mf’y.
Fine Gold Frames a Specialty.
to order.
R. H. KNIGHT, 37 Temple Street.

AT

_dec!4-d4w^

CLOTHING,
dren’s,

SON,

Me._dec2i)dtf

A Nice Room to Rent
144% Exchange St., and a room at 22
Wilmot. Two good 2d-hand stoveB for sale—
Exat W. P. Hastings’ Plano Warerooms, 144%
change St.

Child-

BOSTON & PORTLAND Clothing Co., 256 Middlo.

Sc

STREET.
GREENdec23dtf

To Let.

men’* Roys’ and
Wholesale and Retail.

Organs. Weber,
Bach Pianos, and Smith Am. Organs.
PIANOS
W. M. FURBUSH A
436

Times.

LET.

BURLEIGH & Co.
184 Middle Street.

PIANOS

SLEIGHS!
to

J.

and Orgnas of best makes.
Fire makes of Pianos and four of Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.S Free St Block

BUSINESS CARDS.

FIRST CLASS FANCY AND BUSINESS

Prices

Furnishing Good*,

and

Goods.

We have ibis day sold our Wholesale Grocer
business to Conant, Patrick & Co., who will con
tinue it a the store formerly occupied by us.
Our office will remain as heretotore, at 153
Commercial Street.
[CONANT & RAND.

FOR SALE.

At

CLOTHING

BARNES,

have this day formed a copartnership under
the style of CONANT, PATRICK & CO., and
taken store No. 163 Commercial St,, where we shall
continue the Wholesale Grocery business heretofore
carried on by Conant & Rand.

—

second-hand Traverse Runner Pung; one secondhand pair Runners, with frame, suitable fnr trucking. Also New Single and I »ouble Sleighs on hand.
ALBERT CHASE, 30 Preble *I.

Cigars,

MILLINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, Flowers A Laces.
402
St.
A. E.

COPARTNERSHIP,

Portland, January 2,1882.

second-band round back Double Sleigh, full
pole and shafts, C. P. Kimball’s

ONEtrimmed,

CIGARS,

and

220 Commercial St.

declSeodlm

IJpholaterere,

JEWELRY,

Portland, Jan. 2,1882.
Mr. Wintlirop Jordan is a partner in

FOR SALE

and

manufacturer and Importer
of Havana
Wholesale and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

BROS.,

Trunk,

_dtf

Nlaker*

Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. & SANBORN, 183 & 185 Middle St

Watches, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
621
cor. Casco
CARTER

COPARTNERSHIP.

have this day changed the style of
TO from Bethel to Island Pond. One with estab- WEfrom
SWKETSER & MERRILLS, to
lished trade preferred. Address Box 936, Portland.

dec2C

CANDIES

HATS

Wanted.

Salesman

at

HAIR

ness as

a

For Manchester, Concord and oointa North, at
1.05 p. m.
For Rochester, 8pringvale, Alfred, Wp.ierboro and 8aco Ri ver.7.30 a. m., 1.03
p. m., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a.
mu 11.24
a m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
^mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Gorham,
Naccarappa. Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’*,
Mill*,
at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 6.^0 and (mixed)
*6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. m. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer June, with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worceuter, for
New York via Norwich Uinc, and all rail,
via 8pringfleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
R, (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelahin. KaltinioiT.. IVanhinirfAn.
And
t.h«
south and with Boston A Albany Eg, R, for
West.
the
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R.f and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot ofScee and at Hollins & Adams' No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not
stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WES' »J T. Supt.
dec3dtf

LOWELL, 226 Middle St.
and Fine Confection*,
I. F. LORD, successor to
Allen Gow, 666 Congress Street

a.

Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
6.30a. m. A special Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy in Portland station, at 9.00
p, ns. and is attached to this train for Boston,
(Sunday nights this car will not be ready untill ll

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, JLowell, Windham, and Upping at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.

and

stockholders of the Merchants National
Bank of Portland, are hereby notified that their
annual meeting for the choice of Directors for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
business as may legally be brought before them, will
he held at the bank, on TUESDAY, Jan. 10, 1882,
at 10 o’clock a. m.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
deolOdtd
Portland, Dec. 10,1883.

of

married man, a permanent situation as clerk, or as assistant book keeper.
Would prefer to go in some wholesale
store. Address “N.” Press Offiee.
dlw
jan 4

By

Shoe*: Fine and

9

For

Middle St.

Medium Goods
low prices.
J. H. WETHERELL & CO.,
Boot*
CYRUS

m.

m.

Successors to

on

First National Bank.

_WANTS._

at 2.16 p,

come

eoddm

sep28

Co.,

TUESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1882, at

■

are the best

jPortland at 7.30 a. m., and
p. m., arriving at Worcester
and 7.30 p. m.
Returning toave
Union Depot, Woroester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
mM arriving at Portland at 1 25 p. m. and 5.45 p.
ms..

ARTISTS’

for Ladies and Gents, to Measure.
BOOTS
B. F. WHITNEY &
222

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Dec. 5,
ejg*fgg"lfg?-gi 1881, Passenger Trains will leave

Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.
MATERIALS,Architect*’ dr
Engineers* Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 693 Congress St
Stationery A- Blank Book*.
Clark’s Circulating Library.
FRANK B. CLARK, 616 Congress St.
anil Shoe*, Fine Cu*tom Work,

seven

Casco National Bank*

ftELLULOID

WINTER
___

annual meeting of the stockholders of “The
FINE
Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the elecTHE
tion
directors and for the transaction of
Designs and Choice
before
any other business that may legally
Flowers specialty.
FLORISTS,F’uneral
them, will be held at their banking bouse
W. E. MORI ON A
616

St.,

Edwards

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

WILLIAM S. LOWELL, 613 Congress St,
Custom and Ready Hade Clothing
Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
ALLEN A COMPANY, 229 Middle St

standing

DR

Portland and Worcester Line.

photography

Wedding
ENRRAVINR.
Cards and Fine Stationery.

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

Qi

Cancers Cured

are

dec28 dtd

nATTcyen.

nov24

Stockholders of this corporation

Square

Art
D by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.

EAGLE JSUOiR REFINERY.

THE

ys’ Cream Balm

decSldtd

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J. SPIOEli Superintendent.
octl7dtf

CO.^73 Congress
A POTHEC ARY; The Careful Prep a a
il. tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
K. DANA JR., 689 Congress St

and

all points

and

In tlm

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Drug*, Paint*, Oil*,
APOTHECARIES!
Agte. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE &
21 Market

CADINET

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
BANGOR AND MACHIAS
PORTLAND.
STEAMBOAT COMPANY, will be held at the office
of the company, Railroad Wharf, Portland, on
TUESDAY January tenth
1882, at two (2)
o’clock p. m.. for the following purposes, viz:
Treasurer’s
To
act
the
1st.
upon
Report for the
year 1881.
for
choose
five
Directors
the ensuing
2d. To
3d. To provide means for discharging the debts
of the company.
4th. To provide funds and boats for the business

Ulolplio life’s Si & Co.,

Canada, Detroit, Chicago,Millnuukce
Cincinnati, Ml. L.ui,,Om.hn, MaginIiw, Ml. Pant, Sait l.nkr City,
Denver, Man Frnnci.ro,

BOOKS.

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
a

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !
To

American

ANNUAL MEETING.

At

at

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

30 | S. S. City of Para, Jan. 20

freight or passage rates and the fsliest tnfor
motion, apply to the General Easters Agents,
C. U. BARTI.GTT A VO.,
113 State Street, cm. Broad St., Boston.
or to V7. I>. LITTLE A OO.,
81 Exohange St., Portland.
Jo88dtf
For

74 EXCHANGE STREET

TOOIiS.OARDEN
Field and Flower Seeds, Fertilizers, &c.
WM. C. SAWYER & CO.. 6, 7 & 9 Preble St.
watches, Fine
Jewelry Silverware, Clock*. Ac.
CHAS. H. LAMSON, 201 Middle street

CO.,

Jan. 10.
S. 8. Colon,... .Jan

PASSENGER OFFICES

APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes. Soaps, Toilet Articles
FRED T. MEAHER &

17th aay of January 1882, at 1 (To’clock in the forenoon; to choose Directors for the ensuiDg year and
to transact any other business that may legally
come before them.

MONDAY, DECEMBER ath, 1881,

From

-AND-

JAPAN, CHINA,
Inland., New Zealand and
Australia.
The new aB
splendid steamers sail from New
York on the loth, 20th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers and freight for San Franoisco
as below.
S. S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only

ARR1VALM.

JLewiuton and Auburn, 8.30 a.m
12.30. 3,16 and 0.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 0.40 a. m., and 12.30
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal and
ueker,
12.30 p. m.

CALIFORNIA,

Sandwich

(mixed.)^

Chemical*.

& Ogden&burg R. R.
Aimual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Company, will
be held at the office of the Company, 39 Exchange
street, in the city of Portland Me., on Tuesday, the

-os-

For Auburn and Uewititon, 7.10 a. m.,
12.35 and 6.16 p. in.
For Oorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.15 p. m.
For 4»orhain, 4.00 p. m.,
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.

PORTLAND, ME.,

FOR

Winter Arrangement wilj go into effect

DEPARTURE*:

The following Trade Circular Is respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people
of Maine.
2ap=Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will be promptly atSatisfaction guaranteed or
tended to.
money refunded.

Annual

THE

Schiedam Aromatic

curing

ON

ACKICVLTIJBAL

Portland

WOLFE’S

for

RETAIL TRADE

17th,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

Eastern Jtailroad.

time.

after MONDAY, OCT.
1881, trains will run as follows:
and

_STEAMERS^_

RAILROADS.

Railway of Canada.

chasgiTof

_

ANNUAL MEETING.

jan3.
Good Advice.
Use Hale’s Honey of Hoarhound and Tar
for a cough or cold.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute

Ass’t Secretary.
jan3-dtd
AMERICAN TURNING CO.

AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON, Secretary.
1882.
jan2dlw

gale,

and have found the
*
*
I have
tincture a glorious result. •
been greatly helped by the Bitters, and am not

Annual
of the Stockholders of th
be held on the SecTuesday
1882, (Jan. 10th) at the
January,
factory of the Whitney Gaiter Company. Newbury
Street, Portland, Maine, at three (3) o'clock in the
afternoon.
EDGAR L. ROBINSON,

Meeting
THEMaine Box
Company will
of

January 2,

As

Grand Trunk

CIRCULAR.

TRADE

OF

ond

Ozone Inhaler and Treatment.
'Oie

RAILROADS.

GUIDE.

_

MAINE BOX COMPANY.

WANTED.

The young man or woman who must forsake
society because of mortifying freckles, tan,

jan4dtd

THE BUYERS’

troubled with CATARRH,

IN ANY OF ITS FORMS,
you can secure instant relief, and, after a short time»
can be permanently cured, by using

A

break with his huntsman, friends and neiglibers and none rode more boldly nor with voice
more cheerily awaked the echo
among the wood
and bills with his merry hunting cry than did
the gallant Washington.
Thomas Jefferson had a remarkable fondness
for horses. It is not recorded that he ever put
one horse in
training for a race, but hebred and
kept a number for his own use. Who has not
read the storv of how he rode to thecapitol unattended, dismounted, hitched his magnificent
"Wildair” to a post, walked in and took tho
oath of office as Presidentof the United States?
Daring the time that he occupied the position
of chief magistrate, he would allow nothing to (
interfere with his taking his daily two hours’
ride on horseback, nor did he permit false
ideas of official decorum to prevent his attending the races which were regularly held near
Washington; ho was always an enthusiastic
spectator. Mr. Randall, in his splendid biography of Jefferson, relates that he saw several
pages in one of Mr. Jefferson’s farm books
which were devoted to the pedigrees of his
choicest horses, and that he usnally owned a
number of brood mares of the highest quality,
most of which wore carried off by Lord Corn-.
Wallis's troops, during the destructive campaign in Virginia. Near Monticello may be
seen the rongb,craggy pass or path, on the side
of Carter's mountain, up which Mr. Jefferson
rode in hot haste, when a detachment of Tarleton's dragoons were in sight, sent to capture
him; but, thanks to his fleet-footed steed, ho
made safe bis escape.
Perhaps there was not. in his time, a greater
lover, nor a better judge of a horse than Andrew Jackson. He was for twenty years a
staunch supporter of the turf—the turf was not
in Buch bad repute then as in latter days—
making it not only a source of pleasure but
one of profit also.
Old Hickory owned some
very successful racers, the most prominent of
which was "Truxton,” so called after Commo-

you

phlets.
A Norristown second-hand furniture dealer
has a toy said to have been made by George
Washington. This reminds us that a Philadelphia dealer in bric-a-brac has a soap bubble
blown by George when nine years old—Phila
News.

mHE annual meeting of the Board of Trade for
choice of officers and the transaction of such
other busint 88 as may properly come before this
meeting, will be held at the Board of Trade Rooms
on Monday, January 9th, 1882, at 7 30 o’clock p. m.
Per order,
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

CAN BE CURED.

If

dc17

if he demands witness fees before
over.—Boston Courier.

meet-

Trade—Annual

ing.

over

The criminal at Washington has shown such
superhuman cheek that it will not surprise us

MEETINGS_
Board of

^ COWS-1§= Hardware

Wit and Wisdom.

sense

our most

inkin nritk !#>»»

as

the world. Neither the Desert of Gobi in Asia
be worse
nor the Great Sahara in Africa can

moono

fore, and I don’t think we any of us slept for an
hoar at a time during the night, from the dread
and expectation of hearing the execution. We
were all afraid the poor dog would give a howl
which would be heard a long way. Every way,
I think the poor dog is better dead, for he had
an unhappy life.
We never dared to take him

Be that

MISCELLANEOUS.

T.

Advertising

C.

EVANS’

Agency and
Wareliouse,

Printers’

WASHINGTON Mt.,
BOSTON,
Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices
Send for estimates.
100

Dealer In

W. W. SHARPE A t o,,
Advertising A rents,
NEW YORK
i PARK HOW,
Advertisements written appropriately displayed
and proofs given, free ofe *
The leading Daily and
ekly Newspapers of in
United States and Canada, kept on hie for the awjom*
of
Advertisers.
modation

CEO. P. ROWELL A CO.

Advertising Agents,
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
10 MPRUl’E STRUT, NEW YORK
The P&KB& may oe found on tile a our office.
NEW YORK
4 PAIiK ROW

^

